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from the birds.
Their lives are complicated by
predation from every side, their
short span of life among us hu
mans is one jf constant fear, and
the need to be < ver alert is the
first essential of their existance.
Nature equipped their bodies
with fleet and uupDle wings and the
judgement of the proper time to use
them.
This s their armament,
their protection, their method of
travel. But even with so little and
the chance to live and rustle up a
living, they spread their daytime
trails with happy song.
At a few minutes past 3.15 on
that most expectant morning there
come a hesitant silence in the
woods about me. I expect it was
'
33/ ■R .Mldo TVler
that pause between the mysteries
When you wake up just about , ing was breezy, cool or threaten- of night and the disclosures of day;
daylight on these beautiful spring j ing bad weather before dawn, that it was like the “lull before a
mornings and hear so many birds birds chose the thickets and close storm’,,
voices singing that you can’t tell growing conifers: but on soft and
The silhouette oi Dublin Hill was
one from another, don’t you some balmy evenings they just made
clean cut against *he eastern tinted
times wonder which one gets up themselves cozy on the first con sky and I imagined the pines be
first’
veiniant limb oeyond the borders hind me whispered a quieting as
Weather permitting, I like to of open pasture.
surance to all natures creatures.
sleep with my window at half sash
Probably within a hundred foot
Presently from the crown of
year in and year out, and just radius of my hiding place a dozen Pumkin Hill a quarter mile behind
about this time of year the first songbirds came during the even- me came the raucus clattering call
peep of day wafts a chorus of • ing interval before dark and with of a
red-headed woodpecker.
scrambled song over the country- ' a few gentle twitters were lost to Across the still and obscure coun
side that makes you thankful to be , my view.
tryside it echoed and resounded
a^veI Most of these birds were of with startlnig clarity, as it’s last
A few years ego when I was 1 species who frequented my door- note like trailing laughter settled
more “frisky” than I am now, I yard through the day,— as long into ihe valley and announced ap
tried for lays to get up with the j as I could see distinctly there had proaching dawn.
I wondered at the way of the
first faint tint of dawn and go to been gold finche3, a variety of
the door in my nightshirt and : sparrows, one or two robins and woods,—w’as it the woodpecker’s
catch these early rising songsters • I expect there were some of the turn this morning to be the “Bignot yet up and in good voice, but warblers and others I could not Ben” of ‘Weskeag valley? Who
there was always some feathered identify in the gathering darkness, woke natupre's creatures yester
throat serenading the coming
When ill was quiet and I had day, which would he chosen to
dawn ahead of me. I had often nearly been devoured by black wake them tomorrow?
Almost at once there were faint
stayed in the woods until darkness flies, I crept from my hiding place
twitters from the trees around me.
had stilled the last faint trill of ancj went home.
the wood thrush and only the night I At 3 a. m. two mornings later I Wings were seen to move against
birds could be heard, but I was could easily have been suspected the dim sky and from branches
“stumped” to know just when the of roost-robbing, vagrancy, or be that revealed no life a few mo
day began for the songsters and ing just plain crazy, for I was ments before, I heard the flutter
just who was apt to venture the groping my way up Westbrook, of wings. Most of the birds slipped
first note for the beginning of a talking to myself and tripping silently away towards the valley
new day.
I over unseen roots and stones on with nothing more than a chirp or
In .food weather most birds think my wgy „afk tQ ,hat bird roosting two in “good-morning” greeting to
nothing of flying miles, if neces- | sanctum at the f00. of Plimkin Hill, a companioon.
Heavier w’ings than I had heard
sary. for a shelter of their choice t0 fjnd Qut whQ gp(g up f,rgt
enter the roosting area were now
to spend the night and those that the morning.
moving out and away over my
appear around youi dooryard or
With some difficulty and a few’
garden spot during the day are slight bruises and scratches here head. None had yet burst into
very likely going to the nearest and there I finally found the hide song upon awakening.
I wondered if the urge to sing
suitable woods to roost.
out and settled down, as the first
Until nests are built you can pink tint of a new day glowed came after a bite to eat, or the
“setting-up exercise” of a short
probably figure that the fringe be dimly over Brownie’s Hill.
flight in the cool morning air; or
tween the human habitated area
For five minutes the beating of
and the woods is where most song my owrn heart was the only defi- must it come from the h#»art, in
birds go to rest at night; and as nate movement I was aware of. spired by the love light in a pair
with the crow, *he partridge and The slience that eveloped me w’as of kindred eyes?
Nursing on these questions I hap
the blue heron, (the latter taking heavy and appalling, and it seemed
pened to glance upward at a flut
most of his re3t by day) I am in slightly chilly.
ter of small wings in a nearby
clined to believe that the same
My first sense to detect the won
area and possibly the same tree or ders of this moment w’as smell, maple.
Actual dawn was still a long way
limb is used as a roosting place for there was an aura of the frag
of, but the sun's yellow glow w’as
night after night.
rance of spearmint about me. I
Well,—to get back to my sub had probably stepped in a patch spreading higher by the minute,—
Perched on the slenderest, top
ject; I became so corious about of it on the way up.
most twig of the nearby maple sat
this “getting - up-in - the-morning”
Next, a mole or wood mouse
business that I decided to make rustled in the ’eaves closely and a tiny bird I could not identify at
some personal joservations into and far away I heard a rooster once.
Busily he fluffed and preened
the matter.
crow. Day break was on it’s way.
his feathers in silence. It was
Naturally I started on the first
Would the song birds whose
a painstaking job to look will at
gentle slope of Pumkin Hill as it voices
loudly
penetrated
to1
„ A
,
, , 4
.
.. | the break ol day, and no detail of
rises along the Westbrook road.
the darkest corners of my bed-1
•
his
toilette
was
overlooked.
It took me two evening to find a room long before sunrise, awake
place to which enough birds came with a song or would they, like I Presently he pointed his tiny hill
between actual sunset and dark humans dazed by sleep, take a straight up towards the Heavens
ness to make the study of practical few moments to gather up the | and opened it widely and the
one. I also found that if the even- threads of consciousness with a I feathers of his pulsating throat
few inarticulate utterance which
11
4l„4,-a*i_ ____
that is first in distinction, melo
are never heard in their daytime
dy and encouragement after the
SAT. MATINEE
chatter?
wearingness of a Maine w’inter.
Would* their bright wild eyes
No mistaking that long and hap2 R. M.
pop open uv
at «a certain instant and
pwj/
lyric so familar, so welcome
the day’s routine start cheerily and
.
.
.
\
i and likewise so enduring: for he
Special Children's at once?
? Gr would that moment of
1 sings it from mid-March to the Audawn be temporarily postponed by
gust month and often gives us a
Show
tucking their heads deeper under |
their wings in anticipation of the ^ing serenade before he mi-

CARTOON

day', effort and it's trials and trib-] «ra‘e ,n late October,
He is the song sparrow,—one
illations for existance?
I of nature's most easily inspired
Dear readers,—take a lesson
; songsters, who sings sweetest and
continuously when in love (of
CEMETERY LOTS MADE READY course) but never forgets the cheer
that it adds to an inclement day
FOR MEMORIAL DAY
throughout his stay amongst us
Grading, Mowing, Etc.
tempermental humans.
c. H. WINCHENBAUGH
Then this was to be the opening
TEL. 257-W4
6061 selection to a day of work, love
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a “land use” map was mentioned.
Several points named were con
cerned with the problem of park
ing and included consideration of
set back regulations for fu’ure con
struction on Main and Union
Streets, parking lot reservations
in future building in the business
section of the city and the study
of possible off tne street public
parking areas.
In the area of future expansion
of the city it was indicated that
planning needed co be done on the
projection of existing and future
streets, possible park reservations,
and waterfront expansion and im
provement.
The planning committee also
pointed out the need for a long
term plan of sidevalk and street
reconstruction which could be car
ried out as funds become available
The variuos recommendations of
the committee will be considered
by the Council including the sug
gestion that a full time city en
gineer and planning director be
hired. In connection with the lat
ter suggestion an appropriation of
$4,000 was recommended by the
planning committee This recom
mendation will be considered with
other budget items that are to
come before the City Council in the
near future.

A start on the plans» for the nationwide Civil Defense test alert, scheduled for June 14
made last week at the me
leeting of Philip Newbert, County Director of (ivil Defens, anil his staff.
The th<' f,Jture developement of the city
meeting was held at the control center which has recently been reorganized. The control center, located needs to be don^ in the immediate
in the County Court House serves for Ihe entire Knox County area. Deputies aiding in the organization! future to avoid confusion as the
for this te.st alert include those shewn above: .Mian F. McAlary, Philip Newbert, Dr. < . Harold Jame
city expands.
son and C. Maxwell Ames and Rockland Police Chief Bernard Thompson who is not in the picture.
A number of areas which need
to
be given consideration were
in the Lincoln court at Wiscasset
SUPERIOR COURT EXPECTED TO
outlined by the group. A reconsid
on a similar charge. The second
eration of the zoning laws which
sentence, given by Justice Francis
ADJOURN MAY SESSION TODAY
would involve the construction of
Sullivan, is to run concurrently
It is expected that *he May term ton, who received a sentence to with the sentence imposed by Jus
of Knox Superior Court will be the Mens Reformalory in Windham, tice Cecil Siddall.
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE SETS UP
adjourned today by Justice Cecil in Knox County Superior Court
• • a •
J. Siddall.
Monday,
received
a
similar
George A. Robbins of Rock NATIONAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
Criminal cases in which trials sentence later ’he same day, in land. sentenced to the Maine State
were expected have been con the Lincoln County Superior Court. Prison in Thomaston on two sep- WITH CARL MORAN AS HEAD
cluded by the changing of pleas
Robertson, a 'ormer civilian em erate counts; was charged with
The Rockland Chamber of Com applied for membership on this
from not guilty to guilty by the ployee of the state police, was escape from the Knox County Jail.
persons accused
Robbins was on parole from the merce has embarked upon a new Committee.
sentenced in the Knox court after
The first meeting of this Com
♦ ♦ * ♦
pleading guilty to a charge of Windham institution at the a time field of activity, it has organized
mittee was neld Tuesday evening
The traverse jury of Knox Su breaking, entering and larceny. of his arrest on a charge of break a National Affairs Committee.
at the Thorndike Hotel.
Each
perior Court was dismissed at the The same plea was entered by him ing, entering and larceny.
There are 3,152 Chambers of Com member selects his own subject for
close of the court session on Mon
merce, and ?,459 of them have study. Subjects already assigned
day with the conclusion of crimi
such committees.
are; (1) housing, to Edward Gor
nal cases and civil actions which FESTIVAL GROUP MAY CONTRIBUTE
The purpose of this committee don; (2) labor law, to John M.
were to be tried before a jury.
$2,000 FOR WADING POOLS FOR
are: 1) to become informed upon Pomeroy and Bart Pellicani; (3)
Hearings in civil actions wern
issues before Congress and the Social Security, *o Nathan Fuller;
continued by Justice Cecil J. CHILDREN AT TWO PLAYGROUNDS
executive department of the fed (4) federal spending, to Paul Huber
Siddall during Tuesday and Wed
eral government; and (2) after and Chamber President Nathan
The
officers
and
directors
of
that
they
would
favor
such
a
pro
nesday and it is expected that
due study, to express the opinion of Berliawsky; (5) federal taxes, and
je*ct.
City
Recreation
Director
the May term of court will con the Maine Seafoods Festival have
the local Chamber on such issues, treaty law, to chamber second Vice
Mike DiRenzo has been asked
clude its activities during the tentatively voted to allot $2000
to our senators and congressman President Christy Adams
Other
by
the
city
officials
to
obtain
all
day today.
from the earnings of the event
Informal personal interviews with members of the committee who
possible information on construc
• • • •
our Congressional representatives have yet to select their assign
next August for the construction tion and costs.
Walter A. Robertson of Thomas
are also planned.
ments are City Manager Lloyd
of two wading pools in the city.
City Manager Lloyd K. Allen
An important by-product of this Allen, Charles H. Berry. L. E. Cof
has
only
recently
had
experience
At
the
Monday
evening
meet

and happiness.
new Chamber activity is the crea fin, and Robert Hudson
Carl
For five consecutive minutes he ing, the motion was passed and with such projects as one was tion of citizen interest and in Moran, first, vice president of the
sent his song ip and across the sent along to the membership of built in Old Town during his time formed opinion, upon which good Chamber, is chairman of the Com
valley and one by one others who jthe 13 clubs making up the Festi- of service as manager of that government at all levels necessari mittee.
I could not sec were joining in val Kr°up for approval. Reports community.
ly depends. It is interesting and
This National Affairs Committee
It was suggested that one poo’,
this welcome to the dawn. Crows I from the directors representing
important to note that every mem will meet the first Monday of each
be
placed
at
the
South
School
along the shore, ducks in the river 1 the clubs will be made at the next
ber of this Committee voluntarily month.
and the other at North School and
the cock pheasant on Bartlett’s I meeting of the Festival Board.
The City Council and Planning that they be ready for use in the
hill the bobolink, the meadow lark,
Corporation report for
Jay Cees Hear Re Festival
the redstart and even the raucus Board indicated Monday evening summer of 1955.
1953.
gull added their bit as in an opera
ports of Centennial
where each one sings his part.
Rockland City Council met last
Daylight come faster now and as BOSTON HANDLINER ADVENTURE
and Festival
evening in a special session to con
the first rim of the sun peeped out
AND ALICE WENTWORTH ARE TO
sider a number of budget problems
of the east the opera was in full
At the regular meeting of the
prior to the formal presentation of
swing.
JOIN ROCKLAND CRUISE FLEET
Rockland Junior Chamber of Com
the budget to the Council by the
Stiff, chilled, but happy. I disen
Actual presenta
According to word received Tups- Friendship. It was thought that merce, held Tuesday evening at City Manager.
tangled myself frem the hidI
out and started home.
j day by Chamber of Commerce her new owner, Donald D. Snyder, the Farnsworth Museum, it was tion of the budget will be made by
Jr., would take the craft to Long decided to hold the annual in- i City Manager Lloyd K. Allen at a
The loss of two hours sleep was Secretary Ralph Bartlett. RockIsland or Chesapeake Bay waters stallation of officers at the Thorn- | regular meeting of the Council in
little to pay
for
this
revealing:
ex,
.
.
,
.
..
1 J
®
i land is to be the home port of three but word was received Tuesday dike Hotel.
A tentative date of the near future.
perience and although this may not
i sailing r vessels operating in the morning of his intentions of keep Friday June 4 was set for the occa-------------------be the pattern of the awakening
sion. It w’as further decided to
A representative from the Social
of the woods at '‘very dawn, it ! vacation cruise business this com- ing the vessel in Maine waters.
It is also reported that the ven make this meeting a banquet meet Security Administration office in
was evidence enough that morning j ing summer.
erable Maggie, now resting com ing followed by a dance.
Augusta w’ill be at the Rockland
song from the first blast of a
It was previously announced that
A report from the centennial com- j p03t Office Building. Second Floor,
mischievous woodpecker, a trum the Victory Chimes, recently pur fortably on the mud in Lermond’s
Cove is to be replaced by die Ad mittee was given to the group by on Monday, May 24 from J2.30 to
peting goose or the gentle melody
chased by Frederick B. Guild at venture, one of last of the hand Edward R. Veazie and Commander 2.30 p. m.
of the song sparrow, grows and
expands with th*3 gradually of all Castine and the mly three master line vessels to fish from Boston. J. D. Akers. In connection with
of nature’s wonderous handiwork of the cruise schooners on the The Adventure is 107 Seet long with the centennial the Jaycee mem
FAVORITE POEM
• ♦ » *
Maine coast wouid operate from a 24 foot beam. She was built in bers voted to be responsible for
Essex,
Mass.,
for
the
Gloucester
the
decoration
of
the
stage
at
the
If I had my life to live again. 1
Thanks to Mrs. Lizette Emery, Rockland starting during the latter
and E. K. Crie of Rockland and part of June. It has now been fishing fleet in 1926 and later sailed Community Building for the af would have made a rule to read
some
poetry and listen to some
Vernley Grey of Rockport for very learned that the Alice Wentworth, from Boston. She is a real deep fair.
music at least once a week. The
water
schooner
with
a
draft
of
11
Activities
of
the
Lobster
Fes

complimentary comment on my re formerly owned by Captain Guild,
loss of these tastes is a loa of
cent article here “An Hour of Re w’ill not leave the Maine coast as feet. The Adventure will be cap tival Corporation were reported happiness —Charles Darwin.
originally planned but will run tained by Dayton Newton who has to the chamber by Ken Mignault. ]
laxation.”
DUTY
I Also to Llewella Mills of Rock from Rockland harbor during the sailed the Maggie from Rockland Approval of the proposed donation !
from Festival profits to help con- ! slept and dreamed that life was
for the past year3.
land, Mr. and jMrs. Charles Rowe coming summer.
Beauty:
struct wading pools at the South
of Warren and Alton Hall BlackThe Alice Wentworth is one of the
I woke and found that life was
Official notice of the activation Schoo, and the North School was
ington of Beverly Farms. Mass., craft that has operated as a cruise
Duty:
for nice letters of encouraging com schooner fof many years. During of the local unit of the Civil Air voiced by the members. The Fes Was then thy dream a shadowy
He?
ment recently received.
the past season she sailed from Patrol was received Wednesday tival Corporation had requested an
Toil on. sad heart, courageously,
approval of the plan from the
afternoon, from Bolling Field,
service clubs in the community And thou shalt find they dream
to be
Washington, D. C. The notice, re before going ahead with the plan.
A noonday light and ,truth to
"Good Nature Follows a Good Waistline" — Eat Hearty
ceived by Captain Henry Martin,
Included in the report on the
thee.
commanding officer of the squad Festival was the reading of the
—Ellen S. Hooper.
EDGAR A. AMES FARM
ron, recognizes the Rockland unit
V. 8. ROITE 1, WARREN. MAINE
as part of the United States Air
One Mile from Warren-Thomaston Bridge.
Force, ^he orders activating the
For velvety rich, full flavored Ice CREAM,
OPENING
squadron were communicated to
made here on the farm by Louise, in person.
the members at the regular meet
Serving daily, inc. Sunday 10 A. M.-10 P. M.
ing ot the group last evening in
54-Th-tf
SOON
the Farnsworth Museum.
S3tA3SStM«3KWKWKMSStS.

TUESDAY

"Executive Suite" at Mat

Volume 109, Number 60

PLANNING BOARD RECOMMENDS
HIRING ENGINEER FOR CITY
LONG RANGE PLANNING PROGRAM
Rockland City Council held a
special meeting on Monday evening
| to act on one request for a change
in the zoning ordinance and to hear
the report and recommendations
of the Planning Board,
j First reading was given to a
zoning ordinance amendment, reI questing the ,'hanging of the area
just north of Tolman’s Garage on
the east side of Camden Street
from a "B ' zone to a commercial
or "C” zone. June 14 was set by
the Council as the date for a pub
lic hearing on the requested
change.
The report and recommendations
of the Planning Board included the
recommendation that a full time
city engineer and planning direc
tor be hired. The bulk of the re
port listed th? needed planning
projects and sevred to substantiate
the committee opinion that a full
time person was needed to do an
adequate job. The committee emPhasiz.d the fact that planning for

and
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— WANTED —
HANGING LAMPS
INSIDE WINDOW BIJNDS
Kerosene or Whale Oil
PARIXJR LAMPS
Square, oval and gold leaf pic
ture frames, marble top tables,
and commodes, 1 or 2 drawer
bedside stands, wagon seats, old
dolls, pistols, glassware, china,
paper weights, music boxes, cord
type post or canopy top beds,
blanket chests, .slant top desks.

"BUD" JORDAN
1 Broad St. Place

Tel. KHS-J
60-Th-76

\ Cliff's Cafe
FORMERLY SIM S LUNCH
PARK STREET - NEXT DOOR TO THE WIG-WARM

Featuring the Best Lobster Rolls

In Knox County
PROPRIETOR: CLIFFORD RICHARDS
Formerly of the First National Store

6O-lt
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on the charge.

Municipal Court

EAST WALDOBORO

....

Fred W'atmaugh of Hope was
Janet L. Beane of Warren paid
a fine of $5 in Municipal Court found guilty of cruelty to animals
Tuesday morning after pleading after pleading not guilty to the
guilty to operating a motor vehicle charge in Municipal Court Wed
nesday morning.
without an inspection sticker.
It was alleged that he had left
Richard A. Brown. 17, of Cam dogs .vithout making proper pro
den was fined $10 and costs of vision for their care when he left
$5.82 and received a 10-day sus the state to obtain employment
pension of his operator’s license last fall.
Neighbors became concerned
after pleading guilty to a charge
of reckless driving. Brown was about the condition of one of the
stopped on Route 1. near Pleasant dogs and called in the sheriff's
Gardens.
by Rockland Police department to investigate.
W'atmaugh paid court costs of
Chief Eernard Thompson and
Knox
County Sheriff Willard j $4.50 and a $20 fine was suspended
j upon his assurance that the ani
Pease.
mals would be properly cared for
* * * ♦
• • • •
Richard Britto of Rockland en
Arthur H. Hall of Thomaston
tered a plea of guilty to a charge
of speeding brought by State- was fined $15 and costs of $5.50
Trooper Stanley Roper.
Britto in Municipal Court Wednesday
was fined $10 and costs of $4.70 morning when he was found guilty
of hit and run driving. The charge
arose from a minor collision which
occurred May 6 at the stop sign
Fruit and Shade
at the junction of Leland street
and Route 1. The car operated
by Hall was alleged to have
Arrange Now To Have Those
baoked into a car operated by
CATERPILI.AKS and OTHER
Mrs. Lillian Cookson, also of
PESTS DESTROYED
Thomaston, and then to have
’ High Efficiency — Low Cost
driven off. The incident was re
(all 2120 or Write Box 328
ported to the police and was in
THE GOODRIDGE
vestigated by State Trooper Ray
TREE SERVICE
Foley. Damage to the Cookson
ROCKPORT, MAINE
car consisted of minor damage
57-Th-69
about the front end of the vehicle.

Tree Spraying

Self Service Shoe Store
397 MAIN ST.

TEL. 1090

ROCKLAND. ME.

Go Casual with Gay Colorful
CUSHIONED ARCH

PLAY SHOES

2 99
•
•
•
•
•
•

All Colors!
All Styles!
Soft Leathers!
Cool Meshes!
Woven Straws!
All with Foam
Cushioned Heel
and Arch

SIZES 4 to 9
WITHDS AA and B

Mr. and Mrs. Milton Lawry. Ruth
and Charles and Sandra Freeman
of Rockland were Sunday guests
at Earle Millers.

Mrs. J. Glaude. Sr.. Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Glaude and Beverly
were at Fred Keenes. Bremen, Sun-

Mr. and Mrs. Leon Melvin of
Camden were Saturday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Flanders,
who have be‘'n visiting relatives
returned to Lynn, Mass., ThursDr. and Mrs. F. G. Campbell
and Miss Dorothy Orff of Warren
were at Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mun
roes Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Bean were
Saturday guests at Norman Millers.
Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Burns of
South Waldoboro were Sunday
guests at Raymond Simmons, Mr.
and Mrs. Clemer Burns of South
Waldoboro and the Misses Gloria.
Shirley and Sand* i Thompson of
Friendship were callers.
Mrs. Maude Butler, Mrs. Eva
Masters, Misses Fthel and Doro
thy Masters )f Round Pond were
Saturday guo3*s of Mrs. Ethel
Hanna.
Mrs. Everett Cook, who has been
visiting her sister. Mrs. Annie
Mank returned to her home in
East Holden. Sunday. Robert and
Charles Jones were in East Hol
den, Sunday .
Mrs. Maynard Butler of Rock
land. and Mrs. Dora Whitney
called on Mrs. Florence Flanders
I Wednesday.
Mrs. Joseph Glaude Sr., Mr.
•and Mrs. J. Glaude. Jr.. Miss
Shirley Christianson. Harold Black.
Nicol Pease. Mr. and Mrs Richard
Glaude. Mr. and Mrs. Eail Rey
nolds, Mr. and Mis. Philip Davis
motored to Whytopitlock where
they entertained Saturday evening.
Miss Karen lives has returned
home from Miles Memorial Hospi
tal and is convelescing from her
recent accident.
Mrs. S A. Prescott and son
Douglas of Rockland called on Mrs.
La Forest Mank Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelsey Harkins,
Galen. Mrs. I. O. Jameson and
Miss Alcy Jameson, motored to
Portland Sunday afternoon, where
Miss Alcy is employed.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Johannison had
as guests, Mrs. Alex Dickson and
son David of Rockland, Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mattson
have purchased tne place in South
Waldoboro of Mrs. Grethel Sukeforth.
Mis. Agnes Fuller of Searsmont
and Miss Marilyn Bean of Appleton were weekend guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Lloyd Bean.
Gordon Jameson of Warren spent
Friday with his grandmother. Mrs.
J. O. Jameson. Dyson was a sup
per guest.
Miss Shirley Christianson of
Rockland was a weekend guest at
J. Glaude’s. Harold Black, Miss
Christianson, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Glaude, Jr., motored to the Desert
of Maine Sunday.
Recent callers at Mr. and Mrs.
Leavitt Mank's were, Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Mank »f West Rockport,
Mrs Gilmore Noyes and Mrs. Lena
Horn of Jefferson, Mrs. Albert
White, Miss Winnie Winslow of
Warren, Mrs. Emma Robinson,
Mr. and Mrs. William Shuman,
daughters, Mrs. Mary Hayes and
son David Wayne and Joan Shu
man, and Bernard Leighcr of
Portland.

SELECTION

YES!

IN
ROCKLAND

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

by the administrators, and it is hoped this may be uni
versally adopted in all areas by Jan 1, 1956.

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 185S, and
in 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.

When and if this standard si2c and mounting arrange
ment becomes universal a new era in car design will be
possible, harried police officials will be far more comfort
able, plates will be clean, rust free and easily lighted, and
car washers will no longer suffer from injured hands and
torn sponges.
Seems a small matter, but actually one of great im
portance.

EDITORIAL

Very often the man who claims
he wants to do something for you

really expects to do you for some
thing.

It’s only natural that political
parties split occasionally—they try
to straddle every question that
comes up.

HAS OUR HEARTY APPROVAL
Tyler P. T. A. deserves the warm approval of every
parent and citizen as a result ol their fine spirit and hard
work which will make it possible for the children of the
North End to have a modern, well equipped playground.
The recent Tyler School P. T. A. Fair produced a profit
of $825., which swelled the total fund to $1050.. and made
possible the purchase of five pieces of equipment.
The City Recreation Department is co-operating with
this project, and thus a playground supervisor will be avail
able this summer, insuring maximum use of the equipment.
Another cause for congratulations to this sincere group
of workers at Tyler School, headed by S. E. Groder. with
M. M. Lord and M. Winchenbach on the Fair Committee,
is that they have kept faith with the public which provided
the money in various ways, and made an accounting of
every dollar received for this worthy effort.
It is our considered opinion that any drive of any sort
which secures its money from the public should do as the
Tyler P. T. A. has done and report to the public what has
been done with the money thus obtained. There are several
of these semi-charitable organizations which obtain con
siderable amounts of money each year, and then make no
accounting whatever of how this money is spent.
Let them take a leaf from the book of good taste and
proper procedure from the Tyler P. T. A.

NEW DISTINCTION FOR ROCKLAND
Thirteen men from thirteen states have completed the
first full course ever given of professional in-service train
ing in licensing automobile drivers, and a Rockland man.
Levi R. Flint was in this distinguished group.
Great expenditures for the improvement of both high
ways and motor vehicles have been made in an effort
to decrease accident rate and traffic safety. It is increas
ingly evident to all students of highway traffic problems
that improvement of the driver is equally, if not more, im
portant. This trailblazing effort with 13 picked men is the
first serious effort to make all drivers as good as the best,
and it is felt that the program, once its success is proven
by the present experiment, can be extended over the na
tion and may well reduce traffic accidents by as much as
90 per cent.
We are proud and gratified that a Rockland man should
be one of the select 13 to complete this experiment w’hich
has covered a period of four years of study.

SENATOR PAYNE SEEKS HONOR FOR MacMILLAN
Senator Frederick G. Payne introduced a bill in the
Senate Tuesday in behalf of Senator Margaret Chase Smith
and himself, which is also co-sponsored by Senators Styles
Bridges, Leverett Saltonstall, Paul H. Douglas, John F.
Kennedy and Robert Upton to provide for the advancement
of Commander Donald B. MacMillan on the Naval Reserve
retired list to the grade of Rear Admiral. A similar bill
has already been introduced in the House of Representatives
by Congressman Robert Hale.
Commander MacMillan has been the leader of polar
exploratory and scientific expeditions since 1910. Now in
his 80th year, MacMillan plans to leave in June on his 30th
trip North. Although Commander MacMillan has already
received many honors this promotion on the retired list
will be a fitting recognition of his outstanding services to
the United States and the United States Navy through his
major contribution to the sciences of Hydrography, Meteoro
logy. and Geography in the Polar areas. Both Admiral
Peary and Admiral Byrd were given similar promotions
after their retirement.

Every week A&P advertises low prices

One of the aggravating absurdities of modern motoring
will shortly be a thing of the past if present plans mature.
As it is the 65 Motor Vehicle Jurisdictions of the United
States and Canada have issued as many as 66 different sizes
in automobile plates in a single year with as many as four
different sizes in one state alone. These plates have ranged
from 6 ‘t inches to 14*4 inches in length and from 4% to 6%
inches in height to the complete confusion of traffic officers
and automobile owners alike. One of the worst technical
complications has been that car designers could not make
the plate embrazure an integral part of the car.
Now a standard six by twelve inches has been chosen

. . not just on

a few "specials" but on scores and scores of the items
you buy frequently. Thousands of thrifty shoppers use
A&P's weekly ads as their marketing lists. The idea is

smart, so why not start today? Check prices listed here,
now . . . then come see . . . come save at A&P!

BONE IN-BLOCK STYLE

CHUCK ROAST

LB

43c

HEAVY STEER BEEF

59c

BONELESS CHUCK

LB

READY-TO-COOK, BELTSVILLE, 5-7 LBS

LB 59c

BROILER TURKEYS
READY-TO-COOK-LBS

BROILERS or FRYERS LB 49c
Large Fowl

mady-to-cook

lb

59

FANCY

CUCUMBERS

3

25c

FOR

FLORIDA

5 LB

ORANGES

BAG

45c

FANCY WESTERN

QUART

STRAWBERRIES

BASKET

Boneless Smoked Butts
Veal Legs fancy muk fed lb 49
Veal Cutlets fANI
95
FANCY MILK FED
LB nc
75c
Loin Veal Chops
Bottom Round Pot Roast IR 79
Boneless Stew Beef
lB 59
Lean HamburgFREsHLY ground lb 39
DClCCl

SUPER-RIGHT
yQC
ALL
7PC
SLICED
LB'* GOOD LB*

Sliced Beef Liver

49c

MEL-O-BIT - PROCESS AMERICAN

!B45C

CELLO
Spinach
readytouse
17c
PKG
LB CELLO
Calif. Carrots
2 1 PKGS 29c
Grapefruit
3 FOR 25c
CELLO
Tomatoes
REDRIP£
PKG 25c
Corn
FRESH, SWEET
4 ears 29c
Watermelons
LB
1 7C

8" SIZE

JANE PARKER STREUSSEl

8 0Z OO
2“ C

SLICED CHEESE

PKG

DUTCH APPLE PIE EA 39

2OZ1QC

BLACK PEPPER

17

CAN

ANN PAGE

CRABAPPLEJELLY;’00
29'
''

PICKLES

QTJAR

25c

WILSON'S

CHOPPED BEEF

CAN

37'

Kraft's Cheez Whiz
Nabisco Ritz Crackers
Sunshine Hydrox Cookies
Modern Brand Fig Bars

16 OZ

Ann Page Grape Jelly
Sparkle Gelatin ASSORTED
FIAVORS

12 OZ
JAR

A

FAB

LGE PKG

31

57c

PKG

1 lb
BOX
12 OZ

orc

QQC

PKG

2 LB

39c

PKG

12

25c

PKGS ■

Spanish Bar JANE PARKER tA33c
Caramel Pecan RoHPX«cC-3V
JANE
1 LB 1 OZ •
White Bread PARKER
15c
LOAF
1LB
1
IQ
8 O'clock Coffee
BAG ■•■w
1LB ACC
Silvcrbrook Butter
PRINT V J
SUNNYBROOK
Fresh Eggs NATIVE-LARGE DOZ 53c
CHEDDAR
Sharp Cheese LONG
c
LB 63
1
AGED
Cottage Cheese
2 lb$49c
Cream Cheese “ 8pk°gz 39c

Our Own Tea Bags 100 F0R 75c
ICC LrGOm

COUNTRY CLUB
All FLAVORS

A PINT A AC

ZpkgS^T

Strawberries ~ND 2X?59C
k WHOLE SUN
602 49c
Orange Juice FROZEN 4■CANS
FROZEN
A 1002
Green Peas NIFTY BRAND PK^S 29c

Fels Naptha Soap

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE PRODUCT
GIANT PKG

It's

75c

CAKE

Instant Fels Naptha

LARGE PKG

20 Mule Team Borax

SPECIAL VALUE ON
TENNIS-HIGH OR LOW
FIRST QUALITY

MAIN ST.

14 OZ

INGERSOLL'S

CAN

J

31‘

I LB PKG ]

gC

2 B OZ CANS

CLEANS HANDS

53c

FOR
No bone ... no waste! cold or hot . .
CALO BRAND

“HUFFY”

High Sneakers

Boraxo

BONED CHICKEN FRICASSEE

HARDWARE CO.

C

ANN PAGE GROUND

MILLER'S SWEET MIXED

A SMALL DETAIL BUT PLENTY IMPORTANT

Talk About Value... This
Poplin Jacket Is It!

LARGEST

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

CAT FOOD

2

AyC

1 LB
CANS */

Spam hits the spot! Economical, too!

Spam

LUNCHtON

12OZ

MC

CAN

MEAT

With Cushion Arch
BOYS'

$2.88
$2.98

11 to 6
MENS
8’, to 11
B1.A< K

“power
Mower

ONLY

Women's First Quality

Low Tennis

Nerves

Sponge Innersole
HITE.

Children's and Misses'
FIRST QUALITY
CUSHION ARCH

SNEAKERS

Low Sneakers
HIGH BLACK - ALL SIZES
RF.D or
$2.49
Boys' and Men's
BLUE
5 to 12
M.
$2.59
12 to 3
CHILDREN'S LOW

Tennis Sneakers
ARCH TYPE

1.88

1

99

CALO BRAND

DOG FOOD

FLAVOR-AID

. all in rich
1 Va IB CAN

PKG

UNDERWOOD

BOYS' CHINO PANTS

™ “ 22c

In gr.cn, blue denim. prey, tan. These pants are also
Sanforized and completely waKhable. Sizes 6-16.

$2.95

CHICKEN-OF-THE-SEA - IIGHT MEAT

7Ozcan39c

ST.

HARDWARE CO.

CHICKEN OF-THE-SEA

MENS

Store”

fI *

ROCKLAND

60-lt

-jog

ECYS

AND

CLCTHIf

5w N G S SHOES A N I U N Ir. D *•

QT

P^fkiAN'

Baked Beans •&£ 2
B&M Brown Bread

TUNA FISH

441 MAIN ST.

Juicy, lean beef, garden carrots, Idaho potatoes
gravy. Just heat and serve!

DEVILED HAM

OTHER JACKETS - $3.95 to $9.95

TRY IT FREE TODAY

SIZES 1
60-tt

Aye

Fine Quality B&M Foods .. .

Don’t teko our word ...

"The I rirndlieet

1 LB
CANS

ASSORTED FLAVORS

Docs your power mower start
your ears ringing, your nerves
jangling?
Try a Huffy. It’s quieter!
Huffy’s "Swinging-Four Safety
Blade-and-Disk cutter,” has 4
blades instead of 2, lets your
engine run at slower, quieter,
safer speeds.

MAIN

6 to 12 j
12*i t« 3 1

2

Dinty Moore Beef Stew 43c

Sizes 6 to 18

e

qq

.UK or RED

RED
DR
BUE

Here is a Jacket that
is completely washable,
and comes in a large
variety of colors, yet
costs no more than a
sport shirt.

Say goodby to

TUNA FISH

-

WHITE MEAT

,o!ca«39c

M
Prices shown in this ad guaiaite
___ _
MW 22 Md effective ■ this Community 1 Vidlity.

49c

ll0,„„15c

B&M Lamb Stew

SF

B&M Corn Relish

20c
LU . . SINCE IIW

I»AP’Super Markets
FMI CttAT ATLANTIC A PACIFIC TtA COMPANY

r
k
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Coming Events
[Social and community events
are solicited tor this calendar. All
are free and space here cannot be
purchased.
Strictly
commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can
not be accepted. The decision of
the editor Is final.]

May 20 — Colby Alumni Ass’n
meets at Thorndike Hotel with
President Bixler as speaker.
May 21—Annual meeting of the
Woman's Educational Club at
the Farnsworth Museum.
May 22—Poppy Day.
May 24-25—Rockland Lions Club
Minstrel Show, Community Bldg.
May 25—Rockland Garden Club
will meet with Mrs. Henry B.
Bird

May 26—Warkentin Schoeter, Ban
gor City Planner, guest speaker
at open meeting of B.P.W. Club
at Farnsworth Museum at 7.30
p. m.

May 30—Memorial Day.
June 2 — Spring Dance
Community

Revue,

Bldg, by pupils of

Madelyn Oliver Drinkwater.
June 3—Rockland’s City Centen
nial.
June 4-6—B.P.W. State Convention
in Bangor.
June 20—Father’s Day.
July 6-Aug. 13 —Summer
Session, University of
Orono.

Study
Maine,

June 9-10—Annual Convention of
the Maine Federation of Music
Clubs, at the Samoset.
June 13-15—Maine Medical Asso
ciation Meeting at Samoset Ho
tel.
July 4—Independence Day.
July 9-10—Maine Broiler Day Fes
tival, Belfast

July 21—Annual Fair, Ladies St.
James Catholic Church, Thom
aston.
August 6, 7, 8—Maine Lobster and
Seafoods Festival at Rockland.
Oct. 15-17 — State Convention of
Gideons International at Rock
land.
Word has been received in this
city of the death on May 18 of Mrs.
Carrie F. (Bradstreet) Hinds, 75,
in Brockton, Mass., Mrs. Hinds
was a sister of Jesse E. Bradstreet of this city and was a native
of Vinalhaven. Funeral services
will be held today at the family
home in Brockton.

Drive-In Theatre
Yes—it’s easy to earn an Al
bum of music taken from the musi
cal score of the “Eddie Cantor
Story” which will be shown next
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs
day at the Rockland Drive-In
Just write in 50 words or less why
you think the “Eddie Cantor Story”
will be an entertaining motion pic
ture, for adults and children alike.
Mail your letters to Manager,
Rockland Drive-In or leave them
at the concession if you attend the
drive-in this weekend. There will
be two albums given to the two
best letters and 'our passes to the
Theatre for the third best letter.
It costs nothing to enter, so write
your letter now—On the same bill
with the “Eddie Cantor Story” will
be the flee ret Sharer, starring
James Mason. Winners will be
notified by Tuesday noon. .. adv*.
A Card Party will be held in the
Grange Hall. South Thomaston,
Thursday (today) May 20, at 7.30
p. m., benefit of the service club
Prizes and refreshments, price
50c.
60-lt

Special introductory offer on
Time Magazine: 15 weeks $1.0C,
for new subscribers only; 78
weeks $6.87, new or renewal.
Sherwood E. Frost. 158 No. Main
St.. Tel. 1181-J.
59'61

RICKARDS RADIO TELEVISION
Sales and Service
AU Work and Parts Guaranteed
THOMASTON
125 MAIN ST.
TEL. 15]
129-TdcTh-tf

PUBLIC PARTY

EVERY FRIDAY
At 7.30 P. M.
TOWER ROOM
COMMUNITY BLTIJMNG
Auspices Knights of Columbus
47-T*Th-U

BURPEE
Funeral Home
Established 1890

AMBULANCE SERVICE
TEL. 398
114 LIMEROCK 8TREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE

Joins Franklin

Howard Helveston has accepted
the chairmanship of the parade
committee of the Maine Seafoods
Festival. He will shortly appoint
a staff of assistants who will work
with him in staging the event which
opens the Saturday activities of the
big seafoods feast each year.

Nathan C. Fuller has been ap
pointed Special Representative in

Franklin Life

Insurance Company of Springfield, Ill., according to an an
nouncement just released by Al
bert Mehrbach, Jr., Franklin Vice
Dr. David O. Hodgkins, Jr., President in charge of the New
Rockland optometrist, was elected England states.
Born and raised in Rockland.
second vice president of the Maine
Optometric Associa’ion at the an Fuller received his education at
nual convention of the group in Hebron Academy and Bowdoin
College and during World War II
Bangor Monday.
served with U. S. Army AdminisSupt. Allan F. McAlary of the stration School at Washington and
Camden A Rockland Water Co., is Jefferson College, specializing in
in Lawrence, Mass., today in at Personnel Administration. From
tendance of the sesions of the 1944 until 1951 he was employed as
New England Water Works As Personnel Manager at the S. D.
sociation of which group he is a Warren Company. Cumberland
vice president. Mr. McAlary has Mills, Maine, and the H. C. Bax
recently completed his turn as ter and Brothers at Hartland and
president of the Maine Water Corinna, Maine. In 1951 he be
Works Association.
came Executive Secretary of the
Rockland Chamber of Commerce
Juvenile delinquency would de I and served in that capacity until
crease if parents would correct
I May of 1952 when he entered the
their own children as they'd like
I life insurance business with the
to correct the neighbors.
| Union Central Life Insurance Com
pany here.
ST. GEORGE
Active in American Legion and
Mr. and Mrs. George Barnes of civic affairs, Fuller served as
Spruce Head, are now at the home Knox County Director for the
of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Barnes 1954 March of Dimes campaign.
In his association with the
Wiley’s Corner.
Mrs. Ruben Lundborg and Mrs • Franklin Life, Fuller will special
Herman Eckberg were recent ' ize in the Company’s exclusive in
gue3ts of Mrs. Walter Long.
sured savings programs.
Maurice Brazier of Thomaston :
called on Lewis Robinson recently. ' faculty and students at their instal
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Kinney and lation of officers and a tea at
family who have been living in 4 p. m. Monday.
Rockland are now at their home, i Bethel Rebekah Lodge holds
Mrs. Ardelle Hazeltcn, Mrs. ! special meeting Fr’day May 21 a*
Winnifred Milne, Mrs. Geneva Hall, which time the warden will pay
Mrs. Etta Hall Mrs. Dora Hilt, and her offical visit.
Mrs. Addie Hilt attended the Mis
Mrs. George Best who has been
sionary Society meeting at the a surgical patient at the New
Thomaston Baptist Chuurch, Tues buryport Hospital, has recovered
day.
and is at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Russell Bechmith, Auburn.
Mrs. Blanche Hager who was en
UNION
Donald A. Cramer, son of Mrs. 1 route from Florida io her home in
Helen Cramer has been elected Bingham, visited over the weekend
president of the Walter B. Russell with her mother, Mrs. Elizabeth
Chapter, Future Teachers of Am Hilt.
erica. Gorham State Teachers Col
CARD OF THANKS
lege. The chapter entertained the
Joseph Hamlin wishes to thank
everyone who remembered his
BORN
birthday and in any way con
Lammi—At Knox Hospital, May tributed to the wonderful party
18, to Mr and Mrs. Maynard and open house held at his home
Lammi of Camden, a son.
last Thursday evening.
Kvorjak—At Knox Hospital, May
60-lt
18, to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kvor
jak of Thomaston, a daughter.
CARD OF THANKS
Columbia—At Knox Hospital
I wish to thank all my neigh
May 17, to Mr. and Mrs. Richard bors. friends and relatives for the
Columbia of Tenant’s Harbor, a lovely cards, gifts, telephone calls
daughter.
and visits I received on my 92d
Sleeper—At Gould’s Maternity birthday, Mrs. Ada C. Brennan,
Home, South Hope, May 17, to
Port Clyde, Maine.
60-lt
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Sleeper of
South Thomaston, a son -David
CARD OF THANKS
Charles.
We wish to thank all who were
Abnhire—At Clark Island, May so kind to us during our recent
14, to Mr. and Mrs. Jack Abshire, bereavement, and to all who were
a son—Brian Marshall.
so thoughtful and friendly to
Crabtree—At Camden Commun father during his years with us.
ity Hospital, May 10, to Mr. and Special thanks to Dr. Dennison,
Mrs. Everett Crabtree of Thorn Dr. Allen and Dr. Worthing, to
dikeville, a son—Todd Jeffrey.
staff nurses of the Knox Hospital,
and special nurses, Helen Perry,
MARRIED
Josephine Sulin, Virginia Robin
Grindle-Butler— At
Rockland. son. The lovely flowers and cards
May 15, Loren Elwell Grindle and were so much appreciated.
Lillian Elizabeth Butler, both of The family of Elmer E. Dowling.
Rockland.—by Rev. James W.
60* It
Dagino.
Pushaw-DeFraneeseo—-At Phila
IN MEMORIAM
delphia, Pa., May 15, Robert
In memory of Mrs. Delia Hallo
Pushaw of Philadelphia, Pa. and well, who passed away May 19
Thorndikeville, Me., and Mary 1952.
Lovingly remembered by
DeFrancesco of Philadelphia, Pa. her twin daughters, Mrs. Wendell
Jones and Mrs. Donald Huntley
DIED
her son, Douglas Libby, her
Opp—At Thomaston, May 19, granddaughters, Mrs. Lawrence
Miss Adeline A. Opp. age 80. Fun Brann and Miss Patricia Jones
eral Services Saturday 2 p. m. and her sister, Mrs. John An
Embser Funeral Home Wellsville, drews, also many relatives and
N. Y. Interment in Woodlawn friends.
Cemetery, Wellsville, N. Y.
There are stars that go out in the
Duffell—At Camden. May 19.
darkness,
Herbert Alfred Duffell, age 83
But whose silvery light shineth
years. Funeral services Saturday
on;
at 2 p. m. from the Gilbert C. Th/)re are roses whose perfume
Laite Funeral Home, Camden. In
still lingers
terment in Mountain View Ceme
When the blossoms are faded
tery.
and gone.
Tnlman—At Camden. May 18, There are hearts full of light and
George Sprague Tolman. Jr., age
sweetness,
67 years. Funeral services Thurs
When no longer their current
day (today) at 3 p. m. from the
life flows,
Gilbert C. Laite Funeral Home, Still their goodness lives on with
Camden. Rev. E. Roy Burchell
the living,
will officiate. Please omit flow
Like the souls of the star and
ers.
the rose.
Wotton—At Friendship, May 17,
60* It
Miss Mabel B. Wotton, age 64
years. Funeral Thursday (today)
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
at 2 p. m. in the Advent Church,
Men’s group meets Wednesday
Friendship. Interment in the Vil-!
and Sunday, GAA. Hall, Lime*
iage Cemetery, Friendship.
Hinds—At Brockton, Mass., May | pock St 8 p. m. Women’s group
18, Mrs. Carrie F. (Bradstreet) | meets weekly.
For Information
Hinds, formerly of Vinalhaven. concerning either group, address
age 75 years. Funeral today at P. O. Box 711 Rockland, Me.
the family home in Brockton.
•3-th-tf

Our Professional /
Affiliations F

S. E. EATON
Water Pipes dug and renewed.
Sewers cleared when plugged.
New Sewers dug and laid.
Dig and install Septic Tanks
and Cesspools, clean them
out when plugged
Cellar Walls Repaired.

enable ua to serve at
distant points prompt
ly and efficiently.

178 RANKIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Funeral Home

60‘lt

CARL M. STILPHEN

LADT ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701_____
• CLAREMONT SVMCR
ROCKLAND, MAINE

I-N

-f

CALI

1 3 7 1 — for Heat Packed

RANGE

AND

FUEL

to go along in our national effort
in that field. Jones recommended
the showing of the mailed fist
to Communist Russia, but in the
very next sentence of his address
The remainder of his speech was decried th*’ possibility of using
devoted to an effort to impress armed force to give emphasis to
his hearers with the danger of our threats.
communism and the need to com
To this reporter Mr. Jones pre
bat it, in our foreign relations as sented a personable appearance
well as domestically. He urged but failed in every way to con
withholding of financial support *o vince that, as senator of the Unit
those of our allies who have failed ed States, he would bring new-

WHEREAS: Wars never end for many who fought in the ser
vice of their country and who are disabled as a
result of their service for their and our country;
and
WHEREAS: The nation can and should show its appreciation
and gratitude by rendering every possible aid as
evidence of such appreciation; and
WHEREAS: The American Legion and Auxiliary has striven
to aid and assist disabled veterans in many ways
as a duty and responsibility, and pursuant thereto
our local Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post No. 1 of
the American Legion has designated Saturday
May 22nd as the date for its efforts in this most
worth-while cause; and
WHEREAS: The Flanders Field Poppy—a symbol of supreme
sacrifice—purchased by our citizens—is a method
of co-operation;
NOW THEREFORE. I, Carl M. Stilphen. Chairman of the City
Council of Rockland, do hereby proclaim Satur
day. May 22nd. 1954 to be American Legion Poppy
Day in the City and urge the wholehearted co
operation of all citizens.
CARL M. STILPHEN
Chairman. Rockland City Council.
60-lt

End For the Apple

Blossom Tour
It loks like Memorial Day week
end for the Big Show at the apple
orchards in Hope Corner
Ralph |

Wentworth, former County Agent,

date Jones Offered

—GROI N'D MANY TIMES A DAY

Nothing New
Robert L. Jones, candidate for

port Chamber of Commerce Ag
riculture Committee responsible for
setting the dates for the Apple
Blossom Tour, says the trees will
not be in bloom this week, but
should start -o blossom next Wed
nesday or Thursday, May 26 or
27. And by the weekend, over the
Bemorial Day holiday, the blossom
ing will be at its height.
The Tour will *?tart on Route
105, about six miles north of Cam
den, and will be marked with blos
som tour directioral signs accord
ing to chairman Ralph Hunt, of
Lincolnville, of the C. of C. Agri
culture Committee. At Hope Corn
er, it will turn west off Route 105.
and follow the East Union Road for
a little over two miles. There are
about 2.000 apple trees in eight
orchards on both sides of this road
which has scenic veiws of lakes
and mountains.
Approaching Hope Corner from
the west, autoists may turn off
Route 17 at East Union, and fol
low Hope Corner road for some

the United States Senate from
the State of Maine made his first
public appearance in Rockland
when speaking to the members of
Rockland Kiwanis Monday eve
ning at the Thorndike Hotel.
Under the rules of the club
he was not permitted to make a
political address and confined his
remarks to generalities. His one
statement that appeared to meet
with the general approval of those
present was that the Army-Mc-

IN MEMORIAM
In memory of Capt. Elwood
Rowe who passed away May 26,
1953.
In our hearts remain the image,
of our loved one gone to rest
Never to be forgotten by those who
loved him best.
Sadly missed by his mother and
brother.
60* It

MAIN ST.

OIL

14-tf

lb.
lb.

PORTERHOUSE
CLUB

CHUCK ROAST

79c
69c

lb. 39c

POT ROAST—boneless

lb 59c

"Low Budget Saving Values—"
MINCED HAM, sliced

lb.

PIG LIVER, fresh

lb.

SAUSAGE-Pure Pork

lb.

HONEYCOMB TRIPE

J

lb.

29c

PERRY’S

39c

"Where Prices Are Low Every Day"

60-
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YES!

"These Values Put Money In Your Pocket"

FOB A WEEK-END SNACK—

IPs

SKINLESS

SEEDS
F. H. Woodruff
(Vegetable Seeds)

2 lb. box 69c

FOOD

SOLIDS
3 QT. SIZE PKG.
ALLSWEET

«0
X.ZV

lb. 29c

Hot Dog Sauce 8oz. jar 19c
A Real Treat—Birds Eye

STRICTLY FRESH

MACKEREL

(Flower Seeds)

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

ARMOIR’S

OLEO

lb.

27c

Peaches
Steakees

CANTALOUPES

Jos. Breck

(lawn Seeds)

II* oz.
PKGS.

2

Always Popular—Armour’s

SCALLOPS - HAKE - HADDOCK
CLAMS - ALEWIVES

Mandeville

” doz. 49c

DRY MILK

Serve With a Real Tangy

lb. 59c

( K™V

CHEESE

2 lbs. 55c

FOR

BUTTER
EGGS

FRANKFORTS

HARDWARE CO.

FIRM

I’IN'K MEAT
EACH

LETTUCE - CARROTS - STRAWBERRIES - TOMATOES - CUCUMBERS - ORANGES
FOR MEALS IN A HURRY

Cracky

Driconure

60-lt

Premiums

16 OZ

NO LONG WAITING FOR YOUR
GROOMING NEEDS

4 tins 49c
3 rolls 25c

NESTLE’S

Beef Hash

tall tin 45c

SALMON, pink

2 for 49c
12 OZ. TIN

Armour'll

2 lb. tin 31c

I\ERREADY

JUICE

( AMPBELL’S

43c

Puddings 2 pkgs. 19c

Pillsbury's
Golden Rick

COOKIE MIX
JELLY

MAINE

pkg. 33c

2 lb. jar 29c

APPLE

ORANGE DRINK
PINEAPPLE

Royal Instant

46 oz. tin 29c

TOMATO

16 OZ. TIN

Corned Beef

To Serve You

PKG

4 tins 45c

Libby's—Corned

Now Has Four Barbers

PEAS, Maine pack

25c

( ampbell’s Tomato

Soup

NICHOLS BARBER SHOP

2 for 49c

COCOA

"The Friendliest Store”
ROCKLAND

1lTPkc

TISSUE, Waldorf

All Purpose 5-8-7

441 MAIN ST.

GET MORE-SAVE MORE
FIG BARS

'Soud'd

Vigoro

111-C
16 OZ. TIN

DOLE

29c

21 tin 33c

(RUSHED

Located Opposite Central Maine Power Co.
60-TATh-tl

•

MMU'f
UPPER PARK SP.

i

57- R

POCKL AND, ME.

WHILE THEY LAST!!
VEAL LEGS, Soft, White Meated .................

29c

VEAL FORES .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ,...

19c

VEAL CHOPS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

39c

BONELESS CHUCK POT ROAST .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

49c

CUBE STEAK .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

69c

SIRLOIN STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

49c

TOP ROUND STEAK .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

69c

FRESH BEEF LIVER .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

MARITIME OIL CO.

lt’a all heavy Western Beef!!

STEAK

PUBLIC SUPPER
G. A. R. HALL
Saturday, May 22

C ARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all the many
friends, neighbors and relatives
for the lovely cards and gifts
which I received during my sta^
at the hospital.
Also special
thanks to Dr. Wasgatt and the
nurses at Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Blaine Jack,
Union, Maine.
60-lt

o

2 lbs. 59c

HAMBURG

and member of the Camden-Rock

EXPERIENCED
BookkeeperTypist, general office worker
would appreciate part-time work.
TEL. 1726-M.
60'34
NEW Stand, 8’xl2’. white com
plete, 6"x6” sills, double floor,
rubber tile, elec, refrig., soda
cooler. Kot-Point Grille and Deep
Fryer, 18” Exhaust Fan. insulat
ing inside finish, well painted,
popcorn machine, tools, sink
easily moved, wired, both 110-220V
for sale. Ready to do business
under Maine Health Department
Regulations. Approx, one-half of
initial cost. Also, original Cape
Cod Home with Artesian Wei'.,
bath, hot and cold water, garage,
approx.
acre land. Best loca
tion in town. MRS. RUEL EUG
LEY. Tel. TEmplc 2-5238, Wai
doboro, Maine.
60*63

For social Items In The CourterGazette. Phone 1044, City
tf

When They Are Made with Our ALL WESTERN BEEF

Felt That Candi

From 5.0(1 to 6.30

thought into the confused world
situation. Possibly he was han
dicapped Monday because he was
prevented from making a political
speech, but, as it w’as delivered,
his address can be heard almost
hourly in any one of the many
coffee 3hops on Main street. Jones
offered nothing new. — Elmer
Ba rde.

CWt So

five miles to see the blossoms.
As soon as the trees blossoms,
there will be a further announce
ment. Chairman Hunt said.

Memorial Week-

TEL 1187-R

RVISfUNERRLHOMES

RUSSELL

Life Staff

Rockland for the

Carthy hearings had reached the
stage of the ridiculous, reflecting
on our form of government in the
eyes of other nations, throughout
the world.

PROCLAMATION

39e
60*lt

KID GLOVE BAKED BEANS

2 ™ 43c

KID GLOVE CHICKEN

i?

53c

KID GLOVE APPLE SAUCE 2 X35e
Performs Cooking I tacles!

Salt, free running 2 reg. pkgs. 15c

CARNATION
MILK
2 tall tins 27c

Boraxo

GOLD MEDAL
FLOUR
5 lb. bag 53c

WESSON OIL
pint bot. 39c

SPAM
12 oz. tin 53c

8oz. tin 18c

Bab-o Cleanser

can 12c
3T

Tissue, Angel Skin

19c

Vanilla, Foss

2 oz. bot. 35c

Chop Suey J;

17 oz. can 65c

Tuna

Cherries

No. 1 tin 37c

XrX*

4 oz. bot. 19c

Starch, Zippy liquid

qt. bot. 21c
CC-tt
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisement* in this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
•nee for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cents each tor each Une, half price each additional time used.
Five small words to a Une.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called, I. e, advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results
Those with phone or street number only are not advised.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping wUI be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Conrier-Gsiette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

HEDSTROM Stroller for sale
SEEDLINGS,
Vegetable
and
$8; also child’s Tractor, used very Flowers, Potted Plants. Memo
little, $10. May be seen at 68 Ce rial Baskets for sale. Place or
dar St., or TEL. 458-M.
59*60 ders now; also nearly new flatbottom rowboat, and oars safety
JUST arrived, 25 pr. Sample constructed, safe for children
Shoes, greatly reduced. McLAIN HARBOR HEAD GARDENS &
SHOE STORE.
59-61 GREENHOUSE, near Owl's Head
Grange Hall. Tel. 785-W.
60*62
22 RIFLE with scope for sale;
- LARGEST exc. . Low price. Side door. 32
Linoleum Selection in Town
KNOX ST., Thomaston.
60*62
6 Ft. - 9 Ft. - 12 Ft. Widths
Expert Mechanics For
CAMP on Hathorne's Point for
Installation If Desired.
sale, TEL. Thomaston. 174.
Tel. 939 For Free Estimates
60*62
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
TWO
Pair
Riding
Breeches,
size
Where Willow A Rankin
14, for sale, also two pair Boots,
Streets Meet
size 6. Reasonable. L. F. BICK579 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
MORE, Tel. 369-J.
60-62
48-Th-tf
COLD Spot Electric Refrigera
tor for sale. Re-built unit used
ICE Box for sale. TEL. 768-J.
Excellent condi
58*60 four months.
tion.
WILBUR AAGESON or
SECOND-Hand
Lumber
and DAVID MANN. Spruce Head.
60*62
Clapboards for sale. CHARLES
ROBISHAW, 22 Crescent street.
CHEVROLET 1947 %-ton Pick58*60 up Truck for sale, $450. Good
OIL Heater for sale, perfect cond. Priv. party. TEL. Camden
60*62
condition.
HUSTON - TUTTLE 3172.
BOOK CO., Rockland.
58-60
ELECTRIC Hamburg and Hot
TAPPAN Deluxe Gas Range for Dog Grill for sale, with steamer
sale, 41”x26”, used 2 yrs. H. L. and oven. Practically new. TEL.
Camden 415.
60*62
NORWOOD, Tel. 22, Warren.
58*60
OLD Style General Electric
LAMPS. Rugs. Sheets, Metal Refrigerator for sale. $45, also two
Chairs and table,
Wardrobe burner Westinghouse hot plate,
Trunk. Lawn Vase, Cement Bench, $10, in good cond. TEL. 134-J.
Inlaid Lino., Garden Tools, Hip _____________________________ 60-62
Rubber Boots, Glassware, Plates,
PLAY Pen, Bathinette, comb.
Caloric 4-burner Gas Range for Car Bed and Seat, Bassinet Mat
sale; 87 NORTH MAIN ST., 2d tress, 8-bottle sterilizer, for sale.
floor, 2-5 p. m.
58*61 TEL. 565-M.
60*62
A.K.C. REG. Cocker Spaniel
Pups for sale. REED’S COCKER
KENNELS, Camden. Tel. 3093.
_____________________________ 60*71
AUTOMATIC Bendix Washer
for sale. $35. May be seen at 99
CAMDEN ST.
60tf
EVINRUDE Motors, Kenway
and Liberty Boats. Boat Trailers
for all boats for sale. Immediate
DELIVERY. W. D. HEALD, next
the Village Green, Camden, Me.
Tel. 460._________
60-65
COCKER Spaniels for sale. $10
SLABWOOD for sale,
long
each.
TOWNSEND. Beechwood 2-cord load. $10; also sawed stove
St.. Thomaston. Tel. Thomaston lengths delivered by foot or cord.
126-13.
58-60 TEL. 1318.__________________ 60*62
GERANIUMS 75c, Cemetery Ar17’ DECKED over Speed Boat
rangements
$2.50
and
up for sale, V-bottom with 32 h.p. out
Fuschias, Petunias, Ivy, window board and trailer. Priced right.
box plants and cut flowers. Our Can be seen at 343 Old County
low overhead means lower prices. Road. TEL 552-J.
60*62
DEAN’S NURSERY,
325 Old
SINGER
Sewing
Machine
for
County Road. Tel. 948.
57-64
sale, fine cond.
MRS. LOLA
TWO 275 gallon Fuel Oil Tanks PELKEY, Box 303, Warren, Me.
for quick sale. Good as new. _____________________________ 60*62
ROCKLAND BOILER AND TANK
WHITE Mountain Ice Box for
WORKS, Lime Co. Whaurf.
_____ _______________________ 58-60 sale, in good cond., also large
Elec, Fan. TEL. 175-J.
60-62
FULL-Size Gas Stove for sale
INFANTS and Baby Shoes for
$20; Side-Arm Hot Water Heater.
$8; Large White Kitchen Cupboard sale. $1.98 pr. and $2.94 pr. Mc
59-61
$8.
All in excellent condition. LAIN SHOE STORE.
TEL. 1317-M.
58*60
15-FT. Boat for outboard motor
M. L. YOUNG, 35
LITTLE Pigs for sale. PETER for sale.
59*61
W. EDWARDS. Tel. 806-J.
58-60 Broadway, city.
STRONG, healthy, transplanted
FOR Memorial Day. Glads.,
Carnations and other flowers for vegetable and flower plants for
sale. Please order early. GRA- sale; also tomato, cauliflower,
CIE'S GARDENS. 9 Booker St., lettuce, cabbage, petunias, etc.
STILES FARM, Route 1, opposite
Thomaston. Tel. Thom. 374.
59tf
55-64 Oakwood Inn, Rockport.
20 SADDLE Horses and Ponies
for sale, fresh from the West
also spotted ponies and Palo
3 INCH ALUMINUM
minos. MIKE BLAIR, Route 1.
Gardiner. DIAL 3-2901.
59-61
BOAT NUMBERS
UPTONS THRIFT SHOP is
opening today at new location, 39
and LETTERS
Union street Camden. The best
in second-hand items, also Ameri
can Legion Uniform, size 38.
8 cents each
_____________________________ 89*61
TROUTING
Boots for sale,
W. H. Glover Co. $11.85 pr. McLAIN SHOE STORE,
Rockland.
59-61
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TAPE Recorder for sale, at a
’60-lt
bargain. Like new. used only few
times. Cost $150, will sell much
BATH Tub and lavatory with cheaper. Write "WIRE RECORD
ER" c/o The Courier-Gazette.
fittings for sale. CALL 1493-J.
58*60
____ _________________________ 55tf

STOP, LOOK, ECONOMY
REAL ESTATE
All Aluminum Combination Win
dows with screens up to 30"x60”
REAL ESTATE
opening for only $22. Complete
Appleton: Small home, pleasant
and installed. Easy terms.
outlook, acre of land. Price $2800.
HOWARD KENNISTON,
Tel, 441-J.
Rockland. terms of $560 down, about $20
___________________________________51tf monthly incl. taxes and insurance.
Camden: 3-bedroom home, easy
ANTIQUES bought and sold.
walk to schools and stores; 2-cai
LOUIS PARREAULT, SR. Tel. garage, hot water heat. In per
Warren 38-21.
50tf
feet condition; $15,000, $3000 down,
LARGE Lots at the seashore for about $90 monthly incl, taxes and
sale, $500 to $700. Write to R.C., insurance.
c/o The Courier-Gazette.
50tf
Hope: 330-acre dairy farm with
NEW Linoleum 9x12, $5.50 a roll exc. income from milk and tons
for sale; also used Furniture, buy and tons of blueberries. Com
er and seller, open 7 days a week. pletely stocked, 30 head cattle.
Washington: Successful owner
FRANK SHOP, Damariscotta.
______________
42tf had this home built for him and
nothing was spared to make it the
ESTEY Player Plano for sale, best home in town. It really is
and elec. Range. JOHNSON, 111 one of the best built homes I've
Pleasant St.
35tf seen; 60 acres, long frontage, both
PIPE FOB SALE
sides Rt. 17; $10,000, $2000 down
Black
and
galvanized.
AU about $65 monthly incl. taes and
alzes.
low
prices.
BICKNELL insurance.
MTO. OO, Lime 8t.___________ 22tf
BABY Parrakeeto. Full line of
parrakeet
foods
and
mineral
health grit. GRACE’S GARDENS,
lira. Charles A. Swift, • Booker
Bt, Thomaston. Tel. 174.
Tftf

AU Color* and Styles
VMa Installation and estimates
TaL SOS. UNITED BOMB BUPPLY
OO, SIB Main Bt. City.
ltf

REAL ESTATE

REAL ESTATE

Owl’s Head: A five-room House
with full bath down stairs. Two
bedrooms and children’s playroom
upstairs. Cement floor in cellar.
Hot-air oil furnace, electric hot
water heater. Artesian well and
a dug well both piped to house.
All hardwood floors. Barn garage
with work-shop. There is about
an acre of land. One of the best
water views in town, $10,000.
Rockland: On the outskirts of
town, a six-room house with twocar garage and room for about
500 layers in fine hen-house. Fui'
modern bath, hot-air oil heat and
in good general condition. This
should G.I., $6800.
Norton’s Pond: Three-room cot
tage with large screened porch
and sleeping chamber upstairs.
Electric stove and refrigerator
Water pumped into cottage with
electric pump. All furnished and
in excellent repair. $2750.
Rockland, West Meadow Road:
A six-room house with full bath
and artesian well. This is in ex
cellent condition and affords a
beautiful view of Penobscot Bay.
$5250.
Cushing: A place that you have
always wanted.
Located on a
point which gives an unobstructed
view of the water and complete
privacy. Main coftage has four
rooms all very niceiy furnished
with full bath, and cement cellar
under part of cottage. An eightfoot fireplace. New combination
gas range and end-heater. White
sink, built-in cupboards, elec, re
frigerator. All rooms except liv
ing room insulated. Two-car ga
rage. Separate bldg, for work
shop and storage. Guest house
has three-piece bathroom, modern
kitchen, living room, bed-room
and screened in porch. Separate
septic tank for each cottage, ar
tesian well and gas hot-water
heater.
Nicely furnished and
very well built. Completely in
sulated. G. E. refrig., gas stove,
$17,500.
JAMES S. COUSENS,
Licensed Real Estate Broker
170 Maverick St.,
Tel. 1538
60-lt

INCOME Retirement, mod., pri
vate, bath. Apt. House for sale,
reasonable.
Write BOX H.H
c/o The Courier-Gazette.
59*61

South Hope: Sightly located,
6-room modernized, year-rouno
home, large barn, 4 acres land
bordering on lake, an outstand
ing buy at $6800.
Union: 100-acre Farm, 8-room
house, large barn, with 24 tie-up.
small barn with 10. A good buy
and reasonable.
Nearby: Salt water Cottage,
furnished, 3 rooms, large fireplace,
$2600; also furnished Lake Cot
tage, 4 rooms, fireplace, $3000.
For fine year-round and sum
mer property
Call
DON HENRY,
99 Park St., Tel. 599, Rockland.
59-61

“FOR SALE”
Located No. 10 Fulton street,
Rockland, known as the George
Sherman property, is offered for
sale, at a very reasonable price.
The home can be made into two
5-room Apts. There is a barn that
goes with the house. Ask to see
it, if interested.
It’s a chance for some one to get
a home in a nice location.
Thanks for readinng.
FREEMAN S. YOUNG,
163 Main Street,
Rockland, Me.
Tel 730
59-61

— FOR SALE —«

INCOME PRODUCING
APARTMENT HOUSES
Containing 11 2-room Apts.,
4 1-room Apts., also Storage
Building in rear (10 yrs . old)
LOCATED AT
2-4-O-8 WILLOW ST.
For Further Information
Tel. 939 or 1219
60-Th&S-tf

WARREN
ALENA L. 8TARRETT
Correspondent
Telephone 49

VINALHAVEN

SIX-Room House for sale. All
modern improvements, in excel
Alden M. Watts, manager of the
lent condition, large garden lot
Centrally located.
Owner will Warren Tigers, announces the next
practice for the team at Thomas
hold mortgage. TEL. 1285.
59-61 ton. starting at 6 p. m. Thursday
IN Friendship Village, 8 room night.
House for sale, central hot water
Miss Arlene Davis R. N. of Allneatlng. Barn and garage, nearly
ston. Mass., has be*»n guest of Mr.
an acre of land
DR RJCHARD
WATERMAN
129ff and Mrs. Arnold Robinson. She
was called to Maine, by the recent
.AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX death of her mother the late Mrs.
JAMES S. COUSENS
Edward Davis, Sr.
licensed Real Estate Broke?
Vernon Jordan attended the ele
Business Opportunities
mentally school principals’ con
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
179 MAVERICK ST
TEL. 1538 ference held last Friday at Ban
85-tf gor. Mrs. Belle Maxey of South
Warren, substituted for him that
dav. as teacher of grades 7 and 8.

WANTED

Ladies Night will be observed

GOOD Homes for pet angora
kittens, wanted; 21 Grove St.
TEL. 182-M
60*62

COTTAGES

THREE Cottages for sale or to
SHORT Order Cook wanted,
male or female. Apply to NEW rent, modern conveniences, on
Rockland Harbor. Contact RILEY
NADEAU’S INN. Waldoboro.
59tf
60-62 STROUT, Rockland.

MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
Correspondent

Miss Judy Clayter entertained
the “Sheiks” Club last Wednes
day night at her home on East
Main St. After iunch was enjoyed
a jolly time was passed with games
and music, after which members
spent the remainder of the even
ing with a smelting trip, return
ing with a satisfactory supply of
smelts.

Mrs. Evelyn Moody and Mrs.
William Vinal of Thomaston were
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
George Geary.

The Senior Clasc of V. H. S.
entertained Friday night by Mrs.
Ada Creed at her home on High
St. Games were played and mov
ing pictures taken during the re
cent class trip to New York City
and Washington. D. C.
were
shown.
A delicious lunch was
served by the hostess assisted by
Mrs. Josephine Clayter and Mrs.
Irma Holbrook, and a n^ost de
lightful evening enjoyed.

CLERK wanted, male or female
EGGS & CHICKS
to work in retail store in Rock
land.
Selling experience neces
1000 ARBOR Acres White Rock
sary. Write BOX 222. Biddeford. Chicks for sale, 3 weeks old. TEL.
Maine.
60-62
June Bennett five year old daugh
Waldoboro TEmple 2-5530. 59-S1
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Philip Bennett
FOUR Storm Windows. 12 lights,
BABY GEESE FOR SALE
glass 9x13, wanted. PHONE 785-W.
White Emden Goslings, $1.25 has returned from the Maine Gen
60* It each at the Farm. Call before 9 eral Hospital at Portland, where
COOK wanted, male or female, a. m. or after 5 p. m. GREEN she recently underwent a serious
for children’s camp, 45 people, LAW FARM, Lincolnville Ave., head
operation. This was the
53*76 fourth hospital exoerience for little
5% day week, pleasant working Belfast, Maine.
conditions, helper.
CALL Ten
BABY Chicks for sale, Maine
ant’s Harbor 78-12 after 5 p. m. U S. Approved Pullorum Clean. June and the many friends here
60tf High livability and egg producing of the family are glad to learn of
her good recovery.
WOMAN
wanted,
for plain strain. Never had any tremors.
Small
lots
of
pullets,
at
times,
up
cooking and general help around
Entertained Little Friends
house for summer work. Sleep to 10 days old for day-old price.
Celebrating her seventh birth
Cockerels
every
week.
BYRON
out. TEL. Camden 712.
60-65
MILLS, Waldoboro Tel. 2-9334.
day Cheryl Tibbetts daughter of
LAWN Mowing and Mainten
36tf Mr. and Mrs. Warren Tibbetts, en
ance wanted. C. H. WINCHEN
tertained a group Saturday after
BAUGH. Tel. 1197-J.
59 61
noon at her home on Pond St. The
TO LET
LAWN Mowers wanted to grind.
afternoon was merrily passed with
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Quick
FOUR-Room unfurn. Apt. with
games, both indoor and out, Hazel
service. BILL BLACK, 427 Old bath to let. Apply at 38 KNOX
County Rd.
59*61 ST . Thomaston.
60*62 Conway winning the prize, for pin
PLEASANT two-room turn Apt. ning the tail on the Donkey. Ice
RELIABLE Person wanted to
baby sit, while mother works. to let on Camden St., with bath cream and birthday cake was
served from a pretty decorated
and elec, refrig. TEL. 1219.
DONNA MANK. Tel. 1426-R.
60tf table, and there were favors of hats
59-61
FOUR-Rm. 2d floor Apt. to let, and individual cup cakes in bas
CASHIER,
Candy
Attendant
81 No. Main St. Reasonable. H kets.
Guest were: Dolores Mc
wanted: must be 16. neat, courte
R. WINCHENBAUGH. Tel. 1416 Donald, Hazel Conway. Walter
ous. Apply In Person, MANA
60*62
GER, Strand Theatre.
59-61
Webster, Douglas Rosen. Bartie
HEATED Apartment to let.
WOMAN wanted, to do home- MRS. A. W. MORTON, 60 Main Hopkins, Kristine Winslow, Ruth
style cooking at small camp for St., Thomaston.
59*61 Ellen Williams, Lois Jane Webster,
boys at Owl’s Head. Responsible
Sharon Tibbetts and Sharnon Tib
FIVE-Room Apt. to let. All
for main meal and preparation
betts.
of supper. Good salary. Trans modern improvements, centrally
portation and time off arranged. located. Available after June 1.
Garden Club
59-61
Write, RICHARD DWYER, 961 TEL. 1285.
The Garden Club had an inter
Dedham St., Newton Center, Mass.
TWO-Room furn. Apt. to let,
59-63 living-room-bedroom combination, esting meeting Friday evening,
large kitchen with elec, refrig, and May 14, in Union Church vestry,
%-h.p. Motor wanted; must be stove, private bath. Adults only,
in good condition. TEL. TUojnas- $10 a week; 2 Orange St. TEL. when Mrs. Wentworth B. Stewart
of Damariscotta, chairman of
ton 348.
59-61 1315-M.
59-61
Flower Show Judges of the State
ROOM and board for elderly
TWO rm. sunny, priv. bath
convalescent wanted for from six Apt. to let, best scenic quiet loc., Garden Club Federation, talked
weeks to two months. Can pay moderate rent
to
responsible on arranging and planning a
$25 a week. Not a bed patient. party. Refs., 87 NORTH MAIN a flower show. She presented the
Write “CONVALESCENT," c/o ST,. 2d bell.
59*61 general principles for a good show
The Courier-Gazette.
59-8»
LARGE Front Room to let, light and made suggestions as to their
housekeeping if desired. Call at application, as well as answering
100 UNION ST.
58*60
Picture Framing
questions.
Refreshments
were
THREE ROOM Furnished Apt.
to let. adults; 1 furn. room, kit. served by the hostesses, Mrs. El
priv. 29 BEECH ST. Tel. 1116-W. mer Simmers, Mrs. Frank Thomas
59-61 and Miss Marjorie Rascoe, and
BUILDING to let in Camden; everyone enjoyed a pleasant social
3000 sq. ft., for garage or other hour.
business.
TEL.
Camden 2818
Stork Shower
after 6 p. m.
56tf

CROSS
TEL.

1335

82 Limerock St.
Rockland, Me.

TEL.

1139
25-Th-tf|

A good 8-room House with cen
tral heat, bath and in good loca
tion, $5500.
About $1200 down
with payment of $35 per mo.
In our best residential section
an attractive home of 6 rooms
with all modern improvements.
May be financed F.H.A.
Completely modernized with 1**
baths, steam heat, pine panelled
playroom, fireplace, four sleeping
rooms, 10 acres and nice view.
130 acres astride of Route No. 1.
Ideal
for
roadside
business;
10-room house with modern con
veniences; tlarge barn remodelled
for poultry. Some blueberry land
and some lake frontage.
100 acre lake farm for stock, or
poultry, or both. Capacity for 15
head of stock and 3000 layers.
Central heat, bath, four fireplaces
and long lake frontage.
Attractive oceanfront cottage
with extra large living room and
fireplace. Front and rear ver
andas; glassed dining room facing
water. Nicely equipped kitchen;
V6 baths, three sleeping rooms
and furnished. Two car garage,
wooded lot arid good road, $8500.
Nice oceanfront cottage, all on
one floor. Glassed front with
lovely water views, furnished,
$2650.
Furnished cottage of six rooms
with lovely view of water and
Camden hills, $1750.
Near Camden, nice cottage on
fresh water. Dining room, kit
chen, two sleeping rooms, flush
toilet, and screened porch. To be
sold furnished, including small
boat. Nice view of mountain and
good fishing. $3000.
Attractive country home for re
tirement.
Attractive 6
room
house with steam heat, new bath,
driven well, two car garage, 3
acres good land, landscaped lot
and good barn for 1200 layers. A
good buy at $8500.
See F. H. WOOD, Court House

to-night (Thursday) by the Congre
gational Brotherhood.

TWO experienced Men wanted,
for all around work in lobster
plant. Steady all-year job. Apply
REGAL LOBSTER CO., Camden.
.
59-61
LAWN Mowers wanted, to sharp
en at THE FIX-IT SHOP, 138
Camden St. Tel. 1091-W.
58-60
WOULD appreciate chances to
baby sit.
Experienced.
TEL
1726-M.
58*61

FIVE-Room
upstairs
unfurn.
Apt. to let, heated. Inquire 225
MAIN ST., Apt. 2.
55tf
THREE-Room Furn. Apt. to let,
Apply to FLORA COLLINS, 15
Grove St., Rockland, any day
after 3 p. m.
54tf
HEATED
unfurnished
5-rm
Apt. to let. Inquire 225 SOUTH
MAIN ST, Apt. 2.
53tf
HALF of Duplex House to let
at 5 Lisle street; 6 rooms, bath
and garage, newly re-decorated.
TEL 1773.
59tf
AT 81 Union St., modern, large
3-room Apt., bathroom, heated, to
let; also one-room efficiency Apt,
furnished, bath
and complete
kitchen. TEL. 893 days, 233 eve
nings.
37tf

EXPERIENCED
Lube
Man
wanted. Must be able to sell and
do light mechhanical work. Must
ROOM to let at 97 Union St.
be willing to work and expect
good
wages and commission. Kitchen privileges if desired.
29tf
HAGGETT GARAGE CO., Wiscas TEL. 970-M.
set, Maine.
58-61 HEATED mid
unheater
furn
Apta. to let
V. F. STT’DLEY 77

TO AMBITIOUS MOTHERS WHO
WANT TO EARN
But Can Only Work Part Time

*>arlr St

Tela

qnnn and 1284

«

MISCELLANEOUS

Avon Products offers opportunity
to earn over $1.00 per hour. Write
Mrs. Russell Johnson, Augusta CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS
Road, Waterville,
55*60 Cleaned by Machine—Also Rebuilt

Mrs. Priscilla Rosen was enter
tained Friday night at a surprise
stork shower, given by Mrs. As
trid Winslow and Mrs. Susan Hall
at the home of Mrs. Winslow.
Mrs. Rosen received many dainty
gifts, which were arranged in a
prettily decorated tiny crib. After
the gifts had been opened by Mrs.
Rosen, and admired, lunch was
served by the hostesses and a
pleasant social evening enjoyed.

____________________

7-tf

To celebrate his eighth birthday
Errold Tolman, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Tolman gave a party
Saturday afternoon to entertaiVi
a group of young friends. A merry
afternoon was passed with games
and prizes were won by Owen
Webster and Victor Romer. Er
rold received many nice gifts and
ice cream and birthday cake were
enjoyed.
Guests were Leeanne
Healey. Nancy Tolman, Glenn Al
ley, Johnnie Haskell, Owen Web
ster, Victor Romer, Ronnie Davis
and Johnny Jones.

&

\\wm\\viNONii«ain

92-Th-tf

45-tf

XXXEEBSDBXSSaSXEBB

Mrs. Richard Gleason and son
Richard, Jr. of Thomaston visited
several days the past week with
Mr. and Mrs. William Gleason.
Roy Barlow and son Raynor of
Manchester, Conn., were in town
to attend funeral services Friday
of Clarence Payson. They were
guests until Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Holman Robbins.
Bethel Rebekah Lodge will hold
a special meeting Friday, Maj’
21, at which time Deputy Presi
dent Ariel Leonard makes her
visitation to the Lodge. Saturday.
May 22, the District Meeting of
Rebekahs will meet in Waldoboro.
Lloyd Martin of Mentor. Ohio,
and son Merrill of Fitchburg,
Mass., were weekend visitors of
relatives in Washington, Union and
Camden.
A parking area at the Thompson
Memorial Building is being built
under the direction of Edward
Matthews, with a road leading
from the building to the area.

MATINICUS
Mrs. Larry Carroa and children
of Rockland are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Bunker.
Don Bryant of New Jersey spent
the weekend here.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Gamage
of Rockland were lecent guests of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Thompson.
Merrill Young has returned from
Camden and will go lobstering this
summer.
Dorian Ames and Colby McLain
spent the weekend at Spruce Head.
A few cases of chickenpox
blossomed out over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Ames and
daughter Elizabeth went to Rock
land Monday moining.
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Ames are
receiving congratulatings on the
birth of a daughter.
Miss Freda Snow of Bar Har
bor came Tuesday to visit with
Mrs. Esther Young.

SOUTH HOPE

LOUDVILLE
Mrs. Leona Osier of Sehasco
Estates and Miami Beach, Fla.
has been the guest of her aunt,
Mrs. Thomas Poland and family
for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Prior and
son John and Mrs. Lettie Prior
were guests of Mrs. Ruth Mains
and Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon Mains
and family at South Casco last
Sunday.
Mrs. Ruth Mains re
turned here with them to resume
her teaching duties.
The Mission boat, “Sunbeam”
was here last Sunday. Dr. Bars
tow and Miss Edith P. Drury of
the “Sea Coast Mission" staff
came ashore and Dr. Barstow led
the morning service at our island
church.
Mrs. Nellie Poland who has been
ill, spent a few days this week
with Mrs. Elizabeth Prior.
Miss Celia Piper of Addison was
recent guest of Mr. and Mrs
Cecil Prior. Nellie Poland re
turned home with her to Addison
Lettie Prior called on Mr. and

Mr. and Mrs. Ewart Spenar and
daughter, of Dorchester, Mass.,
spent the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Brown.
Weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Willis were Mrs. Winifred
Blair and son. Arthur, of Dor
chester, Mass., and Clyde Morri
son of South Braintree, Mass
Mrs. Morrison and children, who
had visited her parents for two
weeks, returned to Braintree Sun
day with her husband.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Robbins
were dinner guests Sunday of their
daughter, Mrs. Esther McFarland
in Camden.
Mrs. Emma Waterhouse of Rut
land spent the weekend with Mr
and Mrs. Charles Taylor.

SOUTH THOMASTON
A card party will be held in the
Grange Hall, Thursday (today)
May 20. at 7.30 o. m. benefit of the
service club. Prizes and refresh
ments.

Read The Courler-Oaxet^

— AUCTION —
LEGJON HALL - UNION, MAINE

Saturday, May 22
1 P. M. to 11 P. M.
very
Large amount of furniture and other merchandise
good mahogany bedroom set. A player piano, other parlor
and bedroom sets. Don’t forget to request what you want.
Some article.s were kept for evening last week that should
have been requested in the afternoon. Dishes and household
articles, refrigerators, washers, electrical appliances, radios,
etc. New tools and perhaps watches or jewelry, knick-knacks,
etc. PER ORDER: TONY & JACK.
60*lt

CIH OF ROCKLAND

BID NOTICE
May 18, 1954.
Sealed bids will he received by the Purchasing Agent, City

Hall, Rockland, Maine, up to 11 o’clock A. M., May 28, 1954

for the supply of Forty Thousand (46,006) gallons Road Tar

or Cut Back Asphalt M. C. or Rode-Rite Asphalt C. E. M. C. 3

to be delivered and distributed on the streets of the City of
Rockland under direction of the Director of Public Works.
Above material to meet the speeifieatlons of the State

Highway Commission.
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids.

LLOYD K. ALLEN.
Purchasing Agent.
60-lt

A Merry Afternoon

C. E. FENDERSON
LAWNS to mow wanted. Tel.
ORDINANCE NOTICE
TEL. 1314 ROCKLAND or
179-R. Ask for JACK HOOPER.
Notice is hereby given that the
6-2951 OLD ORC HARD BEACH
58*60
first
_____
59*61 following Ordinance had
reading at a Special Meeting of
CLAMS wanted.
Top price*
SIMS' LOBSTER POUND, Spruce
the City Council held May 17, 1954
Head.
I28tf
and hearing thereon will be held
For
Sales,
Service
and
Supplies
in the City Council Room on June
IF you want the beat auto body
14. 1954 at 7.30 P. M., D.S.T.
Consult Your Resident
and fender work, come to ROWL
The Council of the City of Rock
ING’S GARAGE, 778 Main Street,
Electrolux Representative
land hereby ordains:
Rockland
47tl
TED HASKINS
AMENDMENT TO CHAPTER 28
DON’T discard your
old
or
TEL. ROCKLAND 352-WSK
OF THE REVISED ORDINANCES
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
59*60
(ZONING)
NEWMAN for reatorlng and reThe following area is hereby es
finlahlng; 48 Masonic at
Tel.
tablished as a Commercial Zone
1106-M
ltf aMimxxxxxYOioNvvamM'
g
— G V N S —
“C” and the Zoning Map is amend
Bought. Sold and Traded
ed accordingly:
g
Modern or Antique
Beginning on the easterly line
g
FISHING TACKLE
of Camden Street and at the
CROSS
2 Smith's Service Station 2 northwesterly corner of land of
Tolman; thence southerly 30°
g70« Main St.
Tel. 8378/
PHARMACY
East 445 feet more or less to
S
45-tf®
PAUL HURLBURT
59-61
stake and stones; thence North
Insurance
Appraisals
60 East 297 feet more or less
PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Mortgage Lou Service
to land now or formerly of El
CHARLES
L
BICKNELL,
II
well; thence North 30° West 520
DRUGS - SUNDRIES
57 HIGH STREET
TYPEWRITER HEADQUARTERS
feet more or less to said Cam
TEL. 2451
Real Estate Broker
Used Typewriters, Rentals, Expert
TEL 1204
den Street; thence southwesterly
TELEPHONE 1547
Repairs On All Makes.
by the easterly line of said Cam
n SUMMER ST.
ROCKLAND
$73 MAIN STREET
den Street to the place of begin
OVER CLARK’S FLOWER SHOP
Lilting* Wanted Anywhere In
ROCKLAND, ME.
ning.
Knex County
336 Main SL
Tel. 7M
88-60

Mrs. Thomas Poland last Wed
nesday afternoon.
UNION
The sewing circle met with Let
MRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOD tie Garland on Friday afternoon.
Correspondent
John Prior who has been ill, i’
Telephone 10-24
much improved.

60-lt

GERALD U. MARGESON,
City Clerk.

ome

NEW WATCHES
never

clo It
eep time

why?

mometers, locomotive* and other
oaechanisms have differences,
even in the tame models. A
watch is an important purchase.
Let us help protect your investM/.U.
/reaz

a«

ki.J
art ««<•«■
Lf a tkart

rtttrJ af attarata
•aaJt aaltmalitatlf
•a a

ttitaliflt

— w weww e, waving
laatwrert, tka Aray, Nwy,

ex. * wpvt. a*
DEMAND THIS PROTECTION AS OTTERED HERE
WATCH
INSPECTORS
UNCB
. 1S14
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NORTH HAVEN
ETTA P. BEVERAGE
Correspondent
Telephone 16-4

ONE LOW MEAT PRICE!

j

For tender, tasty, top-quality meot, it's
First National Stores every time. Day in,
day out we offer you America's choicest

meats—chosen by experts , , . double-

inspected ... thrifti-trimmed ... guaran
teed to please

you—atone low-

Leu Bone, Lest Waste Than 10" Cut

pocket-pleasing

RJ

ROAST

7" CUT - CHOICE

price!

&

59*

lb

DOWN 20e LB FROM YEAR AGO—6 to 9 LB AVG

TURKEYS

BELTSVILLE BROILERS - OVEN READY

LB

59

LB

49

LB

53

FRYERS or BROILERS—1'/2 to 23
3/i
4 LB AVG

CHICKENS

READY TO COOK

LARGE, MEATY—4-6 LB AVG

FOWL

YOUNG MILK FED

READY TO COOK

59

LB

VEAL LEGS

PLUMP, MEATY, TENDER

NUTRITIOUS, ECONOMICAL

55

DUCKS

BEEF LIVER

ROASTING—PLUMP, MEATY—3'/i to 4’/2 LB AVG

CHICKENS oviN'sA°v

SMOKED FILLETS

GOLDEN ROSE

-

TPCC

CTN OF
100 BACS /

3 J

Vi Lb Pkg 24c '/i Lb Pkg 47c

Sandwich Favorite!

LB

49c

A TASTY TREAT

LB

43‘

4PC
J

CTNOF
100 BACS

CUT BEETS

16-OZ

RICHMOND—FANCY QUALITY

CAN

FINAST REGULAR

BLUE ROSE RICE

Peanut Butter

PRESERVES

57‘

Clovermaid

SALTINES

HONEY

W

MIRABEL— PURE
STRAWBERRY or RASPBERRY

1 -LB
JARS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Tear out this ad

bring it to our store

apron given free and
without cost for simply
visiting our store.
This is our way of acquainting women with our store and

31‘

our facilities for supplying your home decorating needs.
We think you’ll be pleased with what you see—and we
know you’ll be pleased with the gift apron that w<* ..»e
for vou.

$1.00
LB
PKG
LB
CAN

EVANGELINE — DRY MILK SOLIDS

Special Value, High Quality Paint
Brings Your Heine New Beauty & Protection

25c

31c

Those present were: Mr. and
Mrs. Aldred Duhrsseu and Jacob,
Miss Betty Duhrsseu, Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Shields. Mr. and Mrs.
Waterman received many cards of
congratulations and ♦elephone calls.

TENANT’S HARBOR
Sunday guest of Mr. and Mr«.

Fred Watts were Mr. and Mrs.
Bert Osborne, Mrs. Ruth Duprue
and
daughter Star,
and Pat
Thomas of Lewiston, Guy Young of
Stork Shower
Camden and Herbert Libby and
Mrs. Alfred Duhrsseu was hon
Mrs. Martha Alley of Rockland.
ored Thursday May 6 by a surprise
Mr. and Mr3. George Erskine
baby shower given at the home
of Mrs. Richard Crockett, by Mrs. and Miss Susan Eibridge of South
Portland, were recent
guests
Richard Shields.
Those present were Mrs. Duhrs of Mr. and Mrs. Oram Simpson.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hawkins of
seu, guest of honor, her sister-inlaw. Miss Betty Duhrsseu, Mrs. Kittery were at their home for the
Argyle MacDonald, Mrs. Clarence weekend.
Mis
Henry Allen and Miss
Waterman. Mrs. Robert Smith
Mrs. William
Hopkins, Mrs. Al Elaine Allen of Portland, attended
phonse Gagnon. Mrs. Austin Joy. the Sigma Chapter Beta Sigma
Mrs. Victor Shie’tls, Mrs. Carrie Phi Sorority, Mother-Daughter Tea,
Fifield. Mis. Elsie Brown, Mrs. at the Portland Country Club, Sun
Rose Dyer, Mrs. Hope Crockett. day.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Hart of Mor
Mrs. Bernard Mills, and Mrs. Colon
risville, Pa., and Camden, were
Winslow.
Those invited but unable to at dinner guests Saturday of Mr. and
tend wi re Mrs. Herbert Parsons. Mrs. Joseph Simmons and supper
Miss Betty Parsons. Miss Fannie guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Wheeler.
Ames and Miss Jane Shields.
The Stephen R. Marson and
The decorations were in a spring
motive. A buffet lun< h was served daughter of Norfolk, Va., are
by the hostess, Mrs. Shields, .assist guests for the summer of her
ed by Mrs. Crockett. Mrs. Hop parents. Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Robinson.
.
kins and Mrs. Gagnon.
Cpl. Angelo N. Escorsio of Fort
Mrs. Duhrsseu received many
lovely gifts.
Sh° is the wife of Devens, Mass., spent the weekend
Mr. Duhrsseu who is the Asst. at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Errol
Wiley.
High School Principal.
Mrs Alice Comstock of Rock
Church News
land visited with nor mother, Mrs.
Morning worship Sunday, May
Emma Torrey and sister, Mrs.
16, with Rev. George R. Merriam
Harriet Wheeler, Saturday.
pastor: Peter’s words “We have
Otto Holnistrom left recently for
left all to follow Thee.” Why do
Wisconsin, whern he will be emwe follow Christ? Rise Chris
poyed.
tians leaves and Fishes! Are we
real? The Promise is 100 fold in
Frank Hart attended the Rebekah
Life to Come, to all who really
district meeting of District 16, in
have left all to follow Him. Self
Rockland, Friday afternoon £nd
denial is a requisite of a Christian
evening.
Life and no escape, but ample re
Mrs. Maud Getchell of Brewer,
ward is promised. Victory which
Warden of the Rebekah Assembly
shall offset all trials.
Thus
of Maine, will make her official
Peter’s “What shall we have
visit to Golden Rod Lodge in Ap
therefore?” and Christ’s answer
pleton Thursday night at a spe
of reward and victory through
cial meeting. A 6.30 supper will
“Faith, Hope and Love” as God’s
be served under the direction of
promises are fulfilled through hu
Mrs. Sheila Hart, Esther Keating,
man channels, often. Definitely
Ethel Edgecomb and Mrs. Linneno question “Jesus Will Reign.”
belle Sprowl.
*
The choir sang “My Jesus I Love
John Chaples called recently on
Thee” Spilman and London; and
his cousins. Mr. and Mrs. Jack
“Lift Your Glad Voices,” Lee
Richardson and Mrs .Nellie CarEllis. In the evening service the
roll and son Ray, in Rockland.
second part of the Ordination serv
Mrs. Bessie Jackson is working
ice of John M. Beverage was
at Ruby’s Lunch while Mrs.
played from the tape recording:
Chaples is on jury duty in Rock
and appreciated by all.
land.
The Rebekahs and Odd Fellows
APPLETON
will attend the morning services
Mrs. Helen Simpson. Mrs. Amy of the Appleton Baptist Church.
Esancy, and Miss Shiiley Simp Sunday, May 23. All members of
son attended a stork shower for the orders are requested to meet
Mrs. David Paul at the home of at the hall at 10.30 a. m.
her mother, Mrs. Erlon Payson
in Belfast Thursday night.
For social items in The CourleirMrs. R. O. Keating and Mrs. Gazette, Phone 1044, City.
tt

Wf?’

Fresh EGGS

and VetjetakleA

10'
3|

PREMIUM OR SUNSHINE KRISPY CRACKERS

DRY MILK

31‘

^^4

TEL. 25-W

OQ{
O7

2-LB n,C
PKG

RIVER BRAND

BONED CHICKEN

39‘

1 LB
JAR

586 MAIN STREET

(Al the North End Rotary where there is plenty of Free Parking)

Money Saviny Valuei!

Honey

1 -LB 8OZ
JAR

f„’ WALLPAPER
Larrs center

Vi Lb Pkg 27c ’/a Lb Pkg 53e

Peanut Butter and

1 -LB
JAR

Observed Wedding Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. Water
man. Sr., observed their 46th wed
ding anniversary May 9. It was
planned for them to attend master
Jacob Duhrsseu birthday party at
his old home plage as it was their
birthplace, but due to inclement
weather, Mr. Watciman was un
able to attend, so birthday cake
and other refreshments were taken
to him, and (Nora) Mrs. Water
Birthday Party
man attended the delicious lob
Master Jacob Duhrsseu was hon ster supper at the Waterman
ored by a birtnday party given at Farm.

HOMELAND

CTN OF
48 BACS

J

45

FRESH
NO WASTE

HADDOCK FILLETS

69'
CTN OF
48 BACS

Down 20c Lb
From Year Ago LB

Mrs. Carrie Fifield recently spent
several days with her daughter
and family. Dr. and Mrs. Vic
tor Shields, Mrs. Fiefield who
spent the winter in Massachusetts
is now at her home in Vinalhaven.
Austin Joy who has been con
nected with the C. E. Waterman
Co., general store has sold out to
the Waterman’s, and at the pres
ent time is working on his own
place.
Among the Rockland recent vis
itors have been Mrs. James E.
Brown, Mrs. Gertrude Grant,
Robert Andrews, Carl Beverage,
and Prin. William R. Hopkins.

the
Waterman Farm
by his
mother—Mrs. Alfred Duhrsseu on
May 9. Those present were, Mrs.
Robert
Smith and
daughter.
Louise, Mrs. William Hopkins, and
sons. William. Erie and David,
Mrs. Colon Winslow and daughter
Claire, and Mr and Mrs. Richard
Shields. Jacobs aunt Miss Betsy
Duhrsseu assisted in entertaining
and
serving of refreshments.
Jacob received many gifts.

HURRY! SPECIAL MAY

Are Good Buys!

2 19‘

APPLES

;

BROOKSIDE

WINESAP, CRISP,'CRUNCHY, GOOD EATING

ECCS

FLORIDA, JUICY, SUGAR SWEET

GRAPEFRUIT

COOD
SIZE

Fresh Native Grade A

4 '« 29‘

LARCE SIZE

ANDY BOY PASCAL

CELERY

CELLO
PKC

DOZ

25*

53 c

O-CEL-O SPONGE 1/2

FOR QUICK SALAD TREAT

COLE SLAW

CELLO
PKC

15*

CARROTS

2

TEXAS—BERMUDA

45*

ftC

JP.& Gltotf, Glun&le. Qoodi.
Bean Sprouts
2 cans 27c
Mixed Chinese Vegetables can2 39c
Chicken Chop Suey
'can 59c
Chow Mein Noodles
2cans29c
3-OZ
10c
Soy Sauce

FIRM, RED, RIPE

-25*

TOMATOES
v W'
7

Qa^den FROZEN
I.,ire

^S^49c

COMCiHTRATIO

Orange
Juice
U
y
Strawberries

H.«O .H

35c

_ ,0-oz
PKGS
9-oz

2

FRENCH

Potatoes

ooc

PKGS

,0-oz

Broccoli Spears
LARGE FOROHOOK

floan Gated

43c

)6-OZ
C.TN

2

Garden Pea*

BAKERY TREATS

«j7c

PKG *'
,o-oz «qc
PKG X

LEMON PIE
TRUE FRUIT
EACH

FLAVOR

Lima Beans

every day

HEEDS8-°z
cans

10 MULl TEAM

Boraxo
Vanilla Extract
Corned Beef Hash
- I*

BAKER'S
pOUOtHCI
JUHSHIMt

Cheex-w

2-oz
bot

,6-oz

WELLESLEY FUDGE
35c

Potato Chip*

CAKE

vf3ic

t-°z igc
PKG 17
7-OZ nQc
CAN

33c

Tuna

39
bach

25c

Hetty Alden
100%

WHOLE WHEAT

BREAD

,llbo^19c

WHITE BREAD
Prices Effective at First National Super Markets in This Vicinity

A

FIRST

NATIONAL

STORES k

good/year

TIRES
at prices too
good to miss!

1 AT REGULAR PRICE —
1 AT Vi PRICE

4 ■ 29‘

ONIONS

Eg !

Pkg 2 Medium Size Sponges

TOPPED AND WASHED — NOTED FOR VITAMIN A
CELLO
PKCS

Never before at such low costsuch sparkling new beauty and
lasting protection for your home.
New Martin-Senour" 3000” brings
you the fresh, clean look you want
in a first-quality paint of moderate
price.
Brighten up your house with
this completely new and durable
house paint —priced to fit your
budget. The name Martin-Senour
is your assurance of paint at its
very finest.

WE HAVE A STEAMER to steam off your old paper, also
PAPER TABLE BOARDS, for your convenience to do your
own papering, at a Reasonable Rental Rate.

moN

WE HAVE AN ELECTRIC TRIMMING MACHINE to trim all
widths of paper.
Save “Decorating Dollars’’ with TRIMZ do-it-yourself ready
pasted Wallpaper. It’s easy . . . goes up in a jiffy. Just cut
it, dip in water and hang. Always a perfect job, never any
mess. Decorate now . . . do-it-yourself with TRIMZ. Now
Ihree times as many new' styles, for every room in your house.

OUR WALLPAPER is all first quality 1954 patterns.
buying it at Wholesale Prices.

ushions
Sale Priced at

Y’ou are

We Have a Full Lint* of EAGI.O Outside and Inside HOUSE
PAINT. ( FILING AND WALL PAINT, GLOSS AM) SEMI
GLOSS, RUBBER BASE MAGIC SATIN. We ll sell it for the
same price as advertised previously.
With our low overhead we are passing it on to the customers,
and able to sell everything at wholesale prices. In other
words whatever you buy here retail you w ill pay the wholesale
prices. Some of our items art* fhir traded, and it is not al
lowed to cut prices, but we will sell it at the low wholesale
prices. To prove to you that we are selling wholesale, we
will name here a few prices:

Wallpaper As Low As 19c per roll
Flashlight Batteries, Ray-0-Vac or Everready
10c each or 3 for 25c

Eaglo House Paint or Martin-Senour House Paint
White or colored; analysis on cans, and is as good paint
as (here is on the market—

Reg. Price 5.75 per gal.

We'll Sell It for $4.45 per gal.

Mill End Grey or Brown Paint, $1.49 per gal.

We Have Industrial White Paint at $1.69 gal.

Just received a large shipment of the famous
Carpenter-Morton full line of Paint. We have in this
shipment Salt Water Paint for lobster buoys. Also
Stencil Paint for sign painters.
Compare Our Prices With Others.
And Come To the
Store Where You Buy Retail and Pay Wholesale Prices.
60-lt

rlB$ TAX
AND YOUR
RECAPPAILE
TIRE
SIZE 6.76 i 1$

6.00 x 16 size
MARATHON

12??

™

No other tires at the price

and «Mtr

LOW PRICES ON THESE
SIZES TOO 1

match Marathons for quality

and performance, give io
much for so little. Come in
now — while our Special Sale
is on — get new Goodyears

and SAVE!
EASY PAY PLAN

Only $1.00 down ptr tire)
At law at $1.25 a wtakl

. •Pluo tax and your rocappabla lire

WHITE SIDEWALLS PRICES
PROPORTIONATELY LOW I
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THOMASTON
News and Social Items Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to

PIRATE TREASURE TROVE IN

PRESIDENT CURTIS HUTCHINS

SEARS FOR NEXT 10 DAYS

ADDRESSED JOINT MEETING OF

CAMDEN ROTARY- LIONS CLUBS

MRS GEORGE NEWBERT. HIGH ST.. TEL 156-5
Leslie Copeland of South War
Members of the EYF rode to
ren is staying at the home of Mr. Camden Monday night to a Rally
and Mrs. Rodney Jordan on Brook- at the Y. M. C. A., where an en
joyable evening playing games was
ly Heights.
Mi. and Mrs. Orrtt Robinson spent.

and F. L. S. Morse attended the
Methodist Conference in Augusta
Sunday morning.
Miss Martha Mixer‘of Belfast
was guest speaker at the Mission
ary Circle meeting in the vestry
of the Baptist Church Monday af
ternoon. She spoke of her past
experiences with children in Bos
ton. Tea was served wi’h Mrs.
Grace Andrews oouring
The *
World Wide Guild Girls sang and
Miss Ruth Ludwig and Miss Mil
dred Young gave an outline of
activities concerning the Guild j
meetings since ts organization.
Guests from Warren. Tenant’s Har
bor, Rockland and Wiley’s Corner
attended.

Approximately 20 members at
tended the last regular meeting
of the Beta Alpha at the Baptist
Church Monday night, to work on
cancer dressings. Refreshments
were served by Mrs. Grace Irving.
Mrs. Avis Brazier. Mrs. Dorothy
Libby, and Mrs. Carrie Smalley.
Those from Thomaston attending
guest officers night at the Harbor
Light Chapter. OE3. in Rockport
Tuesday night were: Mrs. Blanche
Lermond as Organist. Mrs. Pris
cilla Moss as Martha. Mrs. Viola
Littlefield as Ada. Mrs. Blanche
Vose. Mrs. L'llia Ames. Mrs. Helen
Hallowell. Miss Nellie Tibbetts,
Mrs. Mildred Harjula Rev. and
Mrs John Fitzpatrick and Carl
Littlefield.
Smallpox vaccinations are of
fered, free of charge, to all resi
dents of Thomaston who have
never been vaccinated. The time
will be the week of May 24 through
the 29 inclusive. Your choice of
the three Thomaston doctors.
The American Legion Auxiliary
is sponsoring a public supper at
the Legion Hall Saturday from
5.30 to 7 o’clock. Mrs. Statie Law
ry is Chairman of the committee
with Mrs. Rena Wotton, Mrs.
Emma Kalloek, Mrs. Alice Rob
bins and Mrs. 3everly Adams as
sisting.

CAMDEN
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone 2197

There will be buffet supper for
the Pilgrim Fellowship at the Congregational Parish House (tonight)
at 6.00 p. m.
Miss Gloria Manning, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Manning
and Miss Patricia Barton, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Barton,
have enlisted n the Air Force and
left Monday for Texas.
The Senior Choir of the Chestnut
Street Baptist Church will hold
a regular rehearsal Friday evening
at the church.
John Giffin, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bert Giffin. has enlisted in the
Marines.
The Senior Pilprim Fellowship of
I the Congregational Church will
hold a Religious Retreat beginning
on May 20 and °ndirg on Sunday
the 23rd. They will be host to the
Pilgrim Fellowship group from a
church in Springfield Mass. A
complete program has been ar
ranged, including study periods,
recreation and special activities.
The high-light of the project
promises to be a candle-light
communion service or* Friday even
ing. the 21st, beginning at 11.00
p. m. This service will be open
the congregation.
Charlie Mitchell is enjoying a
vacation from his duties at Brown’s
Market.
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WALDOBORO

Camden Theatre
Weekdays at 2.00-7.00-9.90 P. M.

NOW J Of Tl <TINK OLOK
Audit* Murphy - Dan Duryea
and Susan Cabot in

LAST TIME TODAY, MAY 20
Judy Holliday, Peter I*awford
Jack Lemmon
Michael O’Shea in

Kain or Clear - Show at Dusk
Children Under 12 FREE
— Modern Snark Bar —

If You Like To Laugh—
Then Be Sure To See

The Town of No Return!
Plus Latest News A Comedy

“IT SHOI ID HAPPEN
TO YOU”

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
— 2 HITS —

FRIDAY AMI SATURDAY
MAY 21-22

Donald O'Connor

George Montgomery, Tab
Hunter, Helen Westcott in

And Francis the Talking Mule
in

I

"FRANCIS COVERS THE
BIG TOWN"
Plus the Kiss-Starved
Temptress of the Tiger Country

in

"THE NAKED JUNGLE”
— In Technicolor —
60-11

. ** \’X ’ funniest hit!
MU

"THE DIAMOND QUEEN"

nrrn

(mu.

REED- BATES

Arlene Dahl, Fernando Lamas,
Gilbert Roland — In Color
60-lt

''

-lli!N
-CALLEIA-CIAIW

CO-HIT

THURS.-FRL-SAT.

(Not Shown Sat. Matinee)

knows the secrets

1

DESPERADO

GE0R6E W0HT60MEIiy_CfeoR.

OF THE “EXECUTIVE SUITE’’!
ENDS TONIGHT

The cast of the
year in the picture
of the year!

Health Council

The Rockport Public Health
Council met Friday evening at the
home of Mrs. Hpnry Jackson in
Glen Cove. Mrs. Dorothy Hamalainen presided.
Mrs. Ada Ames, School Nurse,
reported that ’he pre-school con
ference was held at fhe elementary
school May 13 and that 20 out of 22
children that hid been registered
received immunization shots and
vaccinations.
She
commented
highly the fin? co-operation that
she had received in Rockport from
the Superintendent of Schools, the
Health Council and parents.
Officers were elected as follows:
Chairman. Mrs. Doris Graffan;
Vice Chairman. Mrs. Bernice
Crockett of West Rockport; Secre
tary and Treasurer; Mrs. Ruth
Barrows of Glen Cove
Mrs. Caroline Barrows will have
charge of the Health Clinics durtig the summer.
a
Dr. Alta Ashley. District Health
Officer of Augusta was the guest
speaker. Her subject was. "Sailing
Through the Roaring Forties on an
Even Keel”.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Jackson assisted by Mrs.
Ruth Barows.
Meetings will be resumed in Oc
tober.
Those present were: Mrs. Mary
Rascheck, Mrs. AJa Ames. Mrs
Lois Anderson. Mrs. Caroline Barrows, Mrs. Ruth Barrows, Mrs.
Virginia Congdon. Mrs. Muriel

Wcit, Mrs. Bernice Crockett, Mrs.
Marion Salminen. Mrs. Mary
Kor.tin. Mrs. Dorothy Hamalainen,
Mrs. Agatha Frye, Mrs Joyce
Andrews. Mrs. Ethel Counce, Mrs.
Elaine Anderson of Bath. Mrs.
Helen Lunden. Mrs. Evelyn Merri
field, Mrs. Marian Cash. Mrs.
Doris Graffam and Mrs. Dorothy
Freeman.
A mid-week prayer meeting will
be held at the Baptist Church on
Thursday evening at 7 o'clock.
Choir rehearsal will follow the
meeting. All are welcome

WALDOBORO
RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone Temple 2-9261
MRS

Mrs. Esther Gross attended a
meeting of the Extension Group
in Rockland Tuesday.
Mrs. Clare Ripley, and children
of Kezar Falls spent the weekend
with Mrs. Ethel Weeks.
Mr. and Mr3. Roscoe llinkley
was in Gardiner Sunday.
Mrs. Carrie Winchenbaugh was
in Augusta Saturday.
Mrs Emma Robinson of Port
land called on Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Jackson, recently.
Mrs. Cynthia Winchenbach, will
entertain the K. P. G. Club Fri
day evening.
The annual meeting of the Wom
en’s Auxiliary of the German
Protestant Society, will meet Mon
day afternoon May 24th, at 2 p. m.
in the Municipal Building.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
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ITS TIME TO DECORATE
AND HERE'S WHY PAINTING AND PAPERING
COST LESS WHEN YOU USE THE BEST

It Costs No More to Apply Quality Paint
and Paper, But Their Beauty and Protection
Last Far Longer.

DEPEND ON SEA COAST PAINT CO. FOR
DEPENDABLE PAINT AND WALLPAPER

SEA COAST PAINT CO.
TELEPHONE 801
440 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

"RIDE CLEAR OF DIABLO"

“GUN BELT"
— In Technicolor —
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
MAY 28-24
< harltun Heaton, Eleanor Parke

conic to try to open the padlock.
If the key is one of the lucky
ones, the finder will fall heir
to a real treasre trove—with the
compliments of Basil Huntley,
credit manager of the store.
The sale in which the treasure
chest and its hundreds of keys
are featured starts today and
continues through the 29th.
The novel promotion of the cur
rent Sears sale will bring to
many people of the area valuable
gifts from the treasure chest. Key are all over town today and find
ers will be welcomed at the store
to try their luck at locating the
treasure trove through opening
the padlack as the pirate watches.

DRIVE-II

TEL. TEmple 2-5345
very Evening at 8.00. Matinee*
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.0«

She

It’s raining treasure chest keys
in Rockland today. Keys are evrywhere in the city, in the streets
on lawns, perhaps on doorsteps
The keys are from the Sears store
and many will fit a treasure chest
now in the main entrance of the
store.
The chest is guarded by a pirate
in full costume of the days of
Long John Silver and is bound
with strong chain, secured with a
sturdy padlock. It is this pad
lock which can be opened by
many of the keys no.v scattered
about the city.
Anyone who finds a key is wel-

RO C RCL A

WALDO THEATRE

Knox©

Photo by Cullen

The colorfully garbed pirate pictured guarding the treasure eh- al
in Sears is not as fierce as he looks. In lacl, he is giving away his
treasure to those who produce keys to fit the lock of the old sea chest
he guards.

The third annual joint meeting on common problems and keeping
of the Camden Lions and Rotary up-to-date—(2) Outside New Eng
Clubs was held Tuesday night at land, to combat the idea that New
England is backward with grass
the Outing Club, presided over
J growing in the streets.
jointly by President Harry Forte
Mr. Hutchins quoted statistics
of the Rotary and King Lioi which placed New England favor
Jimmy Johnson of the Lions. Miss ably when compared to the na
Joan Norwood of Rockport played tional average.
several accordion selections dur
ing the dinner. A. Burton Stev
enson. Jr. and Dave Crockett. Sr.,
two of the best known service club ROCKPORT
song leaders in New England, MRS KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
were on hand to lead the group
Telephone Camden 2483
singing. They were accompanied
by Everett Grieve at the piano.
Seated at the head table were
Harbor Light Chapter, O.E.S.
Norman Marriner, secretary of held a meeting Tuesday evening.
Lions Club. Bill Reed, secretary, Guest Officers’ Night was ob
pro tem, of the Rotary, President served.
Harry Forte of the Rotary, the
Mis. Lillian Keller is having a
speaker of the evening. Curtis vacation from her duties at th»
Hutchins of Bangor, King Lion home of Judge and Mrs. Zelmu
Jimmy Johnson. President-Elect Dwinal.
Frank Thomas of the Lions and
A
public
supper
will
be
President-Elect Gilbert Harmon of
served at the Rockport elementary
the Rotary Club and David A
school Friday, May 21 from 5 to
Nichols who served as program
7 p. m. This is for the benefit
chairman.
of the school band. An entertain
President Forte introduced the
ment will follow the supper.
foliowing men as new members
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Brad
during the past year: Kenneth
Buffington, William Morris, Da ford and children Franny and
vid Montgomery and Lewis Web- Richard, Mrs. Francis Wentworth
her.
King Lion Jimmy intro and daughter Marlene visited in
duced
Bunny Young.
George Portland Sunday. Mrs. Ernest
Prescott, Guy Robbins of Thom Wentworth accmpanied them as
aston.
Norman Marriner, for far as Brunswick and called on her
merly of Fort Kent Club, and Ar sister Mrs. Lewis Simmons and
thur Dame, past president of the other relatives.
Mrs. Hattie Bradford returned
Presque Isle club are new mem
bers by transfer. Dr. William B. home Sunday after being a guest
Gray, formerly
of Plainfield, of her daughter and family in
N. J., was introduced as a new Portland the past week.
The Jolly Five Club met MonCub Lion. Dr. Gray, who is a
tay evening at the home of Mrs.
former District Governor of Lions
Television was
International, made a few re Helena Kenney.
enjoyed.
Refreshments
were
marks and told of how he chose
served by the hostess. Those pres
Camden as a place for retirement
ent were: Mr3. Dorothy Young.
after considering other towns all
Mrs Mildred Easton. Mrs. Edith
over the United States. Robert
Brown, all of Camden, Mrs.
Perry was a guest of Robert Rip
Blanche Wentworth and the hos
pey and Lion Evans Harrell of
tess.
Westfield, Indians, was a guest
There will not be a meeting next
of Norman Fuller.
week.
The speaker, Curtis Hutchins
Rockport Fire Chief Robert Ber
president of the New England ry will leave Friday morning for
Council, also president of the Ban New Haven, Conn., where he will
gor and Aroostook Railroad and attend the Firemen's School of In
Dead River Company, was intro struction. Bill Morse of Camden
duced by Rotarian David Nichols. will accompany him. They will
Mr. Hutchins spoke on the return Sunday.
New England Council, describing
A public supper will be held Fri
its functions and objects. He spoke day at the Element i ry School from
of it as a symbol of regional co 5 to 7 p. m. for the benefit of the
operation and said the Council's School Band.
duty is twofold. (1) Inside New
There will be an entertainment
England, getting people together following the supper, comprised

of "Cartoon Capers” directed by
Mrs. Robert Dean: "Dragnet”
directed by Fred Sutherland and a
variety act by Mr. and Mrs. An
tonio Palleria.

"PETER PAN" and
BELOW THE SAHARA"
60-lt

VIOLA

STOVER

Viola Calder wood Stover daugh
ter of Jane and Josiah Calderwood was born November 10. 1878
in the old Calderwood home
stead at Little Thorofare North
Haven.
She attended the local schools
and later was employed fo! many
years in Camden.
After her marriage in 1922 to
Walter Stover of Appleton, they
moved to North Weymouth, Mass.,
where she lived until her death on
May 12.
She is survived by her husband
Walter Stover, and several neiccs
and nephews.
Services were held in North
Weymouth. Mass., on May 14 and
at the Norht Haven Baptist Church
on May 16 Rev. George R. Mer
riam Pastor of the Church officiat
ing. Interment was in the Fuller
Cemetery North Haven. Bearers
were Alton Calderwood Harvey
Calderwood, Lewis Burgess and
James Oldroyd.
Those from out-of-town who at
tended were, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Stover. Mrs. Robert Dow and Clif
ford Stover all of Houlton.

Jordan & Grant

NtooWiPE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

745 MAIN STREET
raunvc
— jivv.iv YOUR
iwur r
NATIVE mean
FRESH vitcaacv
DRESSED—
—lima
(THIS n
IS a
A real
REAL uuuu
GOOD dui
BUY-STOCK
FREEZER)

Turkey Broilers

lb. 49c

SKINLESS

FKES1I GROUND

HEAVY WESTERN’ STEER

(REAMKRY

FRANKFORTS

HAMBURG

TENDER STEAK

BUTTER

k

3

29c

89c

iis

169c

63c

lb

46 oz. can 27c
No.2 can 2 for 25c

LIBBY'S TOMATO JUICE
LIBBY'S TOMATO JUICE

5 lbs. 47c

SUGAR
CREAM STYLE CORN, Maine Pack

THURSDAY - FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY

5-7 lb.
Average

3 for 29c

303 can

BOONE'S

LIBBY’S FROZEN

LIBBY'S FROZEN

FROZEN' GRAND DUCHESS

LOBSTER PIE

FRENCH FRIES

LEMON AIDE

STEAKS

THE
49c

PRIVATE

SECRETARY

For

SEES ALL..
KNOWS

ALL...

31c 2For 33c

AND

THERE’S

10c COUPON

PLENTY
TO KNOW!

Inside Each “Free Offer”
PkK of

STARRING
w™

H«n • June
Walter Pdgeon Shelley Winters
Paul
Calhern

MUELLER'S
SPAGHETTI

toN • Bmw

teu ta •

Dm- Louis

- Dean tea, AN •MtNw
Foot ’ l MtaKE
M PtCTVX i

19c
c"' ’

b>

TECHNICOLOR

80-lt

OWRL7QN WES7DN
COMPLETE SHOWS- 2.66—6.40—8 45

LARGE SIZE

CANTALOUPES

1LUC:um BEKS

SELECT

LETTUCE 1

5

1

Each

19c

Eac h

c

Mi

19C

Coupon Good on

Franco-American

ELEANOR B4RAER-"!

SAiURDAY MAflNEE
ALL NEW SHOW FOR CHILDREN—WESTERN & CARTOONS

J
1

1

I

THESE ARE A FEW OF OUR MANY LOW PRICES.
|

10% oz. can

23c

j

COME IN — SHOP AND SAVE
60-lt

i
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BANGKOK, THAILAND, FRENCH INDO CLOUTIER-PEASE WEDDING HELD
CHINA, WICKED SAIGON, ANGKOR AT CAMDEN BAPTIST CHURCH

Social Matters

CUSHING

WAT AND FAR EAST WITH MARY HALL
This Is the Fifth Article by Miss Hall

Mr. and Mrs. Donald H. Fuller
Mrs. Frank C. Bridges, Sr.,
are at their Broadway home, fol entered Knox Hospital, Sunday,
lowing a winter in Coral Gables, where she is a surgical patient.
Fla.
Mrs. Allan F. McAlary is spend
Mrs. Albert Davis, Jr., was ing a few days in New York with
given a surprise stork shower her son and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Saturday evening at the home of Francis McAlary.
Mrs. Willard Brown, South Thomkaston. The honor guest was the
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Dion
recipient of many dainty gifts at of Schenectady N. Y., have been
tractively arranged in a decorated guests of her father. Frank C.
basket. Cards were enjoyed fol Bridges, Sr., called here by the
lowing the opening of the gifts illness of her mother.
after which a buffet lunch was
The Women’s Educational Club
served. Invited guests were Ar
lene Drinkwater, Winifred Sim will hold a banquet at Odd Fel
mons, Lillian Rackliff. Louise lows Hall Friday, May 21, at 6.15
Drinkwater, Mildred Simmons, p. m. followed by an evening ses
Evelyn Teel, Frances Norton, sion to which the public is in
Speaker will be. Mr.
Gladys Simmons, Carolyn Davis, vited.
Marion Colby, Ethel Godfrey Delanthy, a Lewiston attorney who
Constance Davis, Bertha Sleep has served two terms in the State
er, Marguerite Harris, Sylvia Legislature and one term as
Ames. Arlene Hopkins, Margare* Chairman and is now running for
Watts. Dorothy Cook, Cynthia Congressman in the second dis
jteichardson, Eleanor Gray and trict.
and Dolly Davis.

Mr. and Mrs. Leon White of
Long Beach, Calif., are visiting
relatives and friends in Rockland
and vicinity.
There will be a parish supper
tonight (Thursday) at 6.30 in the
Undercroft of St. Peter's Church.
Members not solicited are re
quested to take a covered dish.

Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Anastasio
have returned home from Roslindale, Mass., where they attended
funeral services for Mrs. Anastasio's sister.

Mrs.
Louise
Colgan,
State
President of the Maine Federa
tion of Music Clubs, will meet
with Mrs. Adah Roberts, presi
dent of the Rubinstein Club, and
her committee, at the Farnsworth
Museum Thursday at 7.30. Plans
will be completed for the annual
convention, to be held at the
Samoset, June 9 and 10. The com
mittee chairmen and special con
vention guests will be announced
by Mrs. Roberts, who is general
chairman of the convention.
'

The T.H.E. Club was enter
tained at the home of Miss Kath
erine Vefizie, 12 Shaw avenue,
Monday evening with a dessertbridge. Prize winners for the eve
ning were, Mrs. Sherman Rokes,
Mrs. Daniel Paulitz, Mrs. E. C.
Boody and Mrs. Joseph Emery.

League To Hold
Annual Meeting

Monday
The annual meeting of the League
of Women Voters of Rockland will
be held Monday. May 24 at the
home of Mrs. Emily Faber, Owl’s
Head The business meeting will
begin at 4 p. m. and will be fol
lowed by a buffet supper at 6 p.
m. served under the direction of
the Hospitality Chairman. Mrs. H.
Ernest Keywood.
The President. Mrs. Horatio
Cowan, will conduct the business
meeting at which time the two pro
posed local current agenda items
“Voters Service”, and the con
tinuation of the study of “County
High Schools” will be discussed;
officers and directors will be elect
ed; and ihe 1954 budget adopted.
Serving on the nominating com
mittee are Mis. Lyford Ames,
Chairman. Mrs. Sanford Delano,
and Mis. Charles Whitmore; and
on the budget committee Mrs. Don
ald Brown. Chairman. Mrs. David
Goldberg and Mrs. Edward Mof
fitt.
Following supper Mrs. Manuel
Carrillo, delegate from the Rock
land League to the National Con
vention of the League of Women
Voters of the United States held
in Denver. April 2C-30. wili give
a report on the highlights of the
convention.

Mr. and Mrs. Wi’liam W. Greg
ory, Traverse street, have re
turned from an enjoyable visit
with their daughter Ruth (Mrs.
John Blethen) and family in
Myerstown. Penn.

I

Girl

Scouts

Newslites

Troop 17 completed their Ad
RUMMAGE SALE
venturer Badge on May 12, with
G.A.R. HALL
a cook-out on the beach by the
Saturday, May 22 — 9 A. M. Breakwater. The girls demon
strated the five points of fire
Auspices of the
Re-Organized I .alter Day Saints
safety. They laid a basic A foun
60*lt dation fire and cooked their own

BERKSHIRE 10 DAY

GET

4"'

ACQUAINTED

SALE
MAX 20 to MAY 29

Berkshire Stockings
With the Nylace Top and Toe Ring

15 DENIER
60 GAUGE
PLAIN OR DARK SEAM

19

Reg. 1.50

3 pr. $3.49 - 6 pr. $6.89

09

15 DENIER
51 GAUGE
PLAIN OR DARK SEAM

1

1 O’

,.35

It's just like Germany and Russia.
Everyone now agrees that IndoChina is the Rice Bowl of the
xorld and must be held, and the
„
Prench must do it. and the Amcrican8 and BrjUgh mugt hp]p Qr

at 9 a. m.
Two men, Col. Todd
and Col. Gordon, fliers, on leave
from Korea went w’ith us. We
went from Kowloon across the
ferry to Hong Kong. Then we
took the funicular railway, the
“Peak Tram,” to the top of the
“peak” where we had a fine view
of the harbor. The car was wait
ing at the top and we rode down
to Happy Valley to the Tiger
Balm Gardens which belong to
the richest Chinese in the world.
The two brothers. "Ah Boon Par"
and "Ah Boon Haw" made a fotune with the "All-Purpose Miracle
Ointment, “Tiger Balm.” It cures
everything including gout, lum
bago, bites and is good for stiff
muscles.
When Martha and I
were in Singapore, years ago we
visited Ah Boon Par’s home. It
had several cabinets of priceless
jade and many other beautiful
Chinese things. Now Ah Boon Par
has died.
He was called th
“Tiger" and Ah Boon Har, the
“Leopard,” carried on the busi
ness.
The gardens were much
too ornate for me with all the
fancy elves and dwarfs in pink
cement among the flowers, so I
asked to go in the home It was
the same as the mansion in Singa
pore. I saw cabinets full of rose I
quartz and others of precious jade. !
The walls of the house had inlaid
panels and the rugs are very
lovely and valuable. Ah Boor.
Haw now owns eight newspapers,
including the “Hong Kong Stand
aid.” The Communists destroyed
his factory at Canton and he has
lost millions of dollars through
them.
We motored around the
Island to the Repulse Bay Hotel.
Martha and I lunched here when
we were here before the war. Tt
was the scene of terrible slaughtr
during the war and partly de
stroyed. Now it is quite elegant.
The hotel is beautifully situated
with great cliffs on one side with
miles of crescent beach below, '
and the high emerald peaks above,
Col. Todd and I roamed all over i
it but we decided we would go on
to Aberdeen for lunch. At th •
little fishing village at Aberdeen,
Chinese girls rowed us out to the
“Tai Floating Restaurant.” Here
we chose our own lobster, shrimp
or fish and then waited while they
cooked it, Chinese style.
Our
lunch w’as delicious and we had
good fun. Then we went on our
trip around the island, and back ,
to Kowloon.
Hong Kong looks calmj and
owing to the British, it is much
cleaner than other Chinese cities
but it seethes with Asian intrigue.
It is the spy capital of the Far
East. For in and our pours a
stream of spies and counter-spies;
Red and Anti-Reds; Chinese busi
ness men, and hundreds of thou
sands of refugees, who live in tiny
shacks made of drift-wood and
pieces of old iron. They live on
acres of sampans.
Sometimes
ten or 15 people live on one sam
pan 20 feet long. They live in
terror all the time as they are
afraid of being sent back home to
live among the Communists. The
Rritish recognize Red China al
though the Reds are killing the
British in Korea. Many think it is
to save Hong Kong and its trade.
Communists
have
executed
2,000,000 people. In the country
500 out of every 10,000 must be
killed. Children report on their
parents and then they are killed

all Asia and the whole Pacific
must fall to the Communists.
Lenin once said, “food is politics.”
Sou^h East Asia produces twothirds of the world’s rice so the
Communists struck
at South
East Asia.

suppers of hamburgers or hot
dogs.
They made Girl Scout
some mores for dessert. Games
were played and a short hike or.
the breakwater until time to light
the prepared fires.

May 2: Now comes the time to
leave Hong Kong. We left the
Hotel Miramar at Kowloon at 6.30
p. m. in two taxis as we had
much luggagp
The tipping wag
quitp a chorp for beaides thp wa„.
prg and room boys thp,p wprp ,hp
vmlng Chinegc bovg that werp
door tenderg
a„ rughpd for

3 pr. 53.lt - 4 pr. 55.34

the taxis when we left. I had a
handful of Chinese dollars and
ten of them got a dollar each.
The “Maersk Line” sent a launch
to meet us at the Kowloon dock.
There the coolies rushed for us
and carried ouu luggage to the
launch. I told them I only wantpd threp and tipppd thoge thrpp

but six of them went right out to
the ghjp with ug
K Jl
The “Peter Maersk” is larger
Uzzell photo
and newer than the ‘Lexa Maersk”
Mrs. Harold Ray Cloutier (Miss Dorothy Helen Pease)
but not as homey. Captain SkjalMiss Dorothy Pease, daughter of Hope, a’l brothers of the bride.
lcrrup is big and husky and very
jolly’ but the Chief Officer and Mr. and Mrs. Alton O. Pease of Thc soioist was Richard Meserthe Chief Engineer never joined Appleton w’as united in marriage at I vey who sang “Because” and “I
the passengers for meals or at 3 p. m. May 16. at the Camden Love You Truly” with Mrs. Edna
Rollins at the organ.
any other time.
Baptist Church to Harold Ray
A reception in the vestry fol
May
3:
We sailed
at 8
Cloutier, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hen lowed the ceremony.
Mrs. A.
p. m. out of beautiful Hong
ry Cloutier of Whitefield. N. H. Lawrence Pease was in charge of
Kong harbor. It was a clear,
Rev. Melvin H. Dorr, Jr., officiated thc guest book, Mrs. Robert Pease
calm night and the city and the
at the lovely double ring service. dipped punch .and Mrs. Vernon
“Peak” with their twinkling lights
The church decorations featured Pease finished cutting the bride’s
were truly very lovely. I’ve been
gladioli and spring flowers. The cake. Assisting in serving were,
very lucky to have three visits i bride was given in marriage by her Mrs. Richard 24cservey. Miss
to beautiful Hong Kong and two I father.
Gloria Mank. Mrs. William Glea
weeks was none too long this las* I Her gown was of imported lace son and Mrs. Floyd Gushee.
time.
The bride attended Appleton High
' with fitted bodice and full skirt of
May 4: We arrived at Kaohsiung net over satin, with finger tip veil, School and the bridegroom Whiteat 8 p. m. The next morning I crown of seed pearls and bouquet i field, N. H., High School. He is
went ashore in a launch with Bob of white roa£3. Her matron of | employed by the Bi ettan Woods
Wulff. Kaohsiung is Free Chine honor was Mrs. Ted. Johnson of ' Company at Breltan Woods, N. H.
| Mrs. Cloutier chose for travelling
and the second largest city on Appleton.
The best man was Allan Ulysses a grey suit wih navy accessories
Formosa. It’s a very, very old
city. We walked three or four Pease of Appleton and the ushers J as they left by motor on a wedniiles as Bob wanted to see every- were A. Lawrence Pease of Rock- ' ding trip of unannounced destinathing. I felt a million miles away land and Robert E. Pease of South tion.

froJn the rest of the w’orld and as
though I was back in a war again,
lt seemed very war like with the
mounted guns at the mouth of
thc harbor and American destroy
ers anchored near the city.
I
talked with a group of sailors and
they gave me printed directions
about air raids. It seemed like
times but I want none of it.
*n ^be town we met a woman mis
s»°nury. What a life they lead.
No wonder they want to talk to an
American as they see so few of
them. Bob Wulff had just left
Manchuria and Chingmia where
he had been working among the
lepers so he was really a mission
ary I suppose. We returned to
the ship in a native sampan and
sailed at 3 p. m.

WOTTON’S

7:

Sunny

and

beautiful

when wc sailed at 8 a. m.

I sat

Since time began the toughest
problem confronting the human
race has been how to get along
with people.

Observed Wedding Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Brown ol
served their 25th wedding anni
versary at their home Sunday with
a gathering of their children and
their families. The Browns were
married May 15. 1929 at Randolph
by the Rev. H. F. Milligan. They
lived in East Union before moving

Mr. and Mrs. Basil Brown and
children, Bonnie and Scott, of
Fast Union, Mr. and Ms. Ewart
Spencer and daughter, Suzanne of
Dorchester, Mass., Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Drinkwater and daugh
ters Wanda and Debbie, of Spruce
Head, Dirk Brown, and Miss
Sandra Morine of Union.

»ooooooooooeoooooooooooMoooooooooor

BIRTHDAY SALE
(OI K SEVENTH)

FRIDAY - SATURDAY, MAY 21-22
10% Discount On Entire Stock

This Includes New Summer Shorts, Bathing Suits,
Dresses, Loyette Stams, Etc.
Ka k of

On.

Dresses, B'ouses and Skirts

$1.00
Short Sleeve Jerseys - 98c
(Regular Price 1.49 and 1.59)

Extra Special — 4 prs. Socks $1.00
ALL REMAINING COATS AND SUITS
REDUCED TO COST

CHILDREN SPECIALTY SHOP
403 MAIN STREET

TEL. 1471-M
60-lt

out all day in my deck chair.

Nice to be on a ship again after
five weeks ashore. The “Peter”
is larger, faster and very clean
and attractive but I like the
“Lexa” better. This ship has long
glassed in decks with high railings
on each side, which you can’t see
over unless you stand up. There
is also a top deck but most of
the time it’s too windy up there.
I miss the “Lexa’s” large, wide
deck with low railings where you
could see the scenery as we sailed
along. As for the officers we have
never seen the First Officer or the
Chief Engineer. The Captain is
lots of fun and I have long chats
with him every day but no Samba
or dancing.

„

no need to cry

|
'

"MY f(ET vM

WHITE ELK

l L

HOUSEWIVES
walk all day, love

every step I

NURlES Find Foamtreads

the softest, lightest, most
silent shoes ever model

JOBEASE9

1
^>1
,

\

»_

WELLCO

j

BEAUTICIANS Leap
themselves beautiful

SPORT AND CASUAL

in Faamtreads ’

WAITRESSES con
serve more tables,

SCHOOL
and co
step lively in
Foamtreads!

Sandals

52.95- S4.9S

Slippers

53.95- S4.75

Children's

\Vellco
For "THE
•reo

NOW IN STYLE—

Capes, Clutch Capes, Stoles

Cottons, Organdy and Nylon

or a Scarf in Silver Blue,

Sizes 3 to 12 years

Pastel or Wild Mink

A FEW BARGAINS LEFT

60-lt

16 SCHOOL STREET

TEL. 541

u s rat off

Foamtreads secret is a patented "bubble sole that
breathes with every step, has unique built-in arch sup

Please send me

port. By making your foot work, it increases circula

Size______ .Widtfc______ 1st Color______ 2nd Color

aairt of ''Foamtreads” @ $0.09

._

tion, flexes muscles, removes the main cause of dis

comfort. Yet your feet never touch rubber. They’re

Name.

protected by a supple leather insole, hand-laced to

smooth Elk-tanned leather. Tests prove the Foamtread
siole wears as well or better than regular soles. (List

in

colors, sizes.)

ORDER IT

MAIL

Address.

_Money Order_

G»ar<e

_cz >.

}

SPRING COATS

Sizes 3 to 8 years

SHOP OUR STORES SATURDAY NIGHTS

CROCKETTS

HASKELL & CORTHELL’S
CAMDEN, MAINE

BABY SHOP

FURRIERS AND STORAGE

ROCKLAND, ME.

52.98

make more tips I

When You Want To Look

Lucien K. Green & Son

Interior Decorators
£

May

to arrange for our trip to Kyoto
which has about 3000 Buddhist
temples and shrines.
<To Be Continued,
_-----------------

For You

NOW REDUCED 20%

TEL 275

an American soldier; a young
American woman, who lives in
Los Angeles; and Bob Wulff of I
Minnesota got ,on the “Peter” j
when we did, making nine pae- j
sengers in 'ill. We loaded until
1 a. m.

May 6: Hot and rainy. We ar
rived at Keelung at 11.30 a. m. As
it is raining and my passport isn’t
good for China and I’ll have to
get another permit, I shall not go
j
ashore. I was here two month1'
I
ago and went to the old city of
!
Taipei and did all thc sightseeing.
We can’s load the tea because of
tne rain but did load water chest
May 9: Arrived at Kobe at 4
nuts and boxes of walnuts and
peanuts for Vancouver at 8 p. m. p. m. We all went ashore. Lucy
when the rain stopped. I had fun and I went to the railroad station
talking to the Captain. He tells
me a lot of funny stories and says.
“Hell” and “damn it” quite often.
New Summer
The new passengers are interest
ing.
At Manila two Spanish
DRESSES
ladies, Miss Emiqueta Camallonga and Miss Paulet Rodrigues;
AT
an American girl. Abby Jacobs
from Ohio; and Murad Saleeby. a
THE BABY SHOP
very wealth Syrian, and a gradu
ate of the University of Beirut,
joined the ship. Then at Hong
Kong a Filipino girl married to

To Wear With One Of Our Fine Luxurious Soft
SPRING COATS

BUY NOW AND SAVE

405 MAIN ST.

r-i

Neil Ames, son of Mrs. Estelle Will Be Exempli
Ames celebrated his sixth birthday
May 13th with a party given by fied Friday
his mother at the home of her sis
Something different is planned
ter Mrs. Gerald Smith.
for the Friday night service of
Games were played and prizes the “Christ for this Crisis” cru
were won by Douglas and Tommy sade being conducted at the
Laaka. Neil received many nice Church of the Nazarene in North
gifts and refreshments of ice cream Waldoboro.
The entire service
and cake were served.
There will be conducted as it was in
were two birthday cakes one dec
grandfather’s
day.
Kerosene
orated to represent a tra’n con
lamps will furnish the light in
sisting of engine, six cars and a
side while oil lanterns outside wi’l
caboose—the other decorated to
guide the worshippers to the door.
represent a jet sirplane with the
Upon entering the auditorium,
“smoke” from it spelling out “Hap
ushers will seat the men on one
py Birthday.”
side and the women on the oth^r.
The guests were Douglas and
Old-time ’ songs will be sung to
Tommy Laaka, Carol Wood. Vir
the accompaniment of an oldginia Olson, Alton Grover, Libby
fashioned organ, and hats will be
Smith. Jacqueline and Faye Ames
passed to take the collection. The
and Dwight Overlock.
Mrs. Ames also entertained Mrs. old-time “amen corner” w’ill no*
Grace Overlock. Mrs
Marion be forgotten and testimonies re
calling the horse and buggy days
Grover and Mrs. Gerald Smith.
of worship will be a part of the
program.
SOUTH HOPE
Evangelist “Chuck” Manker
Mrs. Jennie Tibbetts of Pownal leader of the crusade, will speak
is the guest of her son-in-law and on the subject, “Does old-time re
daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Ned Mills ligion meet the demands of this
Mrs. Hazel Hart has returned 20th century?” Rev. Sampson
from Camden Community Hos pastor, states the service will be
pital.
gin a* 7.45 and the concluding
Walton Oxton. who spent a service of the crusade will be Sun
month with his sister and his day.
brother, Mrs. Susie He men way
and Edward Oxton. returned to here in November, 1942. Their
his home in Rockland Tuesday.
guests Sunday were Albee Mank.

Your Best

3 pr. $3.19 - 6 pr. $6.24

30 DENIER
51 GAUGE
PLAIN SEAM

(Twenty-third Installment)
.
Whenever we had a sunny day
we planned a trip. The tour peo-!
,
. ..
„ .
.
4
4 ,
pie at the Peninsula Hotel teleI
phoned that they would call for us

'Old Time Religion'

Neil’s Sixth Birthday

ROCKLAND, MAINE

eo-it
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9 IJMEBOCK ST.

BOCKJAND
60-lt
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WASHINGTON

WEST WASHINGTON

Mr. and Mrs. George Finley
and Mrs. Clara Overlook were
business visitors in Gardiner, Sat
urday.
The Tri-County Button Club
will meet at Evening Star Grange
Hall on Saturday May 22, for the
May meeting.
Dinner will be
served by members of the Grange.
There was a large attendance
at the last meeting of the Trav
eling Grange last week at Ea«f
Union. The attendance winner of
the evening was Pioneer Grange.
The meeting was the last wne oJ
the season, until fall
Guests last weekend at the nome
of Mr. and Mrs. Merle Robbins in
East Washington were Lloyd Mai
tin and son, Merrill from Massa
chusetts.
William Prescott visited in Wa
terville one day last week.
Willard Clark of Razorville was
the Sunday paper man, due to the
illness of H. B. Kaler.
Earle Millay of North Burkettville and South Liberty was a busi
ness caller in town and East
Washington recently.
Mrs. Irma Overlock accom
panied by Miss Barbara Rozelle
were Monday callers in town en
route to Portland to visit Mrs.
Overlock’s husband. Merle Over
lock, who is a patient in tin* bos
pital there.

Lawrence
Slattery,
Ernest
Simpson of Leicester, Mass., was
in town for the weekend on a fish
ing trip.

- T. V. SHOP New and Used

T. V. Sets

$50.00 and up
Guaranteed Service
Financing Arranged
TO MAIN ST.

THOMASTON

58*60

Crie Hardware Adds 800 Square Feet Of Sales Space

ORFF’S CORNER

SEARSMONT

Mrs. Anna Donohue of Rockland
Mrs. Alfred Shute and grand
is a guest at the home of Mrs. daughter Candace McGray of Bel
Lida Creamer.
fast visited her daughter, Mrs.
Mrs. Elmer Orff of Jefferson Kenneth Plaisted, at the Plaisted
is visiting at the home of her home recently.

Mr. and Mrs. Edson Wellman
were in Richmond Sunday as
guests of their daughter, Mrs.
Velma Withee.

son Milbert Orff while convalesc
ing from a surgical operation.
Mr. and Mrs. George Kimball of
Richmond were Sunday callers at
the homes of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
mond Hutchins and Byron Lud
wig.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Jackson
spent Sunt|ay with relatives in
Dexter.
Wayne Keene is spending a 14
day furlough at home from San
Marcas. Texas, where he is sta
tioned.
The Women’s Society of Chris
tian Service met at the home of
Mrs. Albert Elwell on Tuesday
with a good attendance.
Cecil Keene and con Wayne, and
Miss Elizabeth Elwell attended the
Morning session of the Maine Meth
odist Conference in Augusta on
Sunday.

Mr. and Mrs. Avery Colby of
Somerville and Mrs. Catherine
Wellman attended the P.T.A. Iinstallation at the Grange Hall at
Washington. Mrs. Colby was the
installing officer.
Granville Turner has returned
to his work at Togus after two
weeks’, vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Keim and
two Children, Arlene and Allen of
Long Bench. Calif., are visiting
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Hewitt.
Mrs. Marjorie Rockwell and
sons of Rockland visited with Mrs.
Myra Cooley recently.
A joint installation of officers
of District 10, V.F.W., with mem
bers from Posts and Auxiliaries
from Belfast. Northport, Rock
land, Friendship,
and Washing
ton with senior vice president.
Mrs. Roberta Otis installing offi
cer. Mrs. Nina Colby, president
will be installed in Portland in
June, at fhe State convention:
Arlene Dow, senior vice president;
Edna Hamilton, junior vice presi
dent: Jessie Dewitt treasurer;
Catherine
Wellman,
chaplain,
Gladys
Bowen,
conductress;
Laura Spencer, guard; Arlene
Herrick, Lillian Crawford, Maud
The remodeled H. H. Crie Company hardware store offers an
Jones, trustees; Myra Cooley, pa
extensive display of all manner of tools for the professional car
triotic instructor; Arlene Harris,
penter and home craftsman. The picture above is of but a section
Lillian Prescott, Alma Black and
of the sampling of the huge stock the store offers the public. The
Catherine Flanders, flag bearers.
several departments in tin* store cover such fields as plumbing,
Supper was served in the Grange
over the weekend.
Hall at the close of the meeting, THORNDIKEVILLE
with Mrs. Nina Colby, Mrs. Cath
The Holmes Packing Co., bus is
Mr. and Mrs Allori Ingraham of i
erine Flanders and Mrs. Laura
making a daily trip to and from
Maklin in charge of the supper. Brookline, Mass., are at their farm Rockland transporting workers.

Mrs. Everett Crabtree has re
turned from Camden Communi
ty Hospital with her son, Todd Jefrery, born May 10.

APPLETON

Photo by Cullen

heating, lighting, kitchenwares, sporting goods, home appliances,
and paints, with all sections offering complete lines and counseling
service for the buyer. The remodeling of tin* store added 800 square
feet of sales space and resulted in the arranging of the depart
ments for easy buying by the public.

Morning Worship Service at the
Appleton Baptists Church begins
at 11.00 a. ni. and is preceded by
Sunday School for all ages at
10.00 a. m. The topic for the morn
ing is “The Wise and the Foolish.’’
This Sunday 4he Rebekah’s and
OddFellows of the town will be wor
shipping with us in a body.
In the evening we will have our
regular evening hymn sing and
message from the Word of God,
but we will also have a special
gue3t, Paul Thomas, who will give
his testimony of how the Lord

ical engineer, and hip many friends
The Port Clyde Packing Co. re
extend Best Wishes. The couple left ceived 612 bushels of sardines
by plane for a honeymoon in Ber Tuesday.
muda.
Tel.

PORT CLYDE
Mrs.

742-W

Wilfred Balano and chil

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hall and
daughter Marlene of Rockport
were Mother’s Day guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Plaisted and Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Plaisted.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Thomas and
Clarence Morse and son Harold
of Belmont, Leslie Wellman and
daughter of Rumford, and Mrs.
Annie Dean of Camden were Sat
urday callers of Mrs. Ada Howard
and son Dudley, also Mrs. Armon
Morse and two sons of Lincoln
ville and her son Richard of Rock
port were Sunday callers.
Mrs. Roy Lajoie of Vassalboro
visited her sister Mrs. Russell
Knight and family last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles MacKenzie and Mr. and Mrs. Don Luoas
attended Traveling Grange at
Pioneer Grange East Union, May
14.

The District Health Officers As
sociation of District No. 3 held
their meeting in Victor Grance
Hall May 13. Dinner was served
by the Victor Grange members.
Mrs. Angie Kimball of Rockland
is visiting at the home of her
sister, Mis. Sidney Harriman and
husband.
Mrs. Sidney Harriman went to
Rockland last week for a visit with
relatives and friends.
saved him. Everyone is invited to
attend the services of the chyrch.
Rev. Donald J. Ryder welcomes
you.

TO DAV
at KlLROlfs

dren Michael, Jimmie and Sarah

Pushaw—De F ra ncesco

from Brazil have arrived at the
Pushaw “Balano Homestead.’’
were in Philadelpnia last week go
Those attending the music fes
ing to attend the wedding of their tival in Farmington Saturday
son Robert Pushaw and Miss Mary were Mr. and Mrs. Howard Mona
DeFrancesco whose marriage took ghan. Mrs. George Davis, Mrs
place in Saint Donato’s Church on Howard Simmons. Mrs. Floyd
Saturday May 15 in Philadelphia. Conant, Mrs. Douglas Anderson.
Pa. Mr. Pushaw holds a respon Mrs. Fannie Davis, Mrs. Phyllis
sible position in Duponts as chem Littlehale, Arthur Ingersoll.
Mr. and

Newberry's Gives You Pre-Season Savings on Everything He Needs for Summer!

Come Early. Choose from Our Terrific Top Quality Selection-Now at Slashed Prices.

Mrs.

• "BIG YANK" (HINO (Army Twill) PANTS AND
MATCHING SHIKTS — Six Colors
Sun Tan, Silver Gray, Dark Gray, Blue,
Spruce Green, Forest Green
• Boys’ Cordurov JACKETS < SWEAT SHIRTS
• Men s Reversible .1 At KKTS • MEN'S SHORT SLEEVE
< Men’s-Boys' YACHT CAPS
SPORT SHIRTS

Harry

• Men's Munkl-Faee GLOVES

• BATHING TRl'NKS

WATCH THIS SPACE WEEKLY FOR
MERCHANDISE ARRIVING IN OI'R STORE

60-lt

BOYS’ 3 to 6

THE

RUGGED NO-IRON

PLISSE SHIRTS
Short sleeve shirts neatly tailored
for dress or play oil summer long.
Extra easy on upkeep — they dry
in a flash, need NO IRONING. Full
cut for action and top comfort.
Easy sport collar and handy pock
et. Bright colors. Buy now—SAVE.

NEW
CRIE

328 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
SHOP THE BEST — TO GET THE BEST

mi

THE BEST IN THE COASTAL AREA

*^^n"n7w^«

™ « NEW H. H. CRIE COMPANY
itotlc Up on Needed Polo Shirt,
*

Dungaree,

or

Slashed

Price,

COMPLETELY

“RE-MODELED” AND

SIZES 4 to 14 STRIPED

ROLO SHIRTS
ity.'fp
BOYS’ SANFORIZED*
TWILL & POPLIN

Outfit him for
summer. Ab
sorbent, gener
ously cut, knit of
fine cottons that
hold their shape.

ton 32t

PLAY SHORTS

ENLARGED to TWICE ns NORMAL size
SEE THE MOST COMPLETE LINES OF

HARDWARE-PLUMBING-HEATING
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES-ELECTRIC
WATER SYSTEMS - KITCHENWARE

SANFORIZED* "ROCKY”

34
A super special saving. Built fo
lake plenty of action and safe
laundering. Big selection of
prints and solids. Sixes 3,4,5,6.
•le» Hi«« I*/. iMnkeee

SmII*

DUNGAREES

SPORTING GOODS-PAINTS

h&r
Extra heavy den
im. Double stitch
ed seams. Copper
rivets at points of
strain. Zipper
closing. 6 to 16.
•lot* than 1% shrinkage

.0 .1. .VI'IVKB-IBIBl ( O

THE HIGHEST QUALITY —THE LOWEST PRICES

SPECIAL

.... “SALE NOW GOING ON” ....
SHOP
H. H. CRIE COMPANY
SHOP THE BEST

TO GET THE BEST

5M1

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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REALM of
by
Gladys S. Heistad

James de la Fuente, violinis*. Whitmore has sent me an auto
who was heard in a Community graphed program which pleases
Concert here a few seasons ago me. Lillian commented that he
gave a recital at the Isabella played magnificently and was
Mr. de la
Stewart Gardner Museum. Boston, warmly received.
on Sunday, May 9, and Lillian Fuente’s selections were some
what off the beaten track, I’d
guess and were: Intrada (Desplane<^; Sonata, G-minor (The
ADMIRAL
EMERSON Devil’s Trill) (Tartini); Grand
CAPEHART MOTOROLA Concerto, D-minor, Op. 31 (Vieuxtemps); Legende < Wieniawski);
Ballhausplatz (Albert Spalding),
and Sonata No. 1, D-minor, Op.
75 (Saint-Saens).
Mr. de la
Fuente studied with the late Albert
Spalding, one might say he was
a protege of his, and the prized
Montagnana violin which he plays
was a gift from Spalding.
« • • •

BITLER CAR &
HOME SUPPLY
509 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
'We Service What We Sell”

Speaking of the Gardner Mu
seum reminds me that Barbara
Troxell, dramatic soprano, is to
sing at the Museum on Sunday,
May 30. Barbara was with us at
Rockport for two summer sea
sons while studying with Elisabeth

Schumann. She has a glorious
voice, was with the Metropolitan
for a season, and has done con
siderable
concertizing
abroad.
She displays a definite flair for
Mozart. Barbara, who is of Penn
sylvania Dutch descent, is a hand
some girl, with creamy skin and
beautiful expressive brown eyes.
• • • •
I am still on the subject of or
gans and organists. Edna Rollins
referring to the portion of a re
cent music column devoted to Vir
gil Fo, makes these comments in
a delightful note:
“I was taking Glenna down to
the Ice Follies for her 12th birth
day present, when I read of Virgil
Fox. We changed all plans and
went a day early. At the Sym
phony Hall box office, I asked for
seats so I could ‘see his feet,’ and
I’m still blessing that gentleman!
Our seats were high, but wonder
ful. I’m all for a little dazzle.
Mr. Fox i3 tall and stately. His
shoes were so shiny and the spo*
lights were effective.
•‘I was so happy about seeing
the action this time. At the A.G.O.
Convention in Boston in 1950. the
console was hidden, but I ‘fell’ for
him just the same in a big w*ay.
I guess he must have had every
thing open. Two boys spied sparks
dancing around behind the fancy
grill work ... I think the Keiser
review is just what you wanted to
know.”

The Keiser review referred to
was from the Boston Post, and I
note that Keiser termed Fox as
‘‘Spectacular,” yet ‘‘kept a capa
city audience enthralled for two
hours.”
“Mr. Fox masterfully
combines a superb musicianship
with an amazing sense of the the
atrical. If it were not a fact that
Mr. Fox has few or no peers on
his instrument, one could easily
dismiss the histrionics as sheer
humbug. As it is, the listener is
never allowed to forget that the
music is the paramount reason
for the recital.”

Virgil Fox may be “tops,” but
E. Powers Biggs is not far be
hind, and I enjoyed so much the
article ‘‘Organ Revivalist” which
appeared in a recent issue of Tim«*
magazine. Mr. Biggs (known a^
“Biggsie” to his friends) is or
ganist with the Boston Symphony
and onfy within the past few
weeks has been in England con
certizing.
Invited to play at
Westminster Abbey, he had only a
few hours of rehearsal with thc
huge organ. Because the Abbey’s
acoustics are so troublesome that
the organist has scarcely any idea
what his playing sounds like, Mrs.
Biggs was stationed far below in
the choir stall as her husband
tried the stops. And she kept
calling up to him—‘‘Too squeakp,”
‘‘Too harsh” or *‘O.K.” Sort of
a
compromise
program
was
played—Handel because he is

buried in Westminster; Bach, then
(Daquin) and Soler (both 18th
century) for the traditionalists;
Hindemith, Jehan Alain, a young
French composer who was killed
in World War II, finishing up with
the Rondo from ‘‘Symphony in G”
by Leo Sowerby. (Remember? I
mentioned him last week?) Mr.
Biggs planned it as ‘‘something
for everyone” but not everyone in
his audience approved. Playing
with “precise tranquility,” Mr.
Biggs went through the program
without ever playing full organ.
The British, despite their reputa
tion for restraint, like their organ
music ‘‘romantic and thunderout;”
“Biggsie’s”
classical
austerity
caused some shitfing and dozing.
And *he Sowerby piece, full of
modern dissonances, caused some
grumbling.
The Time writer
comments ‘‘but the critics were
respectful.”

There seems to be an organ re
vival, so w’e are told. Hector Ber
lioz once remarked that the ‘‘or
chestra may be the king of music,
but the organ is the pope.” How
ever, in the past 200 years, sine'*
the death of Bach (in 1750) the
king has reigned supreme. Dur
ing the entire romantic and im
pressionist era, only a scant
“handful” of composers wrote for
the organ, and what they did
write, was more or less insignifi
cant. But in recent years the
“pope of the musical world” has

begun a major comeback. Mod
ern U. S. composers, such as Wal
ter Piston. Roger Sessions, Quincy
Porter, Leo Sowerby—have writ
ten dozens of organ pieces, which
are reviving notable interest.
One of the outstanding ‘‘re
vivalists” is Mr. Biggs, 48, said
to be thp U.S.’s most noted or
ganist. Mr. Biggs over CBS plays
a radio program at 9.30 (I think
it comes in on WEED Sunday
mornings, and his Columbia LP
recordings have sold more than
100,000 copies in the past five
years. In this connection a press
agent comments, ‘‘It’s still less
than half of what Liberace sells,
but that’s a lot of organ music of
a fairly lofty nature.
• « * •
I have been asked “What do you
think of Liberace?” I don’t think.
Period.
• • • •
The Metropolitan Singers are
presenting their annual spring
concept in Jordan Hall. Boston,
Sunday afternoon, May 23, at 3.30.
and the guest soloist is to b°
Alice Farnsworth, in a triumph
ant return to her original spon
sors after operatic successes in
Italy. 'It may be that some of
our musical friends will be able
to attend this concert and bring
back a report for us. The tickets
are priced at a very low figure,
and the seats are not reserved.
Many of us remember Miss Farns

Senter-Crane’s
Sale Ends May 29th
MEN'S WEAR
SHIRTS

•

•

The Sale You Have Been Waiting For

•

$1.98

100% Nylon.

Coats

Reg. 3.98

SHIRTS

$1.98

Sport Type.

Our Greatest Sale In a Long, Long
Time. Every Coat Reduced.

Values to 2.49

SHIRTS

$3.98

Men’s Reg. 5.98
100% Pucker Nylon

JACKETS

$3.50

Boys’ Corduroy. Reg. 4.25

SHIRTS

$1.49

Boys Sport Type.

Reg. 1.79

— Suits

Toppers

REGILAR 24.95

All wool fabrics. Sleeve and yoke de
tails mark these as better than usual
styles. Full sweep hems.

DRESSES, One Lot

^17 00

Values to 29.98

Toilet Goods
Coty’s Reg. 2.25

COMBINATION $1.50

TOILET WATER $2.75

13.98 Val.

$4.00

Boys’ Long Pants Suits, 1-8.

Reg. 6.98

Infants' Handi-Panty SUITS
Nylon waterproof pant with top.

1 Lot Reg. 8.95

$7.00

1 Lot Reg. 10.95-13.95

$9.00

$2.98
Reg. 3.98

2nd FLOOR

50c

$1.99

2.59 81x99

$1.99

2.69 81x108

$2.19

.55 42x36

FREE! $16.00 WORTH
OF RECORDS with every

RCA VICTOR
”45” PLAYER

$

2nd FLOOR

Yes, it’s true! Me will
give $10.00 worth of rec
ords with every purchase
of an RCA Victor 45
Player. Prices start at
$16.,5. Fully Guaranteed.
Basement

NoMends

Men’s Helanca Stretch Socks

Ladies’ Summer White Costume Jewelry

Ayer’s—Reg. 1.00

50c ’

AYER-DRY
Ayer’s—Reg. 1.8®

In This Season’s “Fashion Barometer Colors”
Want to make the acquaintance of these fine, sheer and
clear NoMend stocking*.? Are you an ardent fan, wanting
to stock up for the months ahead? Either way . . . here’s
your opportunity! ALL FIRST QUALITY NoMends . . .
at Important Savings.

59c

JEWELRY

$1.25

LUXURIA

PROPORTIONED NYLONS

Ladies’ Pigskin Gloves—SALE PRICED

Ayer’s—Reg. 2.56

SOAP

69c

Lightfoot Shultz Novelty Soap.

REG. 1.00

,

3rd FLOOR VALUES

$1.,

BATH POWDER

A

TILES

One of America’* largest,
finest makers rinsing nut
hi* line nt Ore** Goods,
Suiting* and light weight
Coating*. You must see
this! Values to 1.98

LAMPS

$1.98

Fibreglass "Bullet" Type TV l.amp.

69c

ladies’ Rayon with Nylon
Trim—A Bargain

87c

VESTS

laidies’ Rayon, I.ge. Sixes
Only, by Fairy. Reg. 1.75

PANTIES

39c

Children’s Can-Can Style
All Rayon

jjq

Upholstery Fabrics
Odd 1-engths.

CATTAPC

THIS SALE ONLY

RECORDS
RCA Victor - Decca - Capitol
Columbia and Others
REG.

89c

yd.
$1.29

W I I AVZC OC I □

Full Size — Reg. 2.98

$3.75

5f Plaid Pairs $4.98 pr.

Lowest Prices In Years!

PEPPERELL SHEETS
BI. White, T128, 1st Qual
Reg Size
SALE
1.99 63x99
>1 69
1.99 72x99
$1.79
2 19 72x108
1.89
2 19 81x99
$1.89
2.29 81x108
$1.99
.49 42x36
.39

Now 50c

Wash Goods

Record Albums
1-3 to 1-2 Off

$2.49

Full Size Reg. 5.98 Bed
Pillows. White Zipper
Percale Cover.
Slight irr’s.

Crash

100% linen 17” multi-color Crash for cur- a/j
tains, towels, mats. Reg. 59c
HOl

Gabardine

Table
Crash

64” long, 23” to 36” wide.

3.50 Value

$2.98

JHtAVN/'N'S?
MILL SHIPMENT

STATIONERY
Every Box Made To Sell
For $1.00. See This Fine

of

All Wool Toppers That Should Sell For 15.95
Other ( oats $7.95 to $15.96. Longs, too!

Writing

MUSLIN

Our

Famous Fine Count Fabric.
Reg. 39c, Worth 79c

I'nbleaehed Cotton, $8" Wide.
Lowest Price In 16 Years

$9.95

SLIPS

Nationally Advertised Movie Star Slips.
White and Colors. Reg. 2.98. 3.98

ORGANDY

Special Lot 1st Qual. 36" Fine Organdies,
wht, pastels. Also lue. dotted swiss, lawns

39c yd.

13c yd.

DUNGAREES

Boys' heavy blue denim, triple stitched,
copper rivets, sanforized. Reg. 1.69

$1.19

35c yd.

HOSIERY

Our Famous Full Fashioned Nylons.
Lady Caroline Made ’Em.

59c pr.

DRESSES

PERCALE

First Quality Fine Count 86 Sq.
Percale Printa. New Shipment

35c yd.

EVENING GOWNS

5 Shopping Floors

$1.79

New Street Dresses.
Spring Crepes.
Reg. 3.98

Salesmen’s Samples. Reg.
15.66 and 19.56 Dresses

CURTAINS

Perm. Sant., 84" Wide
ORGANDY Rl'FFLED
54-63-72", reg. 3.79 2 gg
r 81"-96". reg. 4.29
Our Best Tailored Perm.

HUSHED

REO

P0MR-

M0WIPS

Stud ley Hardware
Co.
MAIN ST.

TEX.

• RAYON MARQUISETTE
6S"-72", reg. 2.29 J Jg

I 81 ’ -SO", reg. 2.49

J

$2.98
$8.95

® Shopping Floors

A Bargain Attic Special

TOWELS
Candy Striped Heavy
Turkish. 16x27 Hand Size

Reg. 29c

19c

Also Lge. 20x40 ot 45c

Store Hours: 9 to 5

NEW

I

r

79c pr.

12 (TMt mw ratarp
M rwimoMtiUfs
nwlwa Mats
demomtrata —

BLINDS

Best Percale We Can Buy!
Famous Quadriqua ( loth
Reg. 1.00 Plastic Table Cloths.
Cloths
54x54. Gay Colors.
Pure Linen. Colored Border
35c
17” Crash. Reg. 49c

— THE BARGAIN ATTIC WHERE VALUES REIGN SUPREME
rjr
Irregulars of Black Heel$1.30 NYLONS
Much Wanted Colors and Styles

BROADCLOTH

$3.98

Assortment
Paper

COATS

THEY’M HERE

All steel—Built to last!
Nylon Worm Gear.

All Ra>on Washable Gabardine.
Reg. 1.00 Value. ATTIC SPEC IAL

■^ype 128 Seconds Long Wearing Muslins.
72x108, Extra Long Twin. (42x36 Case, 8.3c)

SHEETS

ningham’s story about the Meddiebempsters, for instance, and
quite a bit about the Metropolitan
Opera, both in New York and Bos
ton. from Wilfred Hobbs of Hope
and Arthur Perry who really went
on an orgy of opera in Boston.
And such a train of memories has
come to life since the delightful
story about Chester Wyllie in a re
cent issue of The Courier-Gazette.
Oh well, we’ll see.

VENETIAN

Hundreds of Pairs of New ‘

FOAM
PILLOWS

Oh dear, there is so much I
wanF to share with you—Bill Cun

Fully Enclosed Headrail!
asst, types, values to 1.50 yd. □ zl

Percales

We’ve Sold Hundreds of Yards at 1.49
CETC white Permanent Organdy

Full Size

I was very happy to have a
chance to meet Mr. Cayting but
regretted that our talk had to be
so brief. And it was good to see
Miss Hayford again, and also to
greet Gertrud Ebbeson, a mem
ber of the violin section and a
friend of whom I am fond. But
perhaps most of all was I glad to
see Dr. Sprague and to talk with
him a bit. It saddened me, how
ever, to find him suffering from
arthritis, but even though he has
retired from active participation in
music, I could feel his burning love
for music and his constant interest
in the Bangor Symphony whose
success in past years was due to
his intelligent direction and devo
tion. I have always felt that Dr.
Sprague, despite his quiet manner
and self-effacement, was a defi
nite power in Maine’s music,
through his knowledge and intelli
gence, his rightness and his keen
sense of judgment. One was con
aciou? of his thoroughness and he
always inspired confidence.
• * * *

FIRST FLOOR BARGAINS

CLEARANCE SALE of

full size tailored edge curtains by
-tq
our best maker. 72”. Reg. 4.98
^We/z
Drlez’SlIzie Ruff,ed Curtains — 78” long.
ll ISdllUS embossed sheer plastic, all colors
O/C
»uede c,oth draw dr“Pes’ "TfOOQ
ura penes 4.98, pleated, 81”x45”, all colors ^0.70
nylon marquisette curtain material
Nylon 100'?
19c
42” wide. It full pieee would be 79c
Worth 6.00 yard.

IxQClOn

If perfect 12.98

Rayon & Cotton. Reg. 4.98,
& 5% WOOL—72x84

IXfCAl TO REG. 1.35 STOCKINGS

BARGAINS IN CURTAINS
PANTIES

72x81.

* 51-15, 51-80 or 60-15

$3.49

Anodized Aluminum Colored Tumblers.
SET OF X. WORTH 6.00

59c yd.

$7.50-

F All Wool
F

• ALI. FIRST QUALITY

REG. 2.98

TUMBLERS

$1.35

;

In the Basement

~

In order to acquaint more of our customers with this won
derful Full Fashioned, First Quality Nylon Hose we are
offering them FOR THIS SAI.E ONLY At This Price

25” Brass Table l.amps. Complete wtth Shade.
REGULAR 4.98

COATINGS

Reg. 1.65

BLANKETS

_

SALE OF CRANECREST HOSE

$3.98

LAMPS

$1.15

Reg. 1.35

98c

8” Square Decorated Tiles on Rubber Footed Rack:
REGULAR 1.69

SUITINGS &

4-|

>

$2.98

GLOVES

.45

J

ONCE A YEAR SALE!

79c

HOSE

2.59 72x108

$11.00

1 Lot Reg. 16.95

FIRST FLOOR VALUES

Houbigant—Reg. 1.110

COLOGNE

For This Once-a-Year Sale Only!

COATS, Coat & Hat Sets, all wool $9.00

2nd FLOOR

Face Powder & Cr. Sachet
Houbigant—Reg. 3.75

famous composer and poet, born
in Venice 1686; died in Brescia in
1739.” In addition to his musical |
studies, he was a student of Juriaprudence and became prominent |
in Government affairs. His mas- j
terwork is the setting of Giustinani’s paraphases of the firdy fifty I
• ♦ • •
Litza Vardavoulis and Y w’ere in Psalms.
The Meddiebempsters sang ex- 1
Bangor for the final concert of
the Bangor Symphony Orchestra ceptionally well, and both this I
our first interest centering in the group and Joel were warmly re
appearance of Joel Hupper, Bow ceived by the audience. Joel had
doin ’54, flutist, as guest soloist. as his accompanist Mary Hayea
The Meddiebempsters, also Bow Hayford of the Northern Conserva
doin. appeared on the program tory faculty, an accomplished
so that the combination of orches pianist and a most charming per
tra, flutist and “glee singers,” son.
made it a thoroughly delightful
Tt had been several years—
concert.
many years in fact—since I had
Joel played splendidly—I think heard the Bangor Symphony, and
the best I have ever heard him. naturally was curious to hear It
He has one of the famous Powell under the direction of A. Stanley
flutes from w’hich he produces a Cayting who succeeded Adelbert
tone of sheer beauty—it has a Wells Sprague as conductor. Mr.
sheen and smoothness of quality Cayting is an able and knowing
that would be hard to surpass. musician and evidently is doing i
Joel played: Sonata No. 7 in F excellent work with the orchestra 1
major (Loeillet); Suite in A-minoi which numbers close to 70 to 75
(Air a L’Italian) (Telemann); pieces. But to be entirely honest
Andante in C-major (Mozart):
and I belie ve Mr. Cayting would
Echo (Hindemith); and Sonata in agree with me—I felt that it
F-major
(Marcello).
Marcellj lacked some of the finish that
was an entirely new name to me. characterized
it
during
Dr.
and as this Sonata with its four Sprague’s term of leadership. Yet
brief and charming movements that is something that can be
completely
enchanted
me,
I readily understood. The tempo of
delved into my Baker’s Biographi the times has increased markedly
cal Dictionary of Musicians, and since Dr. Sprague’s years with
found that “Benedetto Marcello, a the orchestra—each year has
found everyone rushing more and
more and becoming more and
more involved in everyday living.
The orchestra is comprised for
the most part of working people,
whose time for rehearsal and
practice is necessarily limited.
And it must be borne in mind, too,
that the group is a mixture of
trained and amateur musicians—
this fact alone presents diffi
culties. It is not an easy matter
to get such a large group together
for rehearsals, particularly in
FAMOUS MAKE
these strenuous days as I have
stressed. So all in all the orches
UTICA SHEETS
tra remains a noteworthy under
taking. meriting much praise and
Longest wearing T140. Here’s
commendation, no small part of
a real sheet value. Labeled
which goes to Mr. Cayting, for
Oneida. Slight irr’s.
added to his ability as a musician
SAI.E
If perf . Size
snd director, there has to be pa
tience and understanding of each
2.30 63x99
$1.69
and every little problem.

Our Regular Stock—Now Reduced

Mostly Sizes 3 to 10

SUITS

All wool nrecpB, tweeds. shags and
novelty fabrics.
Every One Worth 39.98
$29.00
NOW ONLY

AND FABRICS

$1.00

Every One In Stock Reduced.

Full Length Coats

NEW WANTED STYLES
$17.00

CHILDREN'S WEAR
Clear the Racks.

•

Dresses

FULLY LINED SUITS
Exquisite Detailing. All Our
Regular Spring Stock.

•

•

worth’s superb singing when she
was guest soloist in one of Ches
ter Wyllie’s summer concerts in
Warren, since she has been
studying opera with Giovannia
Martinelli, former Metropolitan
tenor, both in New York and Italy.

Fridays: 9 to 9

SOCIAL ITEMS
APPRECIATED

Write or Telephone

1044 or 770
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
Commencement

Jefferson Boy

Camden Leading Knox Division Cf K-L Circuit

Awarded Bowdoin Week Parts At
Scholarship
RHS Assigned

ORIENTATION ASSEMBLY BEING
HELD TODAY AT ROCKLAND FOR

The honor students of the class
of 1954 at Rockland High School
have chosen the parts they will
take at Last Assembly, and Class
Night. June 9.
Robert Crie will deliver the Ad
dress to the Undergraduates; Nor
man Wildes, the History; Mildred
Cope’and. the Class Prophecy.
John Black and Janice Fickett
will read the Will and Arlene Mil
ler and John Boynton will present
the Gifts.
Marion Talbot will
give the Farewell to Teachers.

—4*

ALL EIGHTH GRADERS IN CITY
A special orientation assembly
is being held at Rockland High
School this morning. All eighth
grade pupils in the city schooU
will be present at the assembly.
Parents of eighth grade pupils
have also been invited to attend
the meeting. The special assem
bly is part of the guidance pro
gram and is planned to help those
wrho will be entering high school
next fall reach a better under
standing of the courses they will
be able to take.
Arrangements for the meeting
have been made by Guidance Di
rector George Johnson who will
be in charge of*the assembly.
An important feature of the pro
gram will be talks by each cf
the Rockland High School instruc
tors who teach freshman sub

Warren Alewife
Dedicated To

Lemke and Family

Robert U

Packard

Winners of the .$800 State of
Maine Scholarships at Bowdoin
College were announced Wednes
day by Hubert S. Shaw, Director
of Admissions. They are Robert
W. Packard of Jefferson, James
H. Turner of Skowhegan. Wayne
U. Waterhouse of Sanford and
Ralph A. Westwig of South Port
land.
Late in March more than 70 high
school seniors in Maine entered
the 25th annual competition for
these scholarships, which are
among the major awards to stu
dents entering Bowdoin.
The
field wras narrowed down by
competitive examinations and out
standing candidates were invited
to Brunswick for personal inter
views.
Packard is the son of Mr and
Mrs. Ned W. Packard of Jeffer
son. A high-ranking student at
Lincoln Academy, he is a member
of the cross-country team. He is
vice president of the Student
Council and has been active in de
bating and dramatics throughout
his four years.

The 1954 edition of the Alewife
Warren High School year book is
out, and on sale by members of
the senior class.
Dedicated to Principal and Mrs.
Edgar Lemke and their son
Billy, a pupil in grade one. War
ren schools, the volume contains
a new’ feature, “What’s New In
Warren/.’’
The Alumni section,
previously a supplement is also
contained in the book this season
Listed among the past year’s
town changes is the town mana
ger-selectmen form of govern
ment adopted in April. 1953, the
three-room grade school addition,
and the new location of the War
ren Fire Department.
Year book staff members are.
Lorraine Perry and Lolita Arey,
co-editors-in-ehief; Albert Over
look. assistant editor; Carl Wood,
literary editor; Cynthia Delano,
assistant literary editor.
Raye Colburn, news editor;
Carolyn Philbrook, Faith Nor
wood, Phyllis Driscoll. Janet Hall,
Tobey Messer, and Leroy Cousins,
assistants; Sewall Peabody busi
ness manager; senior class, ad
vertising managers; Joan Math
ews. art editor; Marjorie Cousins,
her assistant, and Edgar Lemke,
faculty advisor.

PITCHERS DUEL BROKEN UP BY

WHEATON’S CIRCUIT SMASH IN
CAMDEN-THOMASTON 2-1

:<
Pictured is the Camden High School baseball squad, leaders in t he Knox division of th«* Knox-IJneoln League with three wins and one
loss. Front row, left to right, Nathan Pease, Ronald Leadbetter, Willi am ( roekett, Richard Leonard, and Robert Cain. Second row, Edward
Thomas, Basil Aran, Paul Davis, Peter Blake, Herbert Young, Davi d Hart and Coach “Dool” Dailey. Back row, Donis Wheaton, Leo
Rivard, Charles Knight, James Dean and Howard Hamalaincn.
Photo by Kelley

N.H.H.S. COMMENCEMENT HONORS

VINALHAVEN BATTERED TIGERS IN

ANNOUNCED BY PRINCIPAL HOPKINS MONDAY MAINLAND GAME 14-7

it

?
Roseanne

William
North

Binson Brown

Burgess

Hopkins,

principal

Haven High School,

ot
an

nounced Wednesday that Rosanne

Burgess has been named valedic
torian

for

the

1954 commence

ment exercises. At the same
time Benson Brown was named as
saluta^rian. The commencement
exercises are to be held June 15
Miss Burgess, a student in the
college preparatory curriculum, is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Burgess. She has taken
part in many school activities
and has been a class officer dur
ing all four years of school. In
cluded in her activities have been
membership on the girls’ basket
ball team, work on the school pub-

Girls

lication and participation in school
plays.
The salutatorian, Benson Brown
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Dalon
Broivn. A student in the college
preparatoiv course, he also has
participated in many school ac
tivities. Included in these have
been class offices and dramatic
programs of the school during his
four years.
Both of these honor students
have made plans to continue their
education. Rosanne has already
been accepteu to study for the
nursing profession at the Eastern
Maine General Hospital in Bangor.
Benson has made plans to attend
technical school to study some
branch of mechanics.

ROCKLAND GOLFERS POST WINS

OVER MORSE AND CONY; TAKE

ON U. OF M. FROSH TOMORROW

Saddles and Sandals
keep young feet tool through long vacation days

Rockland High School golf team score and Morse by 3-1.

continued
undefeated in
high
school competition by defeating
both Cony High School of Augusta
and Morse High School of Bath
in matches at Augusta on Mon
day. Cony was defeated by a 4-C

GARDEN SEED

The local team made up of
! Danny Flanagan, John Bird, Jack
! Coakley. George Doak and Billie
Flanagan has not lost in high
! school competition during the past
j two seasons. Their one loss this
j year has been to the Bowdoin
J.V. team.
The Rockland squad goes to
Orono Friday to meet the Univer
sity of Maine freshman team.

FLOWER SEED
For social items In The CourierGazette. Phone 1044. City
tf

ONION SETS

I SEED POTATOES
Open to the breeze, Soft red sandal for
cut-out multicolor toddlers. Also, white
sandal. Also white or or multicolor. 4 to 9.
red. 8 V2 to 3.

J98

198

Criss-cross straps like
mother wears. Red
elk, white, or brown.
8>/2 to 3.

$298

ndicott ^Johnson

Ed Young and Don Wheaton arc scoring Dean. Sawyer bore down
and got out of the inning without
leading their Mustang baseball any further scoring.
Thomaston came right back in
squad to a thrilling 2-1 eleven
their half of the sixth inning as
inning triumph over Dennis Saw
Sawyer singled with two away,
yer and his Thomaston nine of went to second on a pass ball,
Thomaston on Monday to remain stole third, and scored on a single
undefeated.
by Dick McFarland.
Joy reigned supreme for CamThomaston threatened continu
denites after Wheaton stepped to ally, but on each occasion young
the platter in the eleventh inning arose to the heights necessary to
with the score tied at 1-all, two stem the tide, and as it turned
away, nobody on, and slapped one out if was a good ball game for
of Sawyer's fast balls for a game Young to win and a tough one for
winning home run.
Sawyer to lose.
Previous to Wheaton’s belt this
The win left Camden atop the
had been a pitcher’s duel which Knox League battle with three
was anybody's ball game with wins and no losses.
Young having struck out 15 while
Leading sticker for Camden was
walking five and giving up nine Leonard who had a double and a
hits. Sawyer, for his part, had single in four trips to the plate,
struck out 20, walked 4. and had while McFarland garnered three
even been stingier in the hit de for five for Thomastoq. one of his
partment than his mound opponent hits being a two bagger.
as he gave up only five.
Camden,
Camden scored first in the fifth,
0000100000 1—2 5 1
when with Dean on third and Aran Thomaston.
on first as a result of a base on
00000 10-000 0—1 9 I
balls and a single, Dickie Leonard
Young and Davis, Sawyer and
lashed a double down the line Moody.

GARDEN TOOLS
OPEN SATURDAY EVENINGS

Hardware Co.
THOMASTON, MAINE

what could had a triple, a double, and two
pitched ball singles in six trips to the plate.
game by Ted Hanley into a fiasco The only time he failed to reach
was in the second when he struck
of irrors and a humiliating 14-7
out. He reached in the second
def. al at the hands of the Vinal- on an error.
haven Wildcats nt Schofield-White
Dick Smith broke out of his hit
Park in Rockland Monday.
ting slump for Rockland as he
Nine runs by Vinalhaven on four came through with two doubles in
hits, two walks and six errors ir. four times up. Rockland's big
the first and fourth innings were stick, Wayne Gray, had two hits,
enough to win the ball game. Paul both singles, out of four at bats.
Anderson settled down and pitched
The win shoved Vinalhaven into
runlets ball after a six-run up a tie for second place with Thom
rising allowed in the fourth.
aston with a. record of two and Camden Eighth
Anderson appeared stronger as two.
The loss was Rockland’s
the game wore on as he got the third in a row in league play.
Graders Register
last six cuts himself on strikeouts. Vinalhaven,
In all, Paul got 13 strikeouts
40051000 4—14 11 4 For High School
while he ^vas walking seven.
Rockland.
Freshmen registration for the
The strongest hitter in the
10060000 0— 7 6 11
1954-55 school year at Camden
Knox-Lincoln region proved why
Anderson and Martin, Hanley,
he is considered as such. Van Guil Deshon (9), Hanley (9>, and High School will start the last of
the week according to an announce
ford. truly a marvel at the plate. Phillips. Wotton (7).
ment made by Principal Richard
Goodridge.
TIGERS OUT OF SLUMP TO OFFSET
Principal Goodridge will visit
the grade school in Lincolnville
CAMDEN DEFEAT OF LAST WEEK
and then the eighth grade rooms
Showing a completely different for more than one hit as he came in the Camden school system to an
swer questions about the high
form reversal on different days, the through with a double and a single.
school program and to conduct the
Rockland
215
000
202
12
8
3
up-and-down Rockland Tigers were
registration of those who will en
Camden
J00
020
390
5
6
5
definitely up for their Tuesday
Brackett and Wotton. Hart, Ham ter Camden High School in Sep
game with Camden at Camden.
tember.
They brought to a close the un alaincn (3) and Davis.
Following the completion of the
defeated record of the Mustangs
registration. students
For social Item* In The Courier- freshman
in Knox League play by defeating
Gazette. Phone 1044 Cltv
tf from the upper classes will make
their coastal ’avals by the score
of 12-5.
The defeat I ft Camden in sole
posision of first pi ice in the Knox
League race with c record of three
and one. For Rockland the win
was their first n league play and
served to pacify the Tigers for
th’' 22-2 pasting handed them by
these same Mustangs last week.
Brackett went th- entire distance
for Rockland as he scattered six
hits, struck out nine, and walked
none.
How Hamalaincn who pitched the
last 6 and 2-3 innings for Camden
fared well as lie got 12 Tigers on
strikes while walking four and
might have got cut of the game
without having a run scored
against him with a little better
support.
Ed Hanson. Dave Deshon. and
Brackett each got two bingles to
lead the Rockland attack with one
of Dave’s going for two bases.
Skip Hart, the starting Camden
pitcher who was blasted out in the
third, v as the only Mustang batter
able to solve Brackett’s pitches

Rockland

turned

have been

a well

| Fick Your Own Payment.
llJMo Plan

$250
$550
$750

$20.79
44.32
59.51

24 \ln Plan

$

30.60
40.77

Abo*« payment! cover everythirtg I
loom of other omounts, or for ether
period!, are in proportion.
(Me )

their

‘.ions

course-

for

ENROLLMENTS
NOW BEING
RECEIVED
FOR THE
FALL TERM
COURSES:
Acounting, Secretarial and
Speedwriting
You Can Qualify For a Good
Position In a Short Time, At
A Low Cost. No Age Limit.

Rockland School
of Commerce
TEL. 148

243 MAIN ST.
51-Th-60

FOR

PLUS THE

1. NATION-WIDE CREDIT. Over 800
affiliated offices in U. S. and Canada.

2. CUSTOM-FITTED LOANS. Loan fitted

to needs and income. Ask for “5 Step
Guide” to reducing monthly payments.
3. PROMPT “YES” to employed people.

4. SINGLE-VISIT LOAN.

Phone first.

Factory delivered price
at Detroit, Michigan.
State and local taxes

if any, and transport
tatian extra.

Get more with the fi/g 4—phone,
write, come in today! 1--------------------1

Loons $25 »o $2500

*1^ TH*
re^senaK

TO SAT

/oan B

rfS

SYSTRAN

FINANCE CO.

356 MAIN STREET, 2nd FI., ROCKLAND
FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLOC.
: 1133 . Ask lor the YES MANager
> ta raaidaati al all vjiroundina twain •

Laoat alia mada

HUDSON JET
FAMILY CLUB SEDAN
See Any Hudson Dealer

h>

nail

The Jet has an Instant Action Engine with
Hornet-like performance—amazing roadability
from exclusive "step-down” design rugged
Monobilt body-and-frame*—Flight-Line Styling
—smart interiors— great economy. See this big buy!
*

the

coming year.

HUDSON

GnSB-K

FERTILIZER

Studley
346 MAIN ST. - ROCKLAND

SCRAP

the toasts of Camden today aftet

the WAF in June.
Miss Marion Talbot has been
Rockland High
accepted at Wellesley College. . .
Mr. DiRenzo attended the New’
Student Items
England Conference of Recreation
Miss Janet Stewart has passed Directors for three days last week.
the required examination for the The conference was held at Fal
Army Air Force and will enter mouth Mass.

Classic saddle oxford.
Brown and white or red
ond white. Misses', chil
dren’s 8% to 3.

jects. These talks will be planned
to give the students an idea of the
content of courses and a chance
to know the instructor in each
course..
As preparation for this orien
tation program letters have gone
from Mr. Johnson to both parents
and pupils. These letters tell of
the purpose of this meeting and
outline the conference program
that is being carried out as i
follow up of it.
Pupils have also received the
results of interest inventories
which were given to them recently
as part of the evaluation program
conducted by the guidance depart
ment. These and other test re
sults are intended to help them
in planning their high school
course of study.

"Trademark

Patented. *

St.nd.rd trim .nd other ilweWratlen. .nd «ee,ewle. luhjeet to rtutij. without null,.

Tuetdoy-Tbundoy-Saturdgy
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
BEAVERS BATTERED APPLETON'S
PASTiMERS 10-1 ON TUESDAY
. Rockport scored its first Bulwer
League triumph ’n two starts by
trimming Appleton High School 10-1
in a jame played at Rockport on
Tuesday behind the two hit pitch
ing of Harold Crockett. Tne only
run scored off Crockett was an un
earned one in the sixth inning all
the damage had been done.
Very sloppy riel-ling on thc part
kot thc Appleton squad plus some
timely hitting led to the Beaver's
scoring in every inning that they
batted but the sixih.
Crockett who was in complete
control of the contest throughout
struck out eight and walked but
two in sending Appleton down to
their second defeat of the year.
Dick Cash. Lowell Jones, and
Danny Gross got thrte one basers
apiece for Rockport.
Appleton
000 001 0 1 2 10
Rockport
121 420 x 10 12 3
Mank and R.
and Annis.

h

Sprowl, Crockett

STANDINGS
KNOX LEAGUE

W
3
2
2
1

Camden
Vinalhaven
Thomaston
Rockland

L
1

2
2
3

Games Today

Boothbay Harbor
Waldoboro
Lincoln Academy
Wiscasset

L
0
2
2
3

Games Today

Lincoln Academy at Waldoboro
Wiscasset at Boothbay Harbor
BULWER LEAGUE

W
2

St. George

Games Today

Webber Specks To

Parents of PreSchool Children
Parents of children who will en
ter the sub-primary grade in Cam
den public schools next September

were entertained at a tea yester
day afternoon at the Camden
Grade School on Knowlton Street.
The tea was held as part of the
program of registration of child
ren who will be starting school in
September.
The parents were
addressed by Lewis E. Webber,
superintendent of schools and by
Mrs. Mildred Knight, school nurse.
The actual registration of child
ren for the school year of 1954-55
will be held in June first and
second at thc Elm Street Schoo1
and at the Camden Grade School.

L
0

The winners of the ticket selling
contest at Owls Head Central
School are as follows: Mrs. Scam
mon’s room: first prize Linda
Dyer, second prize. Anne Walker,
Mrs. Kelsey’s room, first prize
Avard Walker, ’’ecend prize Bon
nie Dyer, Mr. Gray’s room, first
prize, Doris Dow. second prize
Timothy Woodman.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

— ANNOUNCEMENT —
LIMITED NUMBER OF OPPORTUNITIES FOR BOYS 4-14
IN ROCKLAND AREA TO
ATTEND DAY CAMP AT OWL'S HEAD
Offers all overnight camp facilities including riding, crafts,
riflery, swimming and boating. Lunch and trans, provided.
Hours: 9-4 Daily

Overnight rates: 4 wks. $155; 8 wks. S28S.
$15.00 per week

Write: R. B. DWYER

961 DEDHAM ST. - NEWTON CTR., MASS.
59-63

UNION LOSES 1-0 HEARTBREAKER
TO ST. GEORGE AS LUDWIG AND

HYVARINEN BATTLE TO FINISH

ing in the band and the Latin
Union High School pitcher Sonny
and French Clubs. During his !
Ludwig
gave up only one hit and
senior year he was one of thos.
to represent the school at the re issued only one walk to St George
gional Science Fair. He is the players in a game played at
son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Crie. Union Tuesday, but both came in
Janice Fickett, also named to the fifth inning to give St. George
the honor society, was the Rock a 1-0 decision.
Hyvarinen. St.
land High School Good Citizen George pitcher, reached first on a
candidate this year.
She har base on balls and came home with
served as treasurer of her class the winning run when Hupper
during her senior year and ha- doubled.
been named chairman of gradu
Both pitchers had previously
ation arrangements. During her pitched a no-hit game earlier in
four years in school she has been th*' season and the contest was a
a member of many clubs and a !
member of the student council man ol the drive. He is the son
during her junior year.
Miss of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Grindle.
Fickett is the daughter of Mr. and i Thomas Leadbetter of Owl’s
Mrs. Leon Fickett.
Head, the son of Mr. and Mrs.

Appleton at St. George
Warren at Rockport

Head Ticket Sales

LINCOLN LEAGUE

has been active in I
the Camera Club, the Rifle Club
and in the Future Teachers of ,
America, as well as participat- !

2
1
2
0

Union
Rockport
Appleton
Warren

Winners In Owl's

Thomaston at Rockland
Camden at Vinalhaven
W
4
2
1
0

yearbook.
Twelve Named To National Honor At R. H. Sj theRobert
Crie

Rockland High School students elected to the National Honor Soriety this week. Front row, left to
right Marjorie Hart, Mildred Copeland and Janice Fickett. Second row, Robert Crie, Thomas Leadbetter,
Nancy Packard, Richard VonDohlen and John Boynton. Third row, Marion Talbot, Roger Grindle, Joan
Duncan and Ronald Pease.
Photo by Kelley

his junior and senior years he a member of the business club
was a prize winner in the State and the commercial club and
Science Fair.
served as secretary of the Wash
named to the National Honor So
Mildred
Copeland.
another ington Club. In addition, she has
ciety according to an announce
senior named, is the daughter of been active in dramatics and was
ment made Tuesday morning.
Mrs. Ida Copeland. She has been the assistant business manager of
Seniors included John Boynton,
Seven seniors and five juniors

at

Rockland

Mildred

Janice

High

Copeland,
Fickett.

School were

Robert

Roger

Crie,

Grindle.

Thomas Leadbetter and

Salutatorian of the graduating
class. Roger Grindle, was also
named as one of the seven seniors !
Roger has served as an officer |
of his class and student council
member during three of his four
years in* school. An outstanding
distance runner he has been a
member of the track and cross
country squads for the past three
seasons.
The annual magazine
drive has been one of his majo”
activities and he has served as
both assistant and general chair-

pitchers duel from the first. Al
though he gave up five hitz, Hyv
arinen kept the situation under
control with 15 Strikeouts and no
bases on balls. Ludwig gave up
only one hit by Hupper and struck
out 10 men during the seven
innings.
Both teams played perfect ball
in the field with nc errors re
corded for either side.
St George
000 010 0 1 1 0
Union
000 000 x
0 5 0
Hyvarinen and Monaghan; Lud
wig and Athearn.

, dent of the band and has been a
member of the Future Teachers
of America for four years. During
her sophomore year she was o
Wendall Leadbetter, is a member member of the cheerleading squad
of the baseball team and on th*- I and has been on the Kippy Karniboard of the Cauldron, school val committee. She is the daugh
publication. He has served as ter of Mrs. Pauline Talbot.
president of the French Club and
Juniors named to the society
has been a member of the Wash-1 were Joan Duncan, daughter of
ington Club during all four year;, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Duncan;
of high school.
i Marjorie Hart, daughter of Mr.
Editor-in-chief of the school | and Mrs. Herman Hart; Nancy
yearbook, Marion Talbot, was an- Packard, daughter of Mr. and
other named to the group. She 1 Mrs. Ernest Packard; Ronald
has been active in the Thespian Pease, son of Mr. and Mrs. PalmClub and in the Latin and French , » r Pease and Richard VonDohlen,
Clubs. She has served as presi son of Mrs. Alice Philbrick.

Tiger Trackmen, Led by Alex, Take Three Cornered Meet

Marion

Juniors named were Joan Dun
can. Marjorie Hart, Nancy Pack
ard. Ronald Pease and Richard
VonDohlen.
Four other members of the
senior class are already members
of the honor society, having been
Jiamed during their junior year.
These are Carol Stratton, Arlene
Miller, Edward Baxter and Doro
thy Greene.
John Boyntor. is the grandson
of Mrs. Emily Stevens and has
been active in a variety of school
organizations.
He has partici
pated in dramatics and speaking
contests on several occasions and
has served on the staff of th°
yearbook.
A member of the
football
team
during
a’l
four
years
of
high school
he
was
co-captain
of
the
1953
squad.
He
served
as
manager ol the basketball team
during all four years.
During

In Owl's Head

9

Talbot.

Friday, May 28

.J

A pre-school health clinic and
registration of children entering

the

i

ALLSTATE

MS
ROEBUCK AND CO

TIBtfi

triumph

FIRST QUALITY TIRES
For And Away The Year’s

Central School. Friday May 28. at
9.30 a. m.
Mothers are requested to bring
their children’s birth certificates
with them.
Children must be five years of
age on or before Oct. 15, in order
to enter the sub-primary next Sep
tember.

rr

. ’J.

Taking eight of the first places Teammate Ralph Hooper with two 2nd Haskell <R); 3rd. Fowles (B).
and sweeping all places in four ( first and two seconds for a total Time—57 1 seconds.
of the eleven e/ents Rockland cf 16 points was second high scorer.
880 yard run—1st. Barter (B);
Camden’s total f Yr the meet was 2nd. Perry (R); 3rd, Black (R).
High School’s track squad piled
17 and Crosby scored 8.
Time—2 minutes, 27 seconds.
up 74 points to swamp Camden
Summary:
Mile run— 1st, tie. Kneller (C);
High and Crosby High of Belfast
100 yard dash 1st. Haskell (R); and Deane (C); 3rd. Grindle (R).
in a three cornered meet at Rock
2nd. Alex (R); 3rd, Keating (R). Time—5 minutes, 4 and 2-5 sec
land Tuesday -afternoon.
Time
11.5 se< onds.
onds.
Outstanding periormer ot the
220 yard dash—’st, Haskell (A);
High Jump—1st Alex <R>; 2nd.
meet was Rockland’s Pete Alex
who accounted for 24 points, one 2nd. Beale (R); 3rd, Fowles (B>. tie. Hooper (R) and Finley (R).
Height—5 feet, 2inches.
point shy of the total points made Time—11.5 seconds.
by Camden and Crosby tcogether.
440 yard dash—1st, Black (R);
Broad Jump—1st. Alex (R); 2nd.

Whitehouse (C>; 3rd, Davis (C).
Distance—17 feet 6 inches.

Mr. Johnson's seventh grade is
beginning this week to work on
new social studies' unit titled
“Geography
and
History
Re*
search’’.

Room 8 was won by Janet Ripley.

BEST VALUES!

ROCKLAND JUNIOR HIGH NOTES
SHOP SEARS
TOMORROW
AND SAVE
Deluxe White

Sidewalls—
First Quality
Tires

At a recent camping trip at Le
roy Black’s camp in Appleton
these boys were entertained by
David and Barry Black: Kenneth
Marsh, James Falzarano and Richand Mitchell of Rockland, also Ray
mond Mullen of Appleton.
On Wednesday night. May 12,
Jacquelyn Kaler of Grade Vlli,
was given a surprise party at the
McIntosh cottage at Crockett’s
Beach. Janice McIntosh arranged
for the event and entertained 24
guests in honor of her classmate,
Jacquelyn.

Cushion Ride

favorite sport, baseball!
Pupils in Room 9 enjoyed a quiz
game covering questions on pro
grams and their sponsors as seen
on Television.
Arthur Lawrence
was the winner of the quiz.

Barry Black and Edward Mof
fitt presented a very entertain
ing program at the recent meeting
of the Weaver’s Good Citizenship
Club.
Ann Peterson won a spelling-bee
in grade VIII, Room 9.
Adele

Grossman and Edward Moffitt re
ceived honorable 'mention.

Edward Miller. Grade VIII. gave
Many Junior High Pupils at
•‘Sports’ Review” during activity
tended the social given by the
period on Monday. His interest
junior class Washington Club. They
ing talk included up-to-date high
report a very pleasant evening.
lites in news connected with his

Progressive work is being done*
in tirade VIII on the Maine Scrap
books.
Pupils are busy making
outlines, writing stories, drawing
maps, and gathering svpplementary material about the Pine Tree
State.

For Your Old Tire

Towards the Purchase

of a

^sfiTonc
ALKYD

FLAT

ENAMEL

TOK FOR WALLS

6.70:15 WHITE

...ORINGS

SIDEWALL CUSHION

AND TRIM
* 100 Colon

FREE MOUNTING
Now!

* ScnibboMo

At Sears, the Greatest Tire Sale of All — Deluxe

White Sidewall Tires to Dress Your Car For Summer

Cf ft DC 285 MA,N ST*

PH0NE1770

Store Hoar*: • to 5 Monday thru Thursday
9 to 9 Friday and Saturday

60-lt

sub-primary this September

will be held at the Owl’s Head

Pete Alex of Rockland, individual high scorer in the Rockland,
Ralph Hooper of Rockland is shown as he starts his throw in the
Camden and Crosby meet Tuesday, is shown clearing the- har at five discus. Hooper, second high scorer in the meet, placed second to
feet, two inches to win the high jump. Alex placed first in thre< events Horne of Belfast in this event.
and second in three to amass 24 points.
Photos by Culllen

LAST 3 DAYS

Pre-School Clinic

* Ono coot covers

HARDWARE CO.

Keating

Height

(R)

(R>;

Perry

9 feet.

Discus—1st,
Hooper

and

(Ri;

Home
3rd.

(By;
Alex

Distance—124 feet.

Shot Put 1st. Hooper (R)
Alex (R); 3rd. Horne (Bi.
tance—39 feet 1 inch.
Javelin—1st. Hooper (R >;
Alex (R); 3rd. Black (R).
tance 133 feet.

The Thirty for All Club. Room
8 had a party in their home room.
Sandra Newman, Harry French
Richard Mitchell, and Mary Doak
Beverly Dorr and Richard Cum brought records for the music. For
mings, Grade VII are in charge refreshments each pupil brought a
of the bulletin board this week.
lunch and Mrs. Young ser\ed ice
Thc organization of a stamp cream.

RED HOT

SPECIALS
2.00 DUBARRY

It was in sadness that faculty
members learned of the death of
Mrs. Eleanor Howard. Mrs. How

The members of the Weavers'
Good Citizenship Club of Room 9
have issued invitations to the
eighth grade lasses of Junior High
and the eighth grade class of
the South School to a social
and party to bo held in the
high school gymnasium on the
evening of June 1. At this gala
event there will be a program,
games, and dancing. There will
be canteen service and music for
the festive occasion will be furn
ished by Woodcock’* Orchestra.
A sp« 11 ing bee conducted in

ard, formerly engaged as music
instructor in the Rockland schools,
will he remembered as having
brought charm and beauty to her
musical classroom.

BREATHLESS MIST

The study of equations through
the language of algebra is being
introduced to Grade VIII.

2.00 TUSSY

Pupils in the Eighth Grade Eng
lish class are replying to an inter-1

esting letter they have received i
from a school girl in California. j
A description of school life as spent :
by Junior Hight eighth graders is
being forwarded in a return epistle.

CAMDEN SCIENCE CLASS TO VISIT

The students <»f Room 10 had
charge of a recent assembly pro INDUSTRIAL PLANTS IN BANGOR
gram. They presented a program
AREA DURING FRIDAY TOUR
of songs. The actors and actresses
included: Donna Smallwood. Joann
About 35 science students from by the group in their visif to the
Hudson. June Grant, Lynda Ladd Camden High School will spend Coca Cola Bottling works and trip
Agnes Kent, Lowell Eridges, Lynda
Friday viewing industrial applica through the plant of one of the
Daniels, and Paul Coakley.
large bakeries in the Bangor area.
tions of some af the science mater
Barbara Bunker, who came to
Large scale industrial produc
us from Union last fall, has moved ial they have studied during the tion and the chemistry of pulp
to Damariscotta.
year. The group, of students with and paper manufacturing will be
Rehearsals for a play titled their instructor Ivan Sherman, shown to the sci-nce students as
“Doctor’s Daughter’’ are now in will leave by bus tomorrow morn they tour the plant of the East
progress in Mr. Audet’s Seventh ing to visit industrial and munici ern Manufacturing Company in
pal plants in Bangor and vicinity. Brewer.
Grade.
Neal Smith of Room ll Is a
candidate for the position of right
field on thc Junior High baseball

:ut rate cosmetics

Club in Room 11 Grade VII, has
as officers: President Judy Davis
and Vice President Roland Groder.

They will view both diesel and
hydro-electric* generating plants cf
the Bangor Hydro Electric Com
pany, located at Veaxle.
team
Production line operations and
Charles Huntley enjoyed a trip
MAIN ST.
TEL M
with Troop 206 to Union last Sat Industrial application of sanitaTHOMASTON. ME.
procedures will be observed
urday.
.
. —

STUDLEY

1st. Alex

Pole Vault
tic

Florence Withee. Barbara Day.
Donald Demmons. Alice Lord and
Sandra Newman received A on
their science test papers in Mrs.
Young’s room. The test covered
question on the topic, “Adaptation
of Plants and Animals for Life in
Desert and in the Ocean.’’
Junior Hign starts the fifth
week of the spring term, pucils and
teachers are suddenly aware of thc
nearness of school closing time!
In the meanwhile, there is much
to do and many ’cssons to be per
used. In the main corridor one
hears the chatter of 150 boys and
girls telling of the fun of outdoor
gym lessons, of the delightful
trip of the musical students .to
Farmingtin. of the ballgames go
ing on, of the notebook work to be
completed, and of the good lunch
Mrs. Dorman just served.

The group will visit thc pumping
station of the Bahgor water works’
located on outer State Street and |

also the filter plant and chlorina
tion plant where they will see how
water from the Penobscot River
I is made safe far drinking.

CLEANSING CREAM

$1.25

3.00 CHARBERT
COLOGNE

$1.00

COLOGNE,

DUST. POWDER $1.00 ea.

1.00 TUSSY
DEODORANT

50c

while they last

Reg. 2.75 MARY CHESS
COLOGNES
$1.50
1.00 H. H. AYER

50c

DEODORANT

2.25 REVLON
LIQUID DEODORANT

or CREAM

$1.25

Reg. 1.75

MARY CHESS SOAP

89c box - 2 let $1.75
Reg. 1.25 ODORONO
LIQUID SPRAY

09c

COSMETICS TAXED 10%
. »-lt
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almost say the parkway, at the
rear of the blocks is called Starr
Street as a souvenir of the Starr
family’s ownership of the land.
I cannot tell when the house was
moved to its present location, but
it was there when photographed by
the late Enoch Fernald in 1868.
Fernald’s studio was ;n the upper
part of the Keith building on the
j site of the Vinal Block and it seems
that the photograph was taken
from an upper window of the build
ing.

THOMASTON SCRAP BOOK
MAKES HISTORY LIVE

AS EDITED BY LEE MORSE
By F. L. S. Morse

i At that time there was the same
I front door, but it was some feet
back and the upper story over
hung and was supported by posts or
1 columns. In the office of the Thom

aston Garage there is a photo
graph of the house with columns
and with a group of uniformed
firemen. It is probable that this
house orignally s*ood partly over
the lot where Donaldson’s store
stands for Rooert Walsh tells me
that there is the foundation of a
cistern in that basement.

The Legion Hall was the Bushnell home and one hundred years
ago was the Thomas Snow house. This photograph was taken by Enoch
Fernald in 186#.
The Courier-Gazette of February of the Thomaston Bank w’hich was

20th showed a picture of the Bush
nell house, which is to be the new
home of the American Legion. This
house has a long history, a part
of which has been searched out.
and this seems the proper time
to tell it. It was for many year*
called the Old Snow House, as it
was named on the map of 1875. It
was built on Main Street between
1820 and 1835 in the lot next east

ARTHRITIS
RHFUMATISM

SUFFERERS

Find New Curb For Pain

a

granite structure which

stood

very near where Thomaston Na
tional Bank now stands. On the
1855 map it appears with the name
T. H. Snow and appears to have
been 25 or 30 feet back of the pres
ent front line of the blocks. This
house was mortgaged to Robert
Foster and again to John M. Snow.
The buildings were described as
a dwelling house and store and out
building, presumably a stable, and
the lot contained nearly two acres.
Capt. Thomas A. Snow was the
son of Capt. Ambrose Snow, Sr.,

Umi*. R.ioic. — Supply Ru.h.d Here

Can.........11

arthritis, rheumatism J Besides being master mariner he
was a hotel keeper but after a
few years there, he moved to New
Orleans where be carried on a
large tow-boat business. A sister
of his married Francis Cobb and
kept the Knox Hotel.
She was
grandmother of Governor William
T. Cobb.
Snow sold the house to Capt.
James A. Creighton who in 1856
Good now's Pharmacy - Main & Park sold it to George Starr and Elisha
Mail Orders Filled
Wood. The roadway, one might
Victims of crippling
and neuritis pain can take joyous new hope
from announcement of dramatic success with
a new formula which combines 4 drugs into
one tablet capable of relieving agonizing
pain in joints and muscles. According to
clinical reports, this new compound, called
VERTASOL, acts internally to curb tortur
ous arthritis, rheumatism, neuritis pain in
back, hands, arms, legs and shoulders yet
is safe to take, requires no prescription.
With tears of joy in their eyes, men and
women who formerly suffered dread stabbing
torture of arthritis and rheumat ism pain in
swollen joints and muscles now tell of blessed
relief after using it. «•
VERTASOL costs $3.00 but considering re
sults is not expensive, is only pennies per
dose. Sold with money back guarantee by

Amelia E. Crosby bought the
house in 1874 from Hannibal Drake
a non-resident and she conveyed
the property co Jerome Bushnell,
M. D. in 1893. It is said that he
gave her his recipe for curing
cancers on the outside of the face
or body, as payment, it being stip
ulated that she could not use it in
Maine.
The doctor was a very colorful
person, and as nobody in these
parts knew much about him. imag
inations were given full play.
It is known that he came to
Thomaston from Topsham but was
not a native of Maine.
After he came here he married
Mrs. Nancy Davis of Cushing. Her
maiden name was Crouse and she
was a sister of Theron and Mark
Crouse both of whom lived many
years in this town. Fred Davis a
son by her first marriage, lives at
the West end. George Davis her
grandson is employed by a local
drug store and Nancy and Barbara
are great granddaughters. The
doctor had been married before
and the late Mrs. Rossi Donato was
a daughter. His family name was
Jerome Prindle but while serving
in some capacity in the War be
tween the States he met a Dr.
Bushnell who gave him a start in
his profession and for whom he
felt a deep regard so he took the
name of his benefactor.
After
coming to town he rented houses

in various parts of the village. He
lived for some years in the old
Cooper house on the lot where Dr.
E. R. Moss's bouse now stands.
He once lived on Water Street in
the house back of Enoch Clark’s
home, and in the Irving Bracey
house across the river. Later he
moved to the Townsend house on
Beechwood Street long known as
the Mathew Linekin house.

20,1954

iwwuy-1 nuriaay-aarunvoy

well known and liked locally. A
few years ago Adelyn appeared in
a new role, that of novelist. She
had three novels published, all
fairly successful!. The first novel
Tide Rode treated of the old sea
going days. Her characters were
vivid but purely ficticious as they
were meant to be and could not be
accepted as typical of our cap
tains.
Before Dr. Bushnell acquired the
house there were many tenants.
Mrs. Ruby Chapels of Appleton
tells me that her mother, the
late Alice Orff Rackliff with her
mother Mary Reed and her step
father Zenas Reed once lived in
one side while James Reed and
his wife lived ;n the other side.
The two wives Welts from Waldo
boro. James Reeds brother Sam
and Will are remembered by our
older citizens. The late Gilman
Stone lived here and Miss Martha
Stone was born n *his place.

The doctor was very sharp in
repartee, but his engaging smile
general helped to avoid making an
enemy. One spring when things
had not been going too serenely,
an old gentlemen told the doctor
that he had been worried about
him. “Oh well. You don’t have to
worry about me. ’ Said the doc
tor, I have other sources of revenue
besides the practice of my pro
fession”. “And what are they?”
asked the old man. Said the doc
tor in reply there art two in par
ticular. ,“One is minding my own
Will Simmons, w’hom we all
business and the other is keeping
my nose out of other folk’s af know and like, remembers that a
fairs.”
Mr. Getchell the town lamplighter
Jerome Bushnell, the son died lived here and kept his lamps and
many years ago. The daughter oil in the old pound out back of
Adelyn was a brillant woman. I the engine hali. The lamps were
remember her as a girl who put into glass boxes atop of posts
seemed quiet, good-looking and and tended each day by the lamp
well-behaved. After leaving town lighter. This was discontinued in
she became an actress of note. ‘92. There was a house back of
She had a stock company of her the blocks and nearly opposite
own and played m Rockland for where the Getchell lived. A John
some seasons. Her first husband Rogers and his wife Frances Lis
George Manning for many years comb Rogers lived here.
dead, played with her and their
son Bill was a very amiable and
capable youth. He now serves the
United States Armv, I believe in
the Intelligence Service.
Her
second marriage was less fortu
nate and ended in divorce. Later
she married another actor known
as Marshall Bradford who was

James
Shepherd
father
of
John Dan Shepherd and Mrs. Mau
rice Wilson of Rockland wras an
other tenant. Reuben Meservey,
father of our fellow townsman, Ar
thur Meservey owned the house
and lived here. He bought it from
Oscar Blunt who sold it for Oscar
Hodgekins. Meservey sold it to the

ON
^^YOUR NAME

Bank who had it taken down. In
1875 James Walsh bought it from
Sanford Delano.
Robert Walsh
remembered that his uncle Alfred
Walsh once lived here. I believe
but cannot prove that Robert
Walsh grandfather once owned the
place. In front of the house were
two willow trees that grew from
two willow posts put there to accomadate a clothes- line either by
the Shepherds of the Rogers
family. Such trees are by no
means rare. I know positively of
at least one other willow tree that
grew from a post.
P. S. I might ^>ay that Dr. Bush
nell was a licensed physician and
had authority from the State of
Maine to use the M. D. after his
name. Morever he had the knowl
edge although much of this had
been gathered by private study.

MARTINSVILLE
Mrs. Annie Fuller was called
here by the loss of her sister, Mrs.
Hattie Gardner. Others who at
tended the service were Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas E. Fuller, Mr. and
Mrs. Edison Fuller and Mrs. Geor
gia Buckley all of Attleboro, Mass.
While here they were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Thompson
and daughter.
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

Rebekah Lodges

Held Successful
District Meeting
A District Meeting of District
16, Rebekah Lodges of Maine,
was held Friday at the IOOF Hall

Jackalena Pearce of

with Mrs.

Fort Fairfield, President of the
Rebekah Assembly of Maine, as

Other honored

guest of honor.

guests introduced by Mrs. Hazel

Rollins of Rockland, marshal to
District President Mrs. Vivian
Whittier of Rockland were: Mrs.
Constance
MacPhail of Owl’s
Head, Junior Past President of the
Rebekah Assembly of Maine;
Mrs. Inez
Crosby of Camden,
Past President of the Association
of Rebekah Assemblies; Miss
Doris Hyler of Warren, secretary
of the Association of Ladies’ Aux
iliary; Mrs. Addie Brown and
Mrs. Bessie Bowers, past presi
dents of the Association of La
dies’ Auxiliary; Mrs. Whittier.
Mrs. Pearce, Mrs. Ariel Leonard
of Union, district deputy presi
dent of District 15 aAd Milton
Rollins, Sr., of Rockland, Past
Grand
Representative of the
Grand Encampment or Maine.
The address of welcome was

SEARS
ROEBUCK AND CO
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given by Mrs. Margaret Butler
of Rockland and the response
Mrs. Mary Davis of Tenant’s Har
bor. Reports were given for all
lodges in the district. Demon
strations were given by Maiden
Cliff Lodge of Camden and an
nouncement by the Puritan Lodge
of Tenant’s Harbor. A question
period was conducted by Mrs.
Pearce. Both afternoon and eve
ning meetings were conducted by
Mrs. Whittier as District Deputy
President of District 16.
Supper was served with Mrs.
Gertrude Black as chairman, as
sisted by Mrs. Gladys Studley,
Mrs. Florence Nelson, Mrs. Linnie
Gray, Mrs. Osca Knight and Miss^
Glenice Thompson.
Waitresses^®
were Mrs. Madlene Jackson, Mrs.
Gr$ce Jameson and Mrs. Lina
Carroll.
The evening’s activities includ
ed a memorial service conducted
by Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge of
Camden, husinesss session, the
awarding of certificate of perfec
tion and the exemplification of the
Rebekah Degree by Miriam Lodge
of Rockland.
Miss Mildred Perkins, contest
ant for Honorary Captain of the
Junior Drum and Bugle Corps
who is sponsored by Miriam Re
bekah Lodge, was introduced and
welcomed during the banquet.

HALF PRICE SALE!

ONLY

FLOWERING

BR

come inf

SHRUBS

time,
phone first

or Io save

PUBLIC LOAN

ALTHEA
REG.
89c ea.

CORPORATION OF ROCKLAND

359 Main St., 2nd fi„ Phone: 1720

2 for 89c

• Balled and Biirlnpped for Easy Trans
planting.

• Hardy Field Grown Cross Country Stock

PROVED BEST VALUE FOR ALL MAKES OF CARS

Perfect setting for your summer outdoor
garden! Plant them ... sit hack and enjoy
their splendid beauty . . . delightful frag
rance all through the growing season.
Monthly chart shows approximate date
each variety blooms. Don't miss this money
saving opportunity at Sears! Make your se
lections today . . . and choose from complete
assortments at Sears Lawn and Garden
Shop.

THE NEW HHEST

I

BLUE SUNOCO

EVERGREEN SALE
FROM

«

88c

EACH

Outstanding varieties . . . worth up
to twice as much. Each is field
grown, selected for form and hardi
ness! Save at Sears!

WINS AGAINST IS PREMIUM-PRICED BRANDS
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All the claims of other gasolines
can’t change results of this test

one-grade policy gives you

SPECIALS

high-test performance at regular gas price

Economy

Sun Oil Company produces only one grade of gasoline—
New High-Test Blue Sunoco. This policy saves on tanks,
trucks, pumps. These savings are invested in research and
new, improved refining processes to give you the New
Blue Sunoco—premium quality still at regular gas price.

LawnSeed

2 lbs. 99c
Green Karpet con
tains 1 1 % Ken

tucky Blue with Red
Top and Rye. Fast
and thick growing.

We save on tanks I We save on trucks ! We save on pumps
You save every mile you drive with New Blue Sunoco

Precision Ball Bearing In Reel Makes Mowing Easier!

If you have been instructed by your Car Dealer or

14-inch

Owner’s Manual to use a “premium” (or “high-test”)

Economy Mower

gasoline, get New High-Test Blue Sunoco, the pre
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mium quality gasoline still at regular gas price.
Proved at Indianapolis Track

The Test: New High-Test Blue
Sunoco was tested against 16 pre
mium-priced gasolines at Indianapo
lis Track under supervision of famed
Wilbur Shaw, President of Track.
Each day of test, 16 cars (including
cars with highest compression en
gines) were fueled with $3 worth of
gasoline and driven around track ’til
tanks ran dry. Number of miles each
car went was accurately recorded by

impartial observers. The fleet of cars
was run on New Blue Sunoco and on
all 16 premium-priced gasolines.

Flower Bed Border

SALE

FEATURE

ll88

Durable Welded Style

Regular 2.89

NEW HI-TEST

16"x25-ft. Roll

The Results: New High-Test Blue

Sunoco—at regular gas price—beat
them all! It gave up to 14.9% more
miles (average: 10.4%) per dollar
than premium-priced brands tested.
Ask your Sunoco dealer for the names
of these premium-priced brands.
Then test New Blue Sunoco and see
the difference it makes in your car.

Low Price
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Decorative and protective. All 11ga. galvanized wire. Scroll top,
16-in. height. 25 foot roll.

ILUE

Don't let this low price fool you! There's finer quality,
sturdier construction, more dependable workmanship thon

you d expect at this low price! 4-super sharp carbon heat
treated steel blades stay keen-edged.

HAVE YOU FOUND A KEY?

SUNOCO

Bring It In and Try It On Sears Treasure Chest

RADIO NEWS
'Sunoco 3-Stor Exlro*
6:45 FJA. Moo. to Fri, NK
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PREMIUM QUALITY-REGULAR PRICE! PAY MORE? WHAT FOR?

285 MAIN STREET

PHONE 1770

Store Hours: 9 to 5 Monday thru Tuesday
9 to 9 Friday and Saturday
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